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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report was prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for the

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) of the Department of
Energy (DOE). The study was undertaken to estimate the postclosure risk, in
terms of population health effects, of a high-level nuclear waste repository
at the proposed site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

BACKGROUND

Information on the public risk is needed to site, design, license, and

operate a repository system. A literature study conducted by PNL and

Brookhaven National Laboratory in Fiscal Year (FY) 1986 concluded that

published information was not sufficient to develop a comprehensive,

technically consistent, estimate of population risk from the proposed

repository system. The Risk Characterization Program was initiated by OCRWM

in FY 1987 to develop preliminary risk estimates prior to the collection of

detailed information during site characterization activities. Estimates of

the postclosure risks were developed by the Performance Assessment Scientific

Support (PASS) Program at PNL.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Postclosure Risks Task was to develop a technically
consistent estimate of the risk, in terms of human population health effects,

of a repository system at the proposed site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The

risk estimates for the repository system were developed using the latest

published data and technically consistent models and assumptions.

SCOPE

The risk estimates cover a time span of 1 million years following
repository closure. Representative disruptive and intrusive events were

selected and evaluated in addition to expected conditions. The estimates

were generated assuming spent fuel as the waste form, and included- all

important nuclides from an inventory, half-life and dose perspective. A
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variety of modeling assumptions and data values are incorporated into a

sensitivy analysis which identified important modeling parameters.

CONCLUSIONS

Results show no risk from the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain for

10,000 to 100,000 years. Estimates of the number of excess health effects

due to the repository range from 36 to 181 over 1,000,000 years. These health

effects are in addition to approximately 33,600 health effects (or a risk of

.03 health effects per year) expected from the background radiation count.

The estimate of additional health effects includes the effect of a postulated

magmatic event and climate change scenarios. Thus, the repository would

account for a .1 to 1% increase in health effects over background. These

estimates are sensitive to the groundwater recharge rate through the

repository horizon, the waste form dissolution rate, and the population size.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The modeling process and the sensitivity analysis identified that the

number of health effects depended heavily on the waste form dissolution rate,

with high dissolution rates leading to a large number of estimated health

effects. In addition, high dissolution rates could potentially cause

violations of the NRC fractional release rate criteria for highly soluble

nuclides. It is recommended that future modeling and experimental work focus

on gathering information on this important parameter.

Another important parameter was the groundwater recharge rate through

the repository horizon. A doubling of the expected recharge rate leads to

dose estimates which could grow by several orders of magnitude, primarily

because the increased water flux could cause fracture flow in the partially

saturated zone. Is is recommended that future site characterization work

consider a task to estimate potential recharge rates.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

(OCRWM) is developing a system for permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel,

commercial and defense-high-level nuclear waste, and other waste that may be

designated for geologic disposal by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

system will consist of one or more geologic repositories, a Monitored

Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility (if approved by Congress), and a

transportation system to move the wastes from the waste generators to the

storage and disposal facilities.

Information on the public and occupational risks produced by the waste

management system is needed to site, design, license and operate the system.

A study was performed in Fiscal Year 1986 by Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(PNL) and Brookhaven National Laboratories (BNL). This study reviewed previous

work that assessed the risks in the waste management system and used this

information to develop preliminary estimates of the risks in the system. The

major conclusion of this study was that published information was not

sufficient to develop a comprehensive and technically consistent estimate of

all of the potentially important risks produced by the waste management system.

Previous work did not address many potentially important risk categories and

was based on a wide variety of methods, data, system designs and key

assumptions.

OCRWM is planning a number of major risk and safety studies during the.

design, development and licensing process for the waste management system.

Many of these studies will be based on the detailed information being developed

in the site characterization activities at the candidate repository site at

Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Several years will be required to develop this

information and perform these risk studies. Preliminary risk information is

needed in the near term to help guide programmatic and design decisions that

must be made before the more detailed risk studies are completed.

The Risk Characterization Program was initiated by OCRWM in FY 87 to

develop this preliminary risk information. All major risk categories are

being addressed: construction, operations (including transportation),

decommissioning, retrieval and postclosure. Estimates of the postclosure
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risks are being developed by the Performance Assessment Scientific Support

(PASS) Program at PNL using methods, data and assumptions that are consistent

with the other risk estimates being developed in the Risk Characterization

Program. This document presents the final results for the postclosure risks

task.

1.1 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE RISK CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAM

The objective of the Risk Characterization Program was to use the best

available methods, data, and system information to develop technically

consistent estimates of the risks associated with storing, handling,

transporting and disposing of spent fuel and other wastes that will require

disposal in geologic repositories.

The study scope is comprehensive so that the results can be used to meet

a broad range of needs within OCRWM for information on the risks in the waste
management system. All potentially important risks will be estimated from

all major system options and facility locations under active consideration by

DOE. The study will address all waste categories designated for geologic

disposal in the Mission Plan (DOE 1985). Spent fuel will be emphasized.

Both preclosure and postclosure repository risks will be estimated. Risks

will be analyzed for both the authorized and improved performance (MRS)
configurations of the waste management system. The Yucca Mountain, Nevada,
candidate repository site selected for site characterization will be studied

along with an MRS facility and the transportation operations necessary to
move the wastes through the system. Radiological and nonradiological health

risks to both the public and facility workers will be estimated. Risks from
both accidents and routine operations will be addressed. All phases of system

development and operation will be analyzed including construction, operations,

decommissioning and possible retrieval operations at the repository.

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE POSTCLOSURE RISKS TASK

The objective of the Postclosure Risks Task is to provide estimates of

the risk, In terms of human health effects, of the postclosure repository

system at the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The time

span covered by the study was initially 100,000 years after repository closure.
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Because of the very long time for ground water to travel to the accessible

environment, the time span of the study was extended to 1 million years.

Performance of the repository system is evaluated under expected conditions

and selected disruptive and intrusive events. Spent fuel was assumed to be

the waste form because even though the mix of waste forms for the repository

has not been decided, spent fuel will be the predominant waste form; also

spent fuel provides a conservative estimate of radionuclide releases. All

important radionuclides--in terms of inventory, half-life, chain decay, health

effects, and Environmental Protection Agency release limits (EPA 1985)--are

evaluated; Although site characterization is an ongoing activity, published

information was the source of the site data for the analyses. A sensitivity

analysis was done to identify the components of the system that have the

greatest effect on the risk estimates. The calculational time-scale for

postclosure risks, upwards of 100,000 years, as compared with only tens of

years for the preclosure and transportation risks, makes it difficult to

meaningfully combine postclosure risk estimates with preclosure risk estimates

in the development of an integrated total system risk estimate.

The results of the scenarios evaluation work and the list of disruptive

and intrusive events included in the risk assessment is presented in Section

2. The hydrologic modeling results, which are needed to model the expected

conditions, are presented in Section 3. Models for the release of

radionuclides from the engineered barriers are presented in Section 4, along

with release estimates for a variety of conditions. Far-field mass transport

issues and results are presented in Section 5. Dose models for ground water

based contamination are presented in Section 6. Analysis of selected

disruptive scenarios is presented in Section 7. Sensitivity analysis results

are presented in Section 8. Finally, postclosure risk estimates are discussed

in Section 9.
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2.0 SELECTION OF DISRUPTIVE/INTRUSIVE SCENARIOS

This section reports on PNL's task to define a set of representative

scenarios for use in a preliminary postclosure risk evaluation. Recent post-

closure risk assessment literature and the Environmental Assessment (EA) for

(DOE 1986c) the Yucca Mountain site are examined for the treatment of potential

disruptive or intrusive event scenarios. Information from the review is used

to select scenarios for evaluation.

2.1 STATUS OF SCENARIO DEFINITION AND SCREENING WORK

There are three major approaches currently used to identify scenarios
for analysis: simulation, event trees, and expert judgment. Koplik, Kaplan
and Ross (1982) and Ross (1986) describe these concepts and review published
works on them through 1985. The event-tree method for identifying scenarios

has been demonstrated by Hunter (1983) and Hunter, Barr and Bingham (1983).

As Ross observed, most risk-assessment work to date has used the judgmental

method for selecting scenarios since the event-tree method produces extremely

large numbers of scenarios and scenario combinations. Simulation methods may

be used to screen scenarios selected for consideration by another method, such

as demonstrated by Petrie et al. (1981), but these methods also have seen

limited applications because of the lack of field data required to

mathematically evaluate alternative scenarios.

Identification and evaluation of scenarios for the purpose of calculation

of risk is a twofold problem. First, a specific evolution of site

characteristics must be identified, and then the probability of the particular

evolution of characteristics must be specified. Scenario impacts can be

functions of frequency, timing, and severity. Even for a specific disruptive
event, it is impossible to separately evaluate the impacts of all possible

severities, times of occurrence, and frequencies of occurrence. Representative

scenarios must therefore be identified so that a manageable number of
severities, occurrences and frequencies that credibly bound reasonable risks
can be evaluated. As the literature survey will show, some progress has been
made in identifying classes of site characteristics which must be examined.
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However, the problem of assigning probabilities to release scenarios remains

largely unsolved at this time.

Hunter, Mann and Cranwell (1985) cited a number of publications that

include examples of unstated assumed.probabilities, stated assumed

probabilities, probabilities calculated using sophisticated mathematics and

uncertain or poor data, probabilities based on geologic considerations and

arguments, and probabilities based on combinations of these approaches. The

purpose of the review was to make the point that no consensus exists on how

to go about assigning probabilities to events with a low likelihood of

occurring.

Hunter, Mann and Cranwell (1985) stated that they were working on the

problem of assigning probabilities to scenarios on behalf of the NRC. This

is of particular interest since the same organization (Sandia) has been

addressing this problem for the NRC since the late 1970s (Cranwell et al. 1982

ab). The problem is not amenable to easy or rapid solution. The purpose of

the work by Sandia was to evaluate the EPA standard and demonstrate a
methodology for showing compliance with that standard (Pepping, Chu and Siegel
1983a,b; Siegel and Chu 1983; Pepping et al. 1983c). [See Ortiz and Wahi
(1983) or Ortiz et al. (1984) for a more complete description and overview
of this work]. This work demonstrated applications of a risk assessment

methodology to hypothetical systems in basalt, bedded salt, and tuff. Of

interest is the conclusion by these authors that they have demonstrated a

method of assessing compliance with the EPA standard which can take into

account the uncertainty of scenario frequencies. The more difficult problem

of assigning realistic ranges and distributions to the scenario frequencies

remains to be addressed (Ortiz et al. 1984). Although these authors agreed

that this problem "is one of the most difficult areas in assessing compliance

with the EPA standard," they are nevertheless confident that reasonable

approaches have either been developed or are being developed.

Internationally, the prospects for the formulation of a defensible
methodology for assigning probability distributions to release scenarios have
fared similarly. Despite a 1980 Nuclear Energy Agency workshop on-the subject
(NEA 1981), in 1985 the recommendation was again made that the NEA have a
workshop or form an expert group to address methodology development for
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radionuclide release scenario identification and screening, and the assignment

of probabilities and probability distributions to release scenarios (NEA 1986).

The subject continues to challenge the repository risk/performance assessment
community, and some experts are pessimistic about the prospects of doing

credible, technically defensible work in this area of assigning probability

distributions to release scenarios, as required to show compliance with the
EPA standard (Kocher et al. 1985, for example).

Finally, Ross (1986) came to a conclusion similar to that stated above,
acknowledging that: Whatever technique is used to identify scenarios, severe

difficulties are encountered in assigning numerical probabilities to them."

2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW

A number of published preliminary performance analyses have included

low-probability events. One of the earlier analyses was reported in the final

environmental impact statement for high-level waste disposal (DOE 1980). A

more recent analysis is reported in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's

(EPA) background information document supporting the final EPA standard (EPA

1985b).

2.2.1 DOE Related Work

Generic Environmental Impact Statement

In 1980, the DOE published postclosure performance risk analyses using

worst-case scenario evaluations intended to bound risks that could be expected

from a repository (DOE 1980). The use of very low-probability/high-consequence

postulated events resulted in initial risk estimates sufficiently low to allow

deep underground emplacement of high-level radioactive waste to be pursued as

the preferred permanent disposal option (NWPA 1982).

The final generic environmental impact statement (GEIS) for the management

of commercial radioactive waste contained a generic postclosure risk assessment
(DOE 1980). The scope of the postclosure risk assessment work reported in
the GEIS was consistent with the need for a bounding estimate of postclosure
risks from the geologic disposal activity. The scope was limited to an

evaluation of the consequences of worst-case scenario consequences for a

generic repository. The scenario consequence calculations were generic in
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the sense that host-rock properties were not taken into account. The only

differences between host rock were the inventories which were thought to be

likely for each host-rock type at the time the GEIS was prepared..

At the time the GEIS was done, different rock types being considered were

basalt or granite, shale, and salt. Different Inventories were assumed for

each rock type, but the differences in the risks stemming from the differences

in assumed inventory amount only to a factor of two, which is not relevant in

terms of the order-of-magnitude estimates being made in the GEIS.

Some highly unlikely scenarios, such as repository breach by a meteorite

strike, and the solution mining of salt were treated in the GEIS. The meteor

strike scenario is now considered too unlikely to be a significant contributor

to risk (DOE 1986b, EPA 1985a). Some of the other scenarios evaluated in the

GEIS were drilling that results in part of the contents of a waste canister

being brought to the surface, and faulting that results in three possible

consequence scenarios: 1) surface water contamination by flow through a small

stream, 2) surface water contamination by ground-water flow, and

3) contaminated ground water reaching a well.

Even where probability estimates were assumed for initiating events in the

GEIS, they were not considered defensible estimates by many reviewers. This

is illustrated by the controversy between the DOE and EPA over the probability

of faulting that is documented in the footnotes of the GEIS postclosure risk

assessments. The GEIS illustrates that the purpose for which a risk analysis

is done determines the uses to which the results can legitimately be made of

the results.

An objection to performing preliminary estimates of postclosure repository

risks stems from the lack of site-specific data needed for disruptive/intrusive

event consequence analyses. For example, DOE Office of Geologic Repositories

(OGR) Project Environmental Assessments (DOE 1986a,b,c) for the three sites

initially approved for characterization each reiterate the need for more work

to describe credible ranges for scenario probabilities. The key to obtaining

more realistic estimates of risk lies in obtaining realistic estimates of

intrusive and disruptive event scenario likelihoods and consequences.
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AEGIS Technology Demonstration

From 1979 through 1981, the AEGIS (Assessment of Effectiveness of

Geologic Isolation Systems) Program at PNL was involved in creating a geologic

simulation model (GSM),and in demonstrating its use on a hypothetical basalt

repository site in the Columbia Plateau (Dove et al. 1982; Petrie et al.

1981). As part of this modeling effort, a comprehensive set of disruptive

and intrusive event scenarios was described and the effects of the scenarios

on the geological disposal system were quantified into interrelated submodels.

The program demonstrated an application of the simulation method for evaluating

consequences of scenarios given probabilities of occurrence of many system

parameters. However, scenario selection for the GSM was based on a literature

review and evaluation documented by Stottlemyre et al. (1980). Thus, the

AEGIS program does not yield state of the art information or methodologies to

aid in the selection of scenarios and the assignment of occurrence

probabilities.

Environmental Assessment Related Studies

To aid the selection of sites to be characterized, an expert panel

convened by DOE made a qualitative assessment of the degree to which

repository performance will likely be affected by disruptive/intrusive events

(DOE 1986d). This qualitative assessment included evaluations of the scenarios

listed in Table 2.1. Of the intrusive/disruptive scenarios considered by

this panel, only two to three scenarios are considered both credible and

potentially significant for a repository in basalt, bedded salt, or tuff.

The expected case scenario and the chance that site characterization will

fail to reveal some unexpected features that will influence releases apply

to all sites, of course. The expert panel also assigned some probability

ranges and consequence ranges to these scenarios, but, like the probability

assignments used by the EPA (1985b), this work was not meant to be used as a

basis for anything but scoping, preliminary risk estimates. The panel's work

may be useful, however, as a discussion of current thought and a compilation

of current knowledge.concerning scenarios and their likelihoods and

consequences.
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TABLE 2.1. Potentially Significant Scenarios Evaluated by DOE Expert Panel
(DOE 1986d)

Potential
Credibility or Significance

Scenario Description Basalt Bedded

1. Nominal case (expected conditions) C(a)

2. Unexpected features in C
the site system

3. Repository-induced host- NC(b)
rock dissolution

4. Advance of a dissolution front C

5. Movement of a large fault near C
but not inside the repository

6. Movement of a large fault NC N
inside the repository

7. Movement of a small fault near NA
but not inside the repository

8. Movement of a small fault NA
inside the repository

9. Movement along a large fault at NA
least 5 km from the repository

l0a. Extrusive magmatic event within NC
500 years after closure

lOb. Extrusive magmatic event 500 to NC
10,000 years after closure

11. Intrusive magmatic event NC

12. Large-scale exploratory drilling NC

13. Small-scale exploratory drilling NA

14. Incomplete sealing of the shafts C
and the repository

a C - scenario credible.
b NC - scenario not credible.
c NA - scenario would have insignificant release effect.

ed Salt

C

C

Tuff

C

C

NC

NC

NC

NC

HA

NC

NA

NC

NC

NC

C

NA

C

NC

NC

NA (c)

NA

NA

NA

NA

C

C

NC

NC

NA

NA
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Detailed Analysis of the Environmental Assessment

The information presented in this section was taken from volumes I and II

of the Yucca Mountain EA (DOE 1986c). Since the EA cites and references the

documents upon which it is based and since no primary research results are

reported, no references, in addition to the EA, are provided here. The EA

addresses the 10 CFR Part 960 "General Guidelines for the Recommendation of
Sites for the Nuclear Waste Repositories" (DOE 1984). Subsections of the EA
address individual guidelines and, in so doing, present material germane to

the evaluation of scenarios.

Material given in greater detail in the EA is paraphrased and summarized.

Relevant sections of the EA are identified by EA section numbers in brackets,

e.g., (6.3.1.4] is the section entitled "Climatic changes

(10 CFR 960.4-2-4).

Climate Chance. (6.3.1.4.2] Pluvial conditions have occurred and will

occur again in this area. These conditions presumably result in increased

recharge, and surface hydrologic features associated with raised water tables.

However, the increases in recharge and water table rises plausible for Yucca

Mountain are not expected to affect ground water travel times (6.4.2.5.1],

assuming matrix flow and barring fracture flow.

Preliminary paleoclimate evaluations and hydrological characterization

of the Yucca Mountain area suggests that the climate change scenario should be

included in considerations of risk.

Faulting. [3.2.3] Yucca Mountain lies in an area of low seismicity

relative to seismic belts to the west and north. Geologic evidence suggests

that the Yucca Mountain area has been relatively stable for 11 million years.

Surface faulting in response to nearby nuclear weapons testing has been

observed, suggesting susceptibility to faulting. Historical earthquake

evidence is considered inadequate for judging maximum earthquake potentials

because large earthquakes may be followed by aftershocks for a century and by

relatively quiet periods of one or more thousands of years before recurring.

(6.3.1.7.5] The expectation is that movement will occur along existing

faults in fractured rock, and therefore large fracture zones will be avoided

in locating the repository. In addition, in the highly unlikely event that a
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canister or a small number of canisters are ruptured by movement along a fault
through the repository, the lack of flowing water in the repository, combined
with the small fraction of canisters that could possibly be destroyed by such

an event would not result in massive waste form dissolutioning. Ground-water

transport times from the repository to the water table that are measured in

multiple ten thousand year intervals also ensure no significant effects from

faulting in the repository. It appears that, although somewhat likely,

faulting does not have the potential for causing significant risk increases

at Yucca Mountain.

Magmatic Event. (6.3.1.7.3] Calculations performed for the Yucca

Mountain site suggests a probability between 3.3 x 10-10 /yr and 4.7 x 108/yr

for 10,000 years for the occurrence of basaltic volcanism. The possibility

of volcanism, in the form of basaltic eruptions, is suggested by basaltic

eruptions during the Quaternary to the west and south of Yucca Mountain

(6.3.1.7.4]. Quaternary basalt flows and cinder cones are to be found on

Crater Flat, adjacent to the west-southwest side of Yucca Mountain (3.2.1],

and calderas at Amargosa Valley have deposited ash flows as recently as 200,000
to 300,000 years ago [6.3.1.7.4]. The assumption is made that Quaternary

history is predictive of future events (6.3.1.7.2]. Consequences for the

repository involve the physical transport of waste to the surface (6.3.1.7.1].

The probability of volcanism appears small. However, assuming that waste

would be physically entrained and deposited on the surface, or perhaps

dispersed into the atmosphere with fine-grained ash, the volcanic scenario

should be addressed in a semi-quantitative fashion.

Human Intrusion Potential. (3.2.4.1] There is no evidence for

geothermal, uranium, hydrocarbon, oil shale, or coal resources at Yucca

Mountain. Although there is a high heat flow in the site, there is no prospect

for hot water at economically attractive depths, and nearby (20 km) uranium

occurrences are not considered attractive targets for development.

(3.2.4.2] "Active silver and gold mining. nearby (20 km), and lead and

copper mining to the northwest of Yucca Mountain seem to have no bearing on

the tuff site's resource potential. Yucca Mountain is not considered to have

any potential for metal resource development.
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[3.2.4.3] Sand and gravel are ubiquitous, and are found at Yucca

Mountain. Although clays, ceramic silica, zeolites, alunite, fluorite, and

construction aggregates are extracted nearby, Yucca Mountain has none of these

resources.

(3.3.3] Ground-water resources in the Yucca Mountain subsurface drainage

are being tapped by wells, largely domestic. Maximum populations supportable

by Amargosa Desert ground waters are estimated at less than 20,000. It would

appear that the aquifer that flows from beyond Yucca Mountain under the

mountain and toward Death Valley will continue to be used for human activities

in the future. A human intrusion scenario seems unlikely for the repository,

as long as the intrusion is motivated by a desire to find resources other

than the repository content itself.

Shaft Seal Failure. [2.1.4] The objective of the sealing activity is to

use sealing materials that offer isolation properties at least equivalent to

that offered by the host rock. In an unsaturated, fractured and porous medium,

it should not be difficult to seal shafts with a medium with roughly equivalent

properties. It is difficult to postulate a scenario in which a sealed shaft
at Yucca Mountain could become a preferential pathway for radionuclide

transport when net flux of ground water appears to be downward.

2.2.2 NRC Related Work

The NRC recently published its proposed amendments (NRC 1986) to its

final rule on the disposal of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear

fuel (NRC 1983). In these proposed amendments, which serve to conform the NRC

rule to the final EPA standard, there is a discussion of the NRC's intent
concerning the assignment of probabilities to scenarios (processes and events)

resulting in releases to the accessible environment: The Commission will

require an extensive and thorough investigation of relevant processes and

events, but will require analyses of the probability and/or consequence of

each only to the extent necessary to determine its contribution to the overall

probability distribution ... Generally, categories of processes and events

which can be shown to have a likelihood less than one chance in 10,000 over

10,000 years, along with categories of processes and events which otherwise

can be shown not to change the remaining probability distribution of cumulative

release significantly, need not receive further analysis.
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Based on this statement, the likelihood of a significant-release

occurrence needs to be described in terms of a probability distribution.

According to the NRC (NRC 1986), conservative bounding calculations may be

performed when no consensus can be reached on this probability distribution.

The approach of using bounding calculations may mean assigning a scenario
probability at, or near, unity and including the process or event in the

consequence probability distribution. This approach of assigning a unit

probability to a scenario has been used in some of the preliminary risk
assessments done to date.

Modeling results based on assuming a probability of one for scenarios of

unknown likelihood are scoping or worst-case analyses. They address only

release consequences given the occurrence of certain postulated, but unlikely,

events and processes. Calculation of an overall repository risk estimate

requires combining the consequences of many scenarios. The procedure for the

combination of consequences makes use of the probability of occurrence of

different scenarios. Assigning a probability of one to a scenario requires
the inconsistent modeling assumption that only one scenario is of interest.

The most comprehensive recent risk assessment work is probably that done

by Sandia National Laboratories in 1983, which included results of simplified

repository performance analyses that addressed the EPA standard's cumulative
release limits (EPA 1985a). The three reports that describe these simplified

analyses for hypotheticaT basalt, salt, and tuff repositories, respectively,

are: Pepping, Chu and Siegel (1983ab); and Siegel and Chu (1983).

The problem presented by the general inability to specify probabilities

for scenarios is reflected in these three Sandia studies of hypothetical

repository performance. For the basalt site it is suggested that uncertainty

in scenario probabilities may be addressed through an assumed probability

distribution for each scenario (Pepping, Chu and Siegel 1983a). Study of

the likelihood of exploratory drilling at Yucca Mountain is recommended to aid

in the determination of the safety of that location as a repository site

(Siegel and Chu 1983). Finally, the hypothetical salt repository evaluation

(Pepping, Chu and Siegel 1983b) concludes that a practical difficulty in

addressing the EPA standard is the inability to assign meaningful probabilities

to scenarios.
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Ortiz and Wahi (1983) summarized the scenarios evaluated as in Table

2.2. This agrees with Table 2.1 (DOE 1986d) judgments except that the

extrusive magmatic event thought to be credible for Yucca mountain in Table

2.1 was not analyzed. Thus, it appears that for all intents, the DOE expert

panel came to the same conclusions regarding the credibility of

disruptive/intrusive scenarios for the three first-repository sites as the
group at Sandia did in their evaluations for the NRC.

Pepping, Chu and Siegel (1983a) discuss three possible sources of
information for the assignment of probabilities for scenarios: 1) If a
process can be shown to be stochastic in nature, an analyst may be able to

assign a probability based on observations on that process, e.g., Donath and

Cranwell (1981) attempted to use this approach for faulting by analysis of data
describing existing fault densities and stress states; 2) historical data may

be useful for extrapolation into the future, particularly with respect to

exploratory drilling; and 3) in the absence of the detailed understanding or

the appropriate records necessary for either of the above sources, expert

judgment must be relied on. The Delphi method was cited as one way, among

many ways, to formalize expert judgment. No example was given, but the Basalt

Waste Isolation Project has used the Delphi method in its preliminary attempt

to address scenario selection in its Environmental Assessment (Davis et al.

1983; Roberds, Plum and Visca 1984; DOE 1986a). Pepping, Chu and Siegel

(1983a) stressed the implicit need for expert judgment in evaluating either

stochastic observations or historical data.

For the hypothetical repository in tuff (Siegel and Chu 1983), the
selected scenarios represent different ways in which the changes or the
unknowns in the site's properties could affect radionuclide releases. Each

scenario was modeled as an anticipated event and was evaluated separately.

Since there was no way to assign comparative values to the likelihood of

sorption, the likelihood of leach rate limited or solubility limited

dissolution processes, or the likelihood of other processes or definitions,

the tuff work by Siegel and Chu (1983) thus did not address the assignment of

probabilities to scenarios.
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TABLE 2.2. Scenarios Analyzed for Hypothetical Repositories in Basalt,
Bedded Salt, and Tuff (Ortiz and Wahi 1983)

Host Medium

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Basalt
Routine release with
no disruption.

Fractures in dense
basalt.

Borehole connection
to upper aquifer;
mixing cell source
model.

Borehole connection
to upper aquifer;
leach limited;
10-4 - 10-7 per
year.

Borehole connection
to upper aquifer;
leach limited;
10-5 - 10-7 per
year.

(None.)

Bedded Salt

U-tube formed by a
failed shaft seal
and one or more
bore-holes; water
originates from and
returns to primary
aquifer.

U-tube formed by two
or more boreholes;
water originates and
returns to primary
aquifer.

U-tube formed by
failed shaft seal
and one or more
boreholes; water
originates from and
returns to secondary
aquifer.

U-tube formed by two
or more boreholes;
water originates and
returns to secondary
aquifer.

Canister direct hit;
rapid and direct
movement of radionu-
clides to surface.

Tuff

No retardation in
any fractured
layers or (Case B)
Rock matrix diffu-
sion in fractured
layers.

Rock matrix diffu-
sion and vertical
gradient unaffected
by thermal pulse:
leach-limited or
(Case B) mixing cell
source models.

Retardation in some
fractured layers due
to zeolites.

Retardation in por-
ous vitric or
devitrified tuff in
some fractured
layers.

Same as Scenario 1
and 1B, but with a
300 ft. rise in the
water table.

Scenario 6 Brine pocket
penetration.

No retardation in
any fractured
layers, accessible
environment 8 miles
away.
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In terms of evaluating scenarios, however, Pepping et al. (1983)

evaluated a salt repository in terms of both the EPA cumulative release

standard and the health-effects consequences. The objective of this study

was to perform a preliminary total system risk assessment, including

intrusive and disruptive events, to demonstrate the use of existing

analytical tools in showing compliance with the EPA standard. The EPA

standard was in draft form when the Pepping et al. work was performed.

Uncertainty and sensitivity were addressed by Pepping et al. (1983)

through parameter variation exercises. The methodology was found to be most

sensitive to gross features such as onset of release, rate of release and

inventory. The simple source-term model was, therefore, an important
determinant of the nature of the results. Output scatter was relatable to
the ranges assumed for the input parameters. Onset of release, on the other
hand, was a function of the timing of the events that initiated the
intrusive/disruptive scenario.

The Pepping et al. (1983) study results have been questioned in terms

of the realism of the system description, the scenarios analyzed, and the

applicability of the models used. These questions were partly addressed in a

study done for the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (INTERA 1985) in which

the two scenarios with the highest modeled consequences were re-analyzed.

Significantly lower consequences were predicted in the INTERA (1985)

study, which illustrates the importance not only of including significant

scenarios in a risk analysis, but also of selecting system and scenario

characteristics defensively, yet realistically. As these studies indicate,

risk assessment is an iterative process which will continue to evolve as

site-specific data become available from a site characterization program.

2.2.3 EPA Related Work

In the generic risk assessment by Smith et al. (1982), which helped the

EPA formulate its 40 CFR Part 191 standard, a number of scenarios were
considered: drilling, faulting, breccia pipes (salt), volcanoes, and
meteorite strikes. In the final environmental impact statement by DOE
(1980), a worst-case scenario of a meteorite strike that breached the
repository was also evaluated. The meteorite strike scenario has since been
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eliminated as needing consideration by the EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA

1985a,b),which puts a limit on the scenarios that need to be considered in

addressing the EPA standard. Scenarios that need not be considered include

those which have a probability of less than 1 in 10,000 of occurring over

10,000 years and those for which there is a reasonable expectation that the

remaining probability distribution of cumulative releases would not be

significantly changed by their omission. These criteria are identical to

those proposed by the NRC (1986), as cited above, and were qualitatively

applied in the DOE (1986d) effort that created Table 2.1.

The EPA and its contractors have done a number of risk assessments in

support of the development of the 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA 1985a), specifically,

to help define the EPA standard's quantitative limits on 10,000-year

cumulative radionuclide releases into the accessible environment. These risk

assessments are described by Smith et al. (1982) and in EPA (1985b).

The final repository performance standard developed by EPA (EPA 1985a)
is based on the acceptability of a cumulative release to the accessible
environment resulting in 1,000 health effects over 10,000 years from a
100,000 metric ton of heavy metal (MTHM) repository. This particular level
of acceptable risk was based on risk assessments of uranium ore bodies

(Williams 1980). These studies estimated the health effects produced from

the uranium ore. The final standard was within the range of the results

reported in these studies. The standard was set at a level that would result

in public consequences at or below the level that could have been expected

had the uranium never been mined (EPA 1985a).

The 1982 EPA risk assessments (Smith et al. 1982) attempted to bound
risks for hypothetical repositories in basalt, granite, bedded salt, domed

salt and shale. Although the properties of these rock types were used to an
extent, the purpose was to provide insight into the generic standard that was
being developed for application to any repository in any rock type. No

effort was made, therefore, to simulate the actual locations DOE was

considering as candidates for repositories.

In the supporting documents published by EPA, (Smith et al. 1982; Smith,

Fowler and Goldin 1982) the population risks from the undisturbed generic

repositories were based on estimates of radionuclide releases through an
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aquifer into a river. The use of ground water as a direct water supply was

not considered, and a generic river was assumed for each generic site.

Irrigation with contaminated river water and human intrusion scenarios

brought radionuclides to the soil surface. Resuspension of nuclides

deposited on land surfaces was considered in the consequence calculations.

Pathways in which the river and air sources deposited materials in the oceans

were also examined. All of these sources of radionuclides were then analyzed

for dose contributions through applicable food chains.

In 1985, the EPA reported revised estimates of risks from generic

repositories in basalt, bedded salt, tuff and granite. These revised risk

estimates used improved information regarding repositories at proposed

candidate sites, as well as improved models for pathway and dose analyses

(EPA 1985b). The very low-probability meteorite and volcano scenarios were

also not included since their risk contributions were negligible. These

judgments are compatible with the judgments made by the DOE (1986d) as shown

in Table 2.1.

In terms of uncertainties, both EPA risk analyses (Smith et al. 1982;

EPA 1985b) listed the use of generic assumptions, estimated parameters and

simplified models as significant sources of uncertainty. Both analyses

contained results of parameter variation studies results. The EPA (1985b)

parameter variation results underscored the importance of the assumed

waste-form "leach rate" in the modeling and that host-rock permeability was

generally more important to the determination of risk than were reasonable
variations in retardation and solubility numbers. Whether or not there was

fracture flow rather than just matrix flow in unsaturated tuff was found to
be a very important consideration.

The EPA (1985b) study evaluated human intrusion for the basalt, bedded

salt and tuff repositories. Human intrusion consequences were highest for

the bedded salt repository, lower for the basalt repository, and near

negligible for the tuff repository. Considering the conservatism of these

analyses, this is in essential agreement with the judgment of the DOE

(1986d).
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Human intrusion into the Yucca Mountain site for the purpose of locating

natural resources is considered highly unlikely. In the case of deliberate

intrusion, it seems reasonable to assume that a future generation which is

deliberately excavating the rock (presumably to extract the radioactive

material) will also be sufficiently skilled to cope with the hazards. This

judgement parallels that of the Swedish (SKBF 1983) and Swiss (NAGRA 1985)

and Canadian (Wuschke et al. 1981) programs.

2.2.4 International Risk Assessments

Internationally, the prospects for the formulation of a defensible

methodology for assigning probability distributions to release scenarios have

fared no better than in the U.S. Selected international risk assessments are

reviewed in this section.

Canadian Risk Assessment for a Generic Crystalline Repository

The most recent Canadian risk assessment was reported by Wuschke et al.

(1985). The report describes the methods being developed and presents

preliminary results. This is the second safety assessment for the Canadian

program. The first, a very preliminary and conservative assessment, was

published by Wuschke et al. in 1981.

The purpose of Wuschke et al. (1985) was to evaluate the performance

assessment methodology and to provide information for the design and planning

of a deep geologic repository. Ultimately, these assessments are to predict

the impact of the disposal system on the human environment.

The scope of the Canadian safety assessment is the preliminary

determination of the maximum annual dose equivalent to an individual.

Collective dose may be addressed in subsequent studies. The individual of

interest is representative of a population Uving its entire life in the area

where radionuclides reach the ground surface.

The basis for the Canadian performance calculations consists of a number

of detailed considerations evaluated in their system model SYVAC (SYstems

Variability Analysis Code), a stochastic system model composed of three main

modular submodels: 1) the vault submodel, 2) the geosphere submodel, and

3) the biosphere submodel. In the more recent work, an improved version of
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the SYVAC called SYVAC2-C is used to probabilistically estimate doses to the

maximally exposed individual from a repository containing CANDU spent fuel.

The biosphere modeling assumed a number of pathways. Well, lake and

agricultural land exposure scenarios were considered assuming present day

conditions. Doses were calculated for a reference group of individuals who

have eaten plant, animal, and aquatic food that has been watered with

contaminated ground or surface waters, and have drunk contaminated ground or

surface waters. No disruptive events were considered in the analyses.

Parameter values were input as distributions and stochastically sampled

for each calculation, and each realization-was called a scenario, which meant

a possible variation of the expected case. The results of the assessment

indicated: 1) There were no consequences for tens of thousands of years

after disposal. 2) Out of 1,000 scenarios analyzed using a Monte Carlo

parameter selection method to define each calculational case, only 7%

resulted in doses greater than 1.8 mrem/yr (1% of background dose). 3) 1291

was the predominant dose contributor. It was the only nuclide that produced

an annual dose greater than 0.1 rem/yr. 4) The geosphere was the most

important and effective barrier. 5) The highest doses resulted from using a

contaminated well as the source of household water. Again, 129I was the

largest contributor to dose, along with 99Tc. The only other source of

importance was the ingestion of terrestrial plants. This source ranked

second if a well was the household water source, and first if the lake was

the household water source. 6) All doses greater than 30 mrem/yr were given

by the well scenario. About 95% of the lake scenario results were below 1%

of background.

The Canadian safety assessment work did not evaluate disruptive or

intrusive event scenarios. However, it illustrates that uncertainty or even

a known, but large, distribution in parameter values is important in
calculating expected risks to maximally exposed individuals. The importance

of the assumed biosphere pathway scenario even for the expected repository

performance case is also well illustrated.

The Canadian risk assessment does not address disruptive events except

to state that ice age glaciation is quite likely, and could disrupt the

surface and geosphere flow systems. Glacial advance and retreat could also
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stress the vault through regional subsidence and rebound. The problems

related to the inclusion of disruptive and intrusive scenarios and their

consequences in a risk assessment have not been explicitly addressed,

however, limiting the utility of this work for the present PNL study.

Swedish Risk Assessments for a Generic Crystalline Repository

Of interest are the series of safety assessments by the Swedish Nuclear

Fuel Supply Company, Division KBS, which were done to evaluate the concept of

disposing of high-level waste in stable crystalline rock formations. The

latest of these safety assessments is known as the KBS-3 report (SKBF 1983).

Of particular interest in this review is the review and recalculation of the

KBS-3work carried out by SKI, the Swedish nuclear power inspectorate

(Andersson, Kjellbert and Forsberg 1984). The SKI recalculation is, in

essence, a regulatory review of the KBS-3 work.

The purpose of the KBS-3 safety assessments is to show that the concept

of deep geologic disposal is safe. A regulatory requirement to provide proof

of safety to the Swedish government is being addressed by these assessments.

The scope of the postclosure assessments includes the expected

performance of the total disposal system in terms of release rates and doses

to individuals. The basis for the KBS-3 assessment, according to its

reviewers (Andersson, Kjellbert and Forsburg 1984; NAGRA 1985), consists of a

number of conservative assumptions and overestimates of doses. As pointed

out by Andersson, Kjellbert and Forsberg (1984), however, there is much

uncertainty in the current knowledge of some very basic aspects, such as the

hydrology, of the system described in KBS-3, and therefore the conservatism
seems warranted.

The KBS-3 safety assessment (SKBF 1983) has been favorably reviewed in

detail by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and by the SKI, the Swedish

nuclear regulatory authority. In the SKI calculations done by Andersson,

Kjellbert and Forsberg (1984), the KBS-3 case was redone using slightly

different, somewhat more conservative, values for some parameters.

The inclusion or exclusion of phenomena such as matrix diffusion in a
risk assessment for a fractured host-rock repository is of great interest to

the U.S. program. The KBS-3 work also quantitatively addressed some unlikely
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events and conditions, including early waste package containment failure,

oxidizing rather than reducing conditions at depth, and the potential effects

of colloids and complexants in the ground water. Events that could cause

substantial changes in geology, hydrology, or geochemistry over the next

million years were discounted through qualitative arguments, however. Thus,

the lack of quantitative assessments of intrusive or disruptive event

scenarios in the preliminary work performed to date limits the utility of

this Swedish work for the present PNL study.

Swiss Risk Assessment for a Generic Crystalline Repository

NAGRA, the Swiss National Cooperative for the Storage of Radioactive

Waste, has published the results of its safety assessment for a hypothetical

repository in crystalline rock in Switzerland. The English language summary

of their report (NAGRA 1985) was consulted for this review.

The NAGRA safety studies address a governmental requirement to show that

the population will not be exposed to unreasonable risks from the final

disposal of radioactive wastes. The continued operation of Swiss nuclear

power plants depends on the demonstration of a permanent, safe disposal

method for all categories of radioactive waste (NAGRA 1985).

The scope of the NAGRA safety studies is very similar to the scope of

the Swedish safety analysis: an evaluation of disposal system safety using a

deterministic modeling approach and realistic, yet conservative, parameter

values describing a generic crystalline rock site. The calculational

endpoint is a dose rate (mrem/yr) that represents the total dose equivalent

integrated over 50 years following radionuclide intake.

This risk assessment is of interest because it purports to be a

realistic assessment of expected repository performance. There was no
quantitative inclusion of intrusive or disruptive event scenarios, and this
limits the utility of this Swedish work for the present PNL study. A

qualitative discussion of likely intrusive and disruptive event consequences

was included, however, in which the reasons were given for expecting low or

inconsequential risk effects for the particular type of generic northern
Switzerland deep crystalline rock repository location modeled.
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2.3 SCENARIO SELECTION FOR THE PNL POSTCLOSURE RISK ASSESSMENT

The literature reviewed included that performed on behalf of the DOE,

the EPA, the NRC, and selected International programs. With the exception of

climate change scenarios none of the work evaluated was in any significant

way out of harmony with the scenario selections reported as credible and

potentially significant by the DOE expert panel (DOE 1986d) as listed in

Table 2.1. It is apparent from the review of the literature that Table 2.1

is representative of the work that has gone before, and presents a list

generally as comprehensive or more comprehensive as any provided by the other

major risk assessment sources cited, although there are longer lists in the

literature, e.g., IAEA (1983).

A qualitative estimate of the range of unexpected conditions, based on

generic considerations, was made by the DOE expert panel (1986d). However,

these conditions cannot be quantitatively considered until specific data have

provided further support for their existence and-plausibility. If

identified, they will become part of the base case. No unexpected conditions

will be addressed in the PNL study.

As a result of the literature review, however, it became apparent that

the time span of interest to the risk assessment determined, to an extent,

whether or not a given scenario was credible or not. Hence, the Table 2.1

scenarios were evaluated and modified as necessary to furnish a
representative sample of those scenarios considered to be important in terms
of the PNL risk assessment time span of interest, which exceeds 100,000
years. Review of the literature and consideration of the time span
difference between the DOE (1986d) effort and the PNL risk task resulted in
the following three scenarios being chosen for evaluation of postclosure
risks: 1) expected conditions, 2) climate change, and 3) extrusive magmatic
event. A more detailed rational for inclusion of these scenarios is given

subsequently.

2.3.1 Expected Conditions

The present or nominal case is the repository, stored waste, and its
geohydrologic setting at the time of closure. This is the base case. Data

are lacking for the development of models to fully describe the geohydrologic
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setting and, thus, this scenario. This scenario considers the existing site

characteristics and conditions and deals with the expected effects caused by

the emplacement of the waste, the release of radionuclides from the

engineered barrier system, and transport through the natural barriers away

from the repository.

The present site hydrologic system properties are not yet fully

characterized and will not be until further site-specific data are collected.

Until these data are available the conceptual model of the geologic and

hydrologic setting will be based on more regional-scale and preliminary data

of the type contained in the EA.

Thus, the present (nominal, or expected conditions) scenario uses the

base case and baseline data as it exists under present conditions, with the

repository and waste in place, and will consider undisturbed repository

conditions beyond the time of waste package failure.

2.3.2 Climate Change

The DOE expert panel included climate change in its description of the

expected case. Although climate changes are likely to occur, especially over

a 100,000-year period, the magnitude and effects of these changes are not at

all certain. Changes may include flowpath geometry and discharge point

location, for example, which may result in changes in the conceptual model

and its mathematical description. On the other hand, changes may only

include minor, temporary perturbations to the far-field flow system.

Because of these uncertainties, addressing climate change as part of the

expected case seems problematic in that it suggests that whatever is done to

model the expected case adequately addresses climate change. This may or may

not be the case, depending on the magnitude and duration of the climate

change. Thus, for the PNL risk assessment task, climate change is considered

separately from the expected case.

Climate changes can be reasonably expected to occur over the

100,000-year period after closure. Various authors have postulated worldwide

changes over tens of thousands of years that could lead to cooler conditions

and a trend toward enlargement of glaciers and/or reestablishment of

continental ice sheets in North America. It is generally accepted that the
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extent of ice cover from renewed glaciation within the next 100,000 years

will probably be confined to the areas that were covered by ice during the

Pleistocene. Because the Yucca Mountain site was not covered by ice during

the Pleistocene, it is believed unlikely that it will be covered during any

renewed continental glaciation during the next 100,000 years, and direct

loading effects are not considered. The possibility of a higher world mean

temperature from increased atmospheric carbon dioxide is not considered to be
significant when compared to the gradual cooling trend over the last 6,000
years.

A change to a more pluvial climate in the future would cause changes in

both infiltration and recharge volumes. Yucca Mountain is topographically

high with respect to the washes and drainageways surrounding it, and with the

water table 200 m to 300 m below the proposed repository level, increased

precipitation is not likely to raise the saturated zone boundary this

distance. However, as precipitation increases, some increase in recharge
would occur from direct precipitation over the surface of the repository.
The water table beneath the repository would rise some amount, and the travel
times through the unsaturated and saturated zones would decrease. The

effects of the increased precipitation through the approximately 300 m of

material above the repository need to be investigated. The saturated zone

would rise toward the surface in the closed basins of the area, perhaps

forming lakes, and the ground-water discharge zones would move upward along

the topographic slope of the land surface where the discharge zones

intersected it. The resulting shorter flow-path lengths and increase in

gradients would affect travel times. Estimates of ground-water travel times

obtained for a range of increased recharge rates indicate that travel times

will be within acceptable ranges for higher recharge rates, i.e., travel

times would still greatly exceed regulatory limits of 1,000 and 10,000

years.

2.3.3 Extrusive Magmatic Event

According to the DOE expert panel, volcanic disruption by extrusive

magmatic activity for the Yucca Mountain site is possible but unlikely. The

annual probability cited for volcanic disruption within the approximately
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10 km2 repository was estimated to be 2.9 x 10-8/yr. The scenario was judged

to have a probability of 5 x 10-8 of occurring during the next 500 years,

with a range of 5 x 10-6 to 10-10 over 500 years. The same event

occurring between 500 and 10,000 years was estimated to have a probability of
10-6 with a range of 10-4 to 10-10. The scenario was postulated as magma
rising from an underlying source through the earth's crust as a thin,

elongated dike, which intersects a fraction of the waste packages and

transports the waste to the land surface with the magma. The possibility of
a Strombolian type explosive eruption that could entrain waste within an

eruptive cloud of ash/gas plume may also be considered as an alternative

scenario.

Yucca Mountain is within an active tectonic area: faults bound the

repository; the site lies adjacent to seismically active areas; and there is

evidence of Quaternary volcanism within the geologic setting. Based on the

age range and distribution of cinder cones in Crater Flat, just west of the

site, the DOE expert panel decided that volcanism is only barely credible at

the Yucca Mountain site (DOE 1986d). The age range suggests that there may

be a probability of greater than 1 in 10,000 of an extrusive magmatic event

within the next 10,000 years. This scenario is considered credible and is

therefore evaluated in the PHL risk assessment.
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3.0 GEOHYDROLOGICAL MODELING OF PRESENT CASE CONDITIONS

AT THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE

3.1 THE UNSATURATED ZONE AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

3.1.1 Description of the Unsaturated Zone at Yucca Mountain

Physical Setting

The Yucca Mountain site is located within a broad desert region known as
the Great Basin (DOE 1986). The Great Basin is characterized by

predominantly linear mountain ranges and valleys. The basins and intervening

mountain ranges of the Great Basin strongly influence the climate, vegetation

and surface drainage of local areas. Most precipitation falls in the cooler

mountainous terrain; whereas, the lower basins are warmer and drier. The
annual precipitation at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) is less than 15 cm

(6 in.). The higher mountain ranges generally support coniferous forests,

while the basins and lower mountain ranges, such as Yucca Mountain (Figure

3.1), are covered with sparse desert vegetation. Few streams or rivers flow
out of the region.

Physical Characteristics

Yucca Mountain is a prominent group of north-trending, fault-block
ridges that extend southward from Beatty Wash on the northwest to U.S.

Highway 95 in the Armagosa Desert. The terrain at Yucca Mountain is

controlled by high-angle normal faults and eastward-tilting volcanic rocks.

Slopes are steep (15 to 30) along the western side of Yucca Mountain and

along some of the valleys that cut into the more gently sloping (5* to 10)

eastern side of the mountain.

The climate at the Yucca Mountain site varies with elevation. Lower

elevations at Yucca Mountain are typical of southwestern desert regions, with
hot summers, mild winters, and limited amounts of precipitation. Higher

elevations experience less severe summer temperatures and greater, but still

limited, amounts of precipitation. The temperature at Yucca Mountain

fluctuates between wide limits under predominantly clear skies and-low
relative humidity. Summer temperatures in excess of 100*F (38*C) are common,
as are winter temperatures below 32*F (0C).
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FIGURE 3.1. Geologic Map of Yucca Mountain with Approximate Outline of
Primary Repository Area Indicated by Dashed Line [modified
from DOE draft site characterization plan]
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Normal precipitation records for the area indicate that a relative
maximum occurs in January or February. Precipitation drops to a low in June

with a secondary peak in July and August, and a secondary low in October.

The precipitation during January and February occurs in response to winter

frontal storms associated with Pacific air masses moving toward the area from

the west. The precipitation during July and August is a result of

thunderstorm activities. These thunderstorms often cause flash flooding
because they can release significant amounts of moisture in a relatively
short time. The average precipitation amount from seven meteorological
stations located in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain is 15.3 cm. (6.0 in.) at a

site approximately 25 mi to the northeast of Yucca Mountain. The minimum of

the seven stations was 9.2 cm (3.6 in.) at a site approximately 10 mi

southeast of Yucca Mountain.

Yucca Mountain Geology

The regional stratigraphy of the area around Yucca Mountain is

characterized by four major rock groups (DOE 1986). The first and oldest of

these groups, the Precambrian crystalline rocks, is not exposed in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain, but may be present at depth. The second group,

consisting of Upper Precambrian and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, is present

at the surface about 15 km (10 mi) east of Yucca Mountain. These sedimentary

rocks, primarily carbonates, are present in the saturated zone beneath Yucca

Mountain.

The third major group, consisting of Tertiary volcanic rocks, occurs at

Yucca Mountain in at least the upper 2000 m of the stratigraphic section.
These volcanic rocks are present above the water table at Yucca Mountain and

consist primarily of rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs, with smaller amounts of

dacitic lava flows and flow breccias, and minor amounts of tuffaceous
sedimentary rocks and air-fall tuffs. These volcanic tuffs, where welded,
are fractured. The fourth group consists of uppermost Tertiary and
Quaternary alluvium and unsorted debris-flow deposits in channels that are
cut into the uppermost layers of volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain.

The group of Tertiary volcanic rocks in the unsaturated zone consists of
four major stratigraphic units. The uppermost and youngest unit is the

Timber Mountain Tuff, underlain by the Paintbrush Tuff, the tuffaceous beds
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of the Calico Hills, and the Crater Flat Tuff. Older tuffs exist below the

water table and the Crater Flat Tuff at Yucca Mountain. The total thickness

of these older tuffs is not known. The volcanic tuffs at Yucca Mountain

originated from calderas near the mountain, the most prominent, Timber

Mountain Caldera, was the source for the Timber Mountain Tuff.

The Timber Mountain Tuff occurs at only a few locations at Yucca

Mountain. The Timber Mountain Tuff is a moderately welded, devitrified tuff

that grades downward into a nonwelded vitric tuff at the base.

The Paintbrush Tuff consists of four members. From youngest to oldest,

the subunits of the Paintbrush Tuff are the Tiva Canyon Member, the Yucca

Mountain Member, the Pah Canyon Member and the Topopah Spring Member. The

Tiva Canyon member forms the caprock for Yucca Mountain and has a moderately

to densely welded, devitrified central portion, underlain by a less densely

welded vitric zone. The thickness of the Tiva Canyon Member at Yucca

Mountain ranges from zero to more than 50 m. The Yucca Mountain Member is a

simple cooling unit with nonwelded to partially welded zones, and ranges in

thickness from 0 m to 36 m. The Pah Canyon Member is a simple ash-flow

cooling unit with nonwelded to partially welded zones-at Yucca Mountain, and

ranges in thickness from 11 m to 83 a. The Topopah Spring Member, which

contains the horizon being considered as the potential host rock for the

repository, is about 350 m thick at Yucca Mountain. The Topopah Spring

Member is a compound-cooling unit consisting of four distinct zones, from top

to bottom: a nonwelded to densely welded, generally vitric tuff; a

moderately to densely welded, devitrified tuff that accounts for most of the

total thickness of the member; a basal vitrophyre; and a vitric tuff grading

downward from welded to nonwelded. The densely welded portions of the

Paintbrush Tuff are highly fractured.

The tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills is an informal name for tuffaceous

rocks that may have originated from a currently obscured volcano near the

north end of the Calico Hills, east of Yucca Mountain. The unit ranges in

thickness from 90 m to 150 m at Yucca Mountain and consists primarily of

nonwelded ash-flow tuffs, numerous thin tuffaceous sedimentary beds, and

minor air-fall tuffs. In the northern and eastern portions of Yucca

Mountain, the unit is typically zeolitic, having undergone a low-temperature,
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low-pressure alteration to zeolite minerals. In the southern and western
portions of the mountain, the Calico Hills unit has not been altered to
zeolite minerals and is predominantly vitric.

The Crater Flat Tuff, beneath the tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills,
consists of three members. The uppermost subunit, the Prow Pass Member,
ranges from 130 m to 180 m thick at Yucca Mountain and consists mostly of
partially to moderately welded tuff. Some bedded, reworked and densely
welded materials occur in its central part and zeolitic ash-fall tuffs occur
at its base. The Bullfrog Member ranges in thickness from 100 m to 160 m and
consists predominantly of partially to moderately welded ash-flow tuffs with
isolated, thin, densely welded layers. The Tram Member ranges from 150 m to
330 m thick and consists of densely welded ash-flow tuffs, some of which are
devitrified and zeolitic.

The hydrogeologic units defined in the draft site characterization plan.
(SCP) for Yucca Mountain are listed in Table 3.1. These units are also
correlated with rock-stratigraphic units in Table 3.1. The tuffs have been
organized into functional units that minimize the thermal, mechanical and
hydrologic property variability within each unit (Klavetter and Peters 1986).

The structural development of southern Nevada and southeastern
California has been long and complex. Crustal extension and associated
volcanism, Basin and Range style faulting, and alluvial filling of
intervening valleys during Cenozoic time have obscured the relationship of
older, regional structural features. Structural features at Yucca Mountain
include local faults related to caldera collapse and longer faults related to
Basin and Range deformation. Rock strata in the primary area for the
proposed repository at Yucca Mountain (Figure 3.2) are gently tilted to the
east at about 5 to 8 and are offset by several north-trending high-angle
faults, down-dropped chiefly to the west, which created several large,
north-trending structural blocks.

The depth to the regional water table within the boundary of the
proposed primary repository area at Yucca Mountain ranges from about 500 m to
750 m (DOE 1986). Within the primary repository area, the local Water table
slopes to the southeast, from an elevation of 800 m to as low as 730 m above
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TABLE 3.1. Hydrogeologic Units Correlated With Rock-Stratigraphic Units

Rock- Approximate

Partially welded to nonwelded, vitric
and occasionally divitrified tuffs

Moderately to densely welded, devitrified
ash-flow tuffs that are locally
lithophysae-rich in the upper part.
included basal vitrophyre

Moderately to densely welded, devitrified
ash-f low tuff

Tuftaceous Beas
of

Calico Hills
Prow Pass

Undifferential. welded and nonwelded,
vitric. devitrified, and zeolitic ash-flow
and air-fall tuffs
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West East

QAL Alluvium
TCw Tiva Canyon Welded Unit
PTn Paintbrush Nonwelded Unit
TSw Topopah Spring Welded Unit
CHn Calico Hills Nonwelded Unit
CFu Crater Flats (Undifferentiated) Unit

FIGURE 3.2. Schematic Diagram of Stratigraphy Beneath Yucca Mountain

mean sea level. The water table is 200 m to 400 m below the proposed

repository horizon.

Most of the annual precipitation, approximately 150 mm (5.9 in.), that

falls at Yucca Mountain is returned to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration

(DOE 1986). A small portion of the precipitation that falls on Yucca

Mountain is thought to percolate through the unsaturated zone at an estimated.

rate of 0.5 mm per year or less (Montazer and Wilson 1984).
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The moisture content of the layered volcanic tuffs in the unsaturated

zone at Yucca Mountain generally increases with depth, but can vary both

within and between stratifications (Jacobson, Freshley and Dove 1985; Peters,

Gauthier and Dudley 1986). Reported-saturations, which represent the ratio

of moisture content to porosity of the tuff matrix, range from 34% to 96%(a).

Several wells have been instrumented in the unsaturated zone at Yucca

Mountain and are being monitored for matric potentials. The results of this

monitoring are preliminary in nature. The matrix porosity of the volcanic

tuffs in Yucca Mountain varies between 10% and 44%. The tuffs typically

exhibit low saturated matrix hydraulic conductivities, ranging in order of

magnitude from 10-7 m/s to 10- 12m/s (Klavetter and Peters 1986).

The source of moisture in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain is net

infiltration of precipitation. Net infiltration refers to the quantity of

water that enters the unsaturated zone beyond the root zone of plants where

it is available for evapotranspiration. Temporal variations of net

infiltration are expected to be attenuated with depth in the uppermost few

tens of meters in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain.(a) Slow temporal

variation of the moisture flux at any horizon is expected to occur only in

response to long-term climatic changes. Net infiltration and recharge at

Yucca Mountain also varies spatially, depending on elevation, hydrogeologic

properties, and flow processes within the unsaturated zone. The spatial

variation of net infiltration is not amenable to direct determination.

The physics of moisture movement in the thick, unsaturated fractured

tuffs of Yucca Mountain is complex and only preliminary conceptual models are

available [Montazer and Wilson 1984; Wang and Narasimnan 1985; Klavetter and

Peters 1986; draft SCP(a)]. The preliminary conceptual models are derived

from preliminary data, from principles of unsaturated flow, and from

literature. Adequate data are presently lacking to test the conceptual

models of unsaturated flow at Yucca Mountain. Little direct information on

(a) U. S. Department of Energy (DOE). 1987. Draft Site Characterization
Plan. Yucca Mountain Site. Nevada Research and Development Area, Nevada.
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, Washington, D.C. Cited
hereafter as DOE 1987.
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matric potential and the recharge rate in Yucca Mountain is currently

available.

3.1.2 Conceptual Model Development

The conceptual model of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain is

summarized in DOE's draft SCP.(a) The hydrogeologic framework for the

conceptual model consists of the eastward-tilted Yucca Mountain block bounded

on the west and east by high angle normal faults. The eastward-dipping

hydrogeologic units consist of welded and nonwelded volcanic tuffs with

contrasting hydraulic properties. The upper hydrologic boundary of Yucca
Mountain is the land surface where flux occurs as net infiltration across the
boundary from precipitation. The lower hydrologic boundary is the water

table. Steady-state moisture flow conditions are assumed for all but a thin

interval of the unsaturated zone near the land surface. In this interval,

temporal variations of infiltration are assumed to be attenuated within

several tens of meters.

The qualitative features of the conceptual model of the unsaturated-zone

at Yucca Mountain are summarized below [Montazar and Wilson 1984; also, draft

SCp(a)] . These features are described in order from the land surface

downward to the water table. Most of these features are not currently

supported by direct measurements or direct data, but the SCP for Yucca
Mountain(a) addresses the appropriate measurements.

Moisture is assumed to enter the unsaturated zone as net infiltration

below the plant-root zone. This moisture movement may occur primarily as

liquid-water flow in the fractures of the Tiva Canyon welded tuff.

Subsequent uptake by capillary forces Into the matrix of the Tiva Canyon and

the Topopah Spring units is assumed to attenuate the fracture flow before the

full thickness of the Tiva Canyon unit is traversed.

Lateral movement of water is possible in the Tiva Canyon welded tuff at
the contact with the underlying nonwelded portion of the Paintbrush Tuff.

This lateral movement may occur as a result of fracture-dominated flow in the

Tiva Canyon welded unit and the likely lower matrix flow of the underlying

nonwelded tuff. The lateral movement may occur down-dip parallel with the

contact between the welded and nonwelded tuffs.
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Both vertical and lateral water movement may be possible in the

relatively high-conductivity matrix of the nonweided Paintbrush Tuff.

Lateral flow in the nonwelded Paintbrush tuff may occur as a result of
intrinsic anisotropy of this unit and the low matrix hydraulic conductivity

of the underlying Topopah Spring welded unit.

Moisture movement in the Topopah Spring welded unit is assumed to be

essentially vertical. Flow is assumed to occur in the matrix at a flux less

than 0.5 mm/yr (approximately the average saturated hydraulic conductivity of

the Topopah Spring unit) and in the fractures at fluxes greater than that.

Lateral flow may be possible in the Topopah Spring welded tuff at the contact

with the underlying nonwelded Calico Hills unit. The conditions under which

this is possible depend on the magnitude of the flux through the Topopah

Spring welded tuff and whether the underlying Calico Hills tuff is the

low-conductivity zeolitic facies or the relatively higher-conductivity vitric

facies.

Moisture movement in both the vitric and zeolitic Calico Hills unit is

assumed to be predominantly vertically downward through the matrix,
continuing directly to the water table or into the Crater Flat
undifferentiated tuffs.

Other features at Yucca Mountain influence moisture movement in the

unsaturated zone. The vertically oriented normal faults and their associated

fractures may behave as pathways for vertical flow, but may also impede

lateral movement of water. Moisture movement within the deep unsaturated

zone at Yucca Mountain is postulated to be occurring under conditions that
are essentially steady state.

The hydrologic conditions within the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain

remain poorly known, although as described in the draft SCP, considerable

data on these conditions will be collected from planned boreholes and the
exploratory shaft. The pathway by which water and contaminants move from the

proposed repository in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain to the water

table depends on the flow mechanisms in the welded Topopah Spring unit and in

the Calico Hills unit. These flow mechanisms depend on the saturations,

matric potentials and fluxes in that unit. Preliminary data from existing

wells completed and instrumented in the unsaturated zone indicate an ambient
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matric potential of about -0.3 megapascals (approximately -31 m pressure

head) in the repository horizon of the Topopah Spring welded tuff. This

matric pctential is consistent with the estimated value of 0.5 mm/yr or less

for the present vertical flux of water within the Topopah Spring tuff.

Preliminary conclusions drawn from the measured conditions are that the

vertical flux of water within the Topopah Spring welded tuff 1) is probably

low, 2) is restricted largely to the-rock matrix, and 3) may be nearly
constant.

Klavetter and Peters (1986) report that a dual-porosity, porous-medium

equivalent representation may be a satisfactory representation of the

unsaturated fractured tuffs at Yucca Mountain. They state that the

dependence of relative hydraulic conductivity on water potential for an

unsaturated fractured-rock system under the composite continuum approach

might appear as in Figure 3.3. Plans to test the adequacy of this hypothesis

on a large scale are described in the draft SCP.

The natural geothermal gradient within the unsaturated zone at Yucca
Mountain creates the potential for upward movement of moisture as water
vapor. According to the draft SCP(a), this potential is greatest in the
welded Topopah Spring unit where the vapor movement is likely to occur within
the partially saturated fractures. Ross (1984) concludes that upward

movement of water vapor in deep unsaturated zones only becomes important at

recharge rates less than 0.3 mm/yr. Movement of water vapor in the Topopah

Springs unit may become more important under postclosure conditions in the
repository when the waste canisters are heating the host rock, as was
demonstrated in heating experiments described by Rasmussen and Evans (1987).

In their conceptual model and experiments, a "liquid-vapor countercurrent

flow system' exists, with water-vapor flow away from the repository and

liquid-water return flow.

(a) DOE 1987.
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FIGURE 3.3. Idealized Hydraulic Conductivity Characteristic Curve for
Composite Continuum (from Montazar and Wilson 1984).
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Conceptual Hydrologic Model of the Unsaturated Zone

This section describes the conceptual hydrologic model of the

unsaturated zone underlying Yucca Mountain, as was used in the risk

assessment. This conceptual model is the basis of the numerical model

described in Section 3.1.3. The unsaturated zone hydrologic modeling effort

focused on that portion of the subsurface that lies between the lower surface

of the proposed-repository and the water table.

Only a negligible amount of lateral flow is assumed to occur beneath
Yucca Mountain, given the relatively low water flow rate (Wang and Narasimhan

1985). (The flow rate is discussed further below.) The unsaturated zone
underlying the proposed repository was assumed to consist of a collection of

distinct, noninteracting, one-dimensional, vertically oriented columns of

porous material, bounded below by the water table. Each of the columns

corresponds to a borehole which penetrates the unsaturated zone and for which

a physical description of the geologic materials is available. The boreholes

are labeled USW G-1, USW G-4, and USW G-3 in Figure 3.4. In addition, cores

were obtained during the drilling of two boreholes, USW GU-3 and USW G-4, and

these cores have been tested in the laboratory to determine their material

hydrologic properties (see Section 3.1.3). Note that boreholes USW G-3 and

USW GU-3 are at approximately the same location. Water flow through each

column was simulated, and the corresponding travel times for water moving

from the repository to the water table were calculated.

By taking this approach, we can partially account for horizontal
variations in 1) the depth to water table, 2) the elevations of hydrogeologic

unit boundaries, and 3) hydrogeologic unit thicknesses. A disadvantage of

this approach, however, is that it ignores horizontal interactions between

the flow fields within the various columns, for instance, lateral flow

induced by sloping contacts between hydrogeologic units. Thus the effects of

the three-dimensional character of the actual flow field on the water travel

times are only approximately reproduced.

Percolating water is assumed to cross the lower boundary of the proposed

repository and to move predominantly downward at a low rate. (net liquid flux
of 0.5 mm/yr or less). This assumption is partially supported by

observations of moisture content in the Topopah Spring unit. Assuming that
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the liquid flux is low, then it is likely that the existing moisture

conditions within Yucca Mountain represent the effects of long-term climatic

changes that may have occurred in the past.

There are two physical-conceptual approaches commonly taken today for

modeling fluid flow through fractured, nonporous rocks: 1) the equivalent

porous medium approach (also called continuum approach), and 2) the discrete

fracture network approach.

In the equivalent porous medium approach, it is assumed that the

fractured medium can be represented by a continuum so that the standard

equations governing flow in porous continua are applicable. The hydraulic

characteristics of the equivalent porous medium are assumed to depend on the

statistical characteristics of the individual fractures within the region, in

a manner which is not yet fully understood. Thus, this type of model

implicitly accounts for the effects of fractures on the water flow field. In

using the equivalent porous medium approach, one assumes that a

representative elementary volume (REV) (Bear 1979) exists for the fractured

medium. In practice it may be very difficult to determine the size of an REV

that exists for a given fractured rock. In spite of this difficulty, the

method is sometimes favored over the discrete approach because of its

simplicity.

Discrete fracture network models explicitly account for the effects of

individual fractures within the model region. This approach typically

involves generating a multidimensional network of individual fractures with

idealized geometries, and then simulating fluid flow through the network.

Construction of the fracture network requires information on the locations

and geometries of individual fractures within the model region. The fracture

network approach has the advantage over the equivalent porous medium approach

is that it does not require the existence of a REV. In practice, however, it

may be very difficult to obtain the necessary input data on fracture

locations and geometries.
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FIGURE 3.4. Boreholes Located in Yucca Mountain
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For materials in which the pore space is made up of both fractures and
matrix pores, such as the fractured, porous tuffs in the unsaturated zone at

Yucca Mountain, approaches to modeling the flow are more complex than

described above. Some possible physical-conceptual approaches for modeling

subsurface flow through such materials are: 1) porous medium--ignoring

fractures, 2) fractured medium--ignoring matrix pores, 3) equivalent porous

medium, 4) dual porosity system with fractures treated as discrete network,

and 5) dual porosity system with fractures treated as equivalent porous

medium.

In the porous medium approach, the existence of fractures is ignored and

all of the permeating fluid is assumed to flow through the nonfracture pores

in the rock. This may be a useful approximation for modeling flow under

conditions in which the effects of the fractures are negligible. For

instance, in some unsaturated fractured porous rocks the fractures may behave

as capillary barriers to flow except when the rock is almost fully saturated.

If the fractures are vertically oriented and the flow is predominantly

downward, then this approach may be acceptable. This was, in fact, the

approach taken for the present study.

In the fractured medium approach the nonfracture pores in the rock are

assumed to contribute a negligible amount of mobility to the permeating

fluids. Hence only the fractures are accounted for when modeling advective

transport. The fractures can be modeled as either a discrete network or as a

continuum. This approach is likely to be useful for describing flow through

certain fractured, low permeability rocks, under fully saturated conditions.

In the equivalent porous medium approach the fractured, porous rock

system is treated as an equivalent porous continuum much the same way that a

fractured, nonporous rock is treated when using the equivalent porous medium

approach. The same considerations that are important in modeling flow

through fractured, nonporous rock using the continuum approach are relevant
here, except that in this case, the hydraulic properties of the rock are

determined by the properties of the porous rock matrix as well as the

characteristics of the fractures. In using this approach one assumes that a

REV exists for the fractured, porous rock mass.
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In the dual-porosity approach, the pore space within the rock matrix and

that within the fractures are treated as if each were the pore space in a

distinct medium. The combined flow system is then described by specifying

the flow field in each of the two media and to the hydrologic interaction of,

the two media (for example, leakage from the porous rock matrix into the

fractures and vice versa). The medium corresponding to the fractures can be

treated either as a discrete fracture network, or, if a REV can be defined

for the fracture medium, as a continuum (equivalent porous medium). An

important drawback to this approach is that the interaction of the two media

is rarely understood and hence may be difficult if not impossible to

quantify.

When both media of a partially saturated, fracture-matrix, dual porosity

system can be treated as continua, one can further simplify the mathematical

description of the system by making additional assumptions about the degree

of interaction between the two flow fields to obtain a composite continuum

description such as that given in Klavetter and Peters (1986). In this case,

the resulting conceptualization is similar to, and may even be considered a

special case of, the equivalent porous medium approach. As is true of the

equivalent porous medium approach, this method requires that an appropriate

REV exist for the porous, fractured rock.

Continuum approaches to describing fluid flow through the fractures,

including the composite continuum formulation by Klavetter and Peters (1986),

were eliminated from consideration in this study because the few available

data from the site are insufficient to establish the existence of a

representative elementary volume, or to reliably estimate its hydraulic

characteristics, should a REV exist. Until more hydraulic data from the site

are obtained and analyzed, and the continuum approaches critically examined

in light of such data, these approaches should only be used as conceptual

aids rather than predictive tools.

Construction of a realistic discrete fracture network unsaturated flow

model to describe fluid flow through the fractures was considered impractical

for the following reasons: 1) The information required as input to such that

a model is not now and most likely never will be available. This information

would be derived from field data on the locations and geometries of
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individual fractures within the model region. 2) Even if the necessary

information were available, this modeling approach is considered to be

impractical from a computational standpoint. Binnall et al. (1987) state:

"For practical applications, the complexity introduced by this second

possibility [A fractured rock which cannot be treated as an equivalent porous

medium] is beyond the ability of modern day fracture mapping techniques and

computing capabilities." 3) Most importantly perhaps, even in cases where

the necessary data are available, it is not clear whether current discrete

fracture network models, properly represent the physics of fracture flow.

Neuman (1987) claims: "... there is growing laboratory and field evidence
that the manner in which such models [discrete fracture network models]

translate data about fracture geometry into hydraulic and transport

properties of the rock is open to serious questions." Neuman was apparently

referring to saturated, fractured rock systems. For the more complex

partially saturated fractured rock systems, it would seem that his claim is,

if anything, an understatement.

Pore fluids within the unsaturated zone generally contain two phases,

liquid and gas. Here the term "pore fluids" denotes any fluids residing

either in the pores of the rock matrix or in the fractures. Moisture can

exist as vapor in the gas phase, and liquid water is expected to make up the

main portion of the liquid phase. Bulk advective transport of each phase can

occur in response to net gravitational and pressure gradient forces.

Additionally, in the presence of vapor pressure or thermal gradients, water

vapor can be transported by molecular diffusion in the gas phase.

Diffusion of vapor may be a non-negligible source of moisture transport

locally (Ross 1984), but its contribution to the net transport of moisture

from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment is not presently known.

A comprehensive assessment of the relative importance of vapor transport to

the net moisture transport beneath Yucca Mountain would require a two-phase

description of flow under nonisothermal conditions. The hydrologic model

used in this study focused on liquid phase transport only, under isothermal

conditions.
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3.1.3 Approach

Model Selection

A number of numerical codes exist to solve problems of unsaturated flow

(Oster 1982). Most of these codes have been developed to simulate moisture

movement under variably saturated conditions in unconsolidated sediments over

relatively short periods of time. Considering unsaturated flow In

consolidated rock over longer time periods has only recently become of

interest (Lappala 1982).

The long time periods involved with disposal of high-level nuclear waste

in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain make solving the unsaturated

problem with conventional unsaturated flow codes difficult. The grid spacing

and time step requirements make prediction of unsaturated flow and

contaminant movement through Yucca Mountain infeasible. Models of lower

dimension and steady-state approaches to the problem must be considered.

Model Description

A one-dimensional, steady-state analytical solution for unsaturated flow

implemented by Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985) was used to determine

travel times through the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. The analytical

solution, which determines the distribution of pressure head over a vertical

profile, was derived by integrating Richards' (1931) extension of Darcy's law

over a one-dimensional profile. Gardner (1958) solved the integral with

simple algebraic expressions for the material properties. In the application

by Jacobson et al. (1985), the equation was evaluated numerically to allow

more flexibility in the algebraic expressions for describing material

properties. Travel time for water was based on the distribution of hydraulic

head defined by the analytical solution.

For this risk assessment, water flow through the unsaturated zone at

Yucca Mountain was treated as one dimensional and was assumed to be at steady

state. Water flow is defined as steady state when the magnitude and
direction of the flow velocity are constant with time at any point in a flow

field (Freeze and Cherry 1979). An analytical solution for steady-state,
one-dimensional downward flow of water through the unsaturated zone was
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obtained by integrating Darcy's Law over a vertical profile. The analytical

solution over an incremental distance Az, is

where Az1 is the distance between the i and i-1 points, tis pressure head
at the ith point, q is the steady-state recharge rate, and K(t) is a
representative unsaturated hydraulic conductivity over Az. In the

analytical solution, the moisture flux q moving through the unsaturated zone

is input, as are the hydraulic properties for the materials in the profile.

A harmonic mean hydraulic conductivity is used to represent Ki(t) between two

points in the profile. Solution of Equation (3.1) yields the distribution of

pressure head over the profile. Equation (3.1) is derived and integrated in

an appendix in Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985).

In deriving the one-dimensional, steady-state analytical solution for

unsaturated flow [Equation (3.1)], a number of assumptions were made. These

assumptions are that water flow is steady state, the hydraulic gradient is
vertically downward, water table conditions exist at the lower boundary, and

the upper boundary condition is constant flux.

Travel time over the incremental distance Az: is obtained by the

following equation:

(Az1)2 ei*
At1 * (3.2)

where At1 is the incremental travel time over Az1, ; is an effective
moisture content over Azi, Keg* is a harmonic mean of the hydraulic

conductivity over Az, and Ah: is the change in hydraulic head over Az.
Hydraulic head h is the-sum of pressure head and elevation head z. The

effective moisture content is the product of saturation S and effective

porosity ne Moisture content is an expression for the volume of water to

volume of soil or rock, and saturation is the ratio of volume of water to
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volume of voids in the soil or rock. Effective porosity considers only those

pore spaces through which flow can occur (Bear 1979).

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are evaluated numerically by computer programs

at discrete points over the vertical profile.

Moisture retention characteristics, or characteristic curves, describe

the change in moisture content with change in pressure head in unsaturated

media. The moisture retention characteristics, which are used to determine

moisture contents from pressure heads, represent a statistical least squares

fit of measured data with Haverkamp's formula (McKeon et al. 1983) which is

where 6 is the volumetric moisture content at a given pressure head , O is

the moisture content at saturation, Or is the residual moisture content, and

a. are empirical constants derived from fitting the data.

Unsaturated hydraulic conductivities K(9) are generated from the shape

of the moisture-retention characteristics with a method developed by Mualem

(1976). Curves to represent the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

relationships were obtained from Haverkamp's formula (McKeon et al. 1983):

K(t) K A
s A (3.4)

Where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and A, B are empirical

coefficients used to fit the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity values.

Numerical Implementation

In Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985), the numerical evaluation of the

analytical solution was verified with a fully analytical solution. The
function In Equation (3X4) was evaluated for a simple form for K(2) where
B = 2. The pressure head solutions for the numerically evaluated and the

fully analytic solutions were nearly identical. At an input flux of 0.20 cm/yr,
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the difference between the total travel times predicted for both of the

solutions was 0.02%.

The expression derived from integration of Equation (3.1) is evaluated

numerically over a one-dimensional grid, beginning at a lower water table

boundary and solving the problem upward (Jacobson, Freshley and Dove 1985).

The solution is done iteratively, with specific criteria for when a solution

at a grid point is achieved. The grid spacing can be made finer close to

boundaries between hydrostratigraphic units to accommodate differences in

hydraulic properties between the materials.

The solution is analytic except for iterating to obtain K; and K*. In

the code, the spatial variation of hydraulic head is extrapolated from

previous node points to obtain an initial guess for iterating toward a

solution. Empirical functions are used to describe the moisture-retention

characteristics @(t) and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(t). The

functions are statistically fit to measured moisture retention and generated

hydraulic conductivity data to obtain the expressions used in modeling.

Because the one-dimensional profiles through Yucca Mountain are layered

horizontally, a harmonic mean hydraulic conductivity is used (Jacobson,
Freshley and Dove 1985). The volumetric moisture content e is saturation
multiplied by the porosity.

Profile Description

Profiles for estimating travel times through the unsaturated zone at

Yucca Mountain are based on existing boreholes that extend to the water

table. The location of these wells, USW G-1, USW G-3, and USW G-4, are

illustrated in Figure 3.4. Multiple profiles, distributed in the conceptual

repository boundary outlined in Figure 3.4, allow some of the variations in

layering and material properties at Yucca Mountain to be evaluated. Existing

wells were used to develop the profiles because geologic logs are provided

for each borehole.

The thicknesses of the units for the profiles and the samples used to

represent the hydraulic properties of each unit are listed in Table 3.2. The

hydraulic properties of the samples and their selection are described in

Section 3.1.4. The spacing between node points in the profiles was 0.5 m,
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with spacing down to 0.05 m at contacts between the hydrogeologic units.
This finer spacing was required to obtain a solution at points in the

profiles where hydraulic properties change abruptly, such as at interfaces

between materials.

3.1.4 Input Data

Various types of information are required to implement the numerical

approach discussed above. These include information on 1) the geometry of

the model region, 2) the material hydrologic properties, and 3) the boundary

conditions. This section describes how data from various sources, primarily

the draft SCP, were used to obtain the necessary information.

Geometry

As described above, the modeling approach is one-dimensional. That is,

the geometry of the model region corresponds to a vertically oriented line

segment or profile. Construction of this profile requires knowledge of the
depths to the upper and lower boundaries of the model region.

It was assumed that the model region can be divided into a finite number
of relatively homogeneous subregions or layers, the material in each of which
constitutes a hydrogeologic unit. Under this assumption the complete

TABLE 3.2. Representative Samples for the Hydrogeologic Units

Representative Thickness (meters)
Hydrogeologic Unit Sample(a) USW-G1 USW-GE USw-G4

Topopah Springs Welded G4-6B 48 7 82

Basal Vitrophyre of
Topopah Springs G4-8A 25 68 15

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(vitric) GU3-12B 114 NP 130

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(zeolitic) G4-11B Hp(a) 45 NP

Prow Pass Nonwelded GU3-18A 24(a) 275(b) NP

(a) NP denotes not present. (b) Thickness is to water table.
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specification of hydrologic property values for the entire model region

requires knowledge of 1) the locations of the various layers, and 2) the

values of the hydrologic properties corresponding to each hydrogeologic unit.

Thus, it is useful to include in the profile, the following information:

depth to, or elevation of, the upper boundary of the model region

depths to, or elevations of, the interfaces between the various

hydrogeologic units present within the model region

depth to, or elevation of, the lower boundary of the model region

To account for the horizontal spatial variation of these elevations over

the model region, several hydrogeologic profiles were considered. These

profiles correspond to boreholes USW G-1, USW G-3, and USW G-4. The

locations of these boreholes are shown in Figure 3.4. The relevant depth or

elevation data for these profiles can be found in Fernandez and Freshley

(1984) and the draft SCP.(a) Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show the various

profiles schematically.

The upper boundary of the model region was chosen to coincide with the

estimated lower boundary of the proposed repository. Information on the

location of the proposed repository was obtained from the draft SCP. This

approach was taken because it does not require specification of the disturbed

zone boundaries, which are presently unknown. The resulting estimates of
ground-water travel time may be considered slightly optimistic (high,

nonconservative) in the following sense. Because the assumed flow paths
originate at the lower boundary of the hypothetical repository, they are

slightly longer than those originating at the disturbed zone boundary. The

difference in length is equal to the thickness of that portion of the

disturbed zone which underlies the repository. Hence, the calculated travel

times are greater than those of flow paths beginning at the disturbed zone

boundary. In spite of this fact, it is not clear whether the resulting

ground-water travel- time estimates are optimistic or pessimistic per se,

because other simplifications in the analysis complicate interpretation.
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Borehole: USW G-1

Elevation
(meters)

949 -

916-

891 -

777-

753-

Topopah
Spring

Welded

Basal
Vitrophyre

Calico
Hills

(Zeolitic)

Prow
Pass

FIGURE 3.5. Hydrogeologic Profile of Borehole USW G-1 (elevation in meters)
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Borehole: USW G-3

Elevation
(meters)

1110

1050-

1005-

770-

FIGURE 3.6. Hydrogeologic Profile of Borehole USW G-3 (elevation in meters)
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Borehole: USW G-4

Elevation
(meters)

920-

Topopah
Spring
Welded

Basal

860- Vitrophyre

Calico
Hills

Zeolitic)

730-

FIGURE 3.7. Hydrogeologic Profile of Borehole USW G-4 (elevation in meters)

For instance, the detailed effects of the disturbed zone on the ground-water

flow field are not well understood and have not been considered in the

simulations. These effects may include changes in fluid temperature, rock
temperature, vapor pressure, capillary liquid pressure, porosity,
permeability, moisture retention characteristics, fluid densities, fluid
viscosities, and the spatial gradients of these quantities, as well as

changes in liquid and gaseous moisture fluxes.

No unique method exists for determining what choice of hydrogeologic

units is most appropriate to represent the materials within the model region.

Thus the determination is made subjectively, based on the interpretation of

available hydrologic, geophysical, and geological information, and
consideration of the intended use of the representation. For this study the

hydrogeologic units used by Peters et al. (1984) were used to represent the

model region.
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The vertical positions of the interfaces separating the various

hydrogeologic units in the profiles were chosen to be consistent with those

reported by Peters et al. (1984). These elevation data, for the three

boreholes listed previously, are from the draft SCP and Fernandez and

Freshley (1984).

The lower boundary of the model region was taken to be the water table.

Depth to water table data reported in the draft SCP was used to establish the

position of this lower boundary in the various profiles.

Material Hydrologic Properties

The conceptualization of the site presented earlier essentially requires

that only matrix hydrologic properties be input to the numerical hydrologic

model. For hydrologic modeling, it is assumed that the material within any

given hydrogeologic unit the material is homogeneous (i.e., the hydrologic

properties do not vary with the vertical coordinate). Thus for simulations

to be conducted, one set of hydrologic properties for each hydrogeologic unit

must be specified as input to the numerical model (flow code). These

hydrologic "properties are in fact constitutive relationships, but for

convenience are simply referred to as "properties." The relationships of

interest here are the following:

* volumetric liquid moisture content versus capillary liquid pressure

relationship (moisture retention relationship)

* hydraulic conductivity versus capillary liquid pressure relationship

(unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relationship)

* effective porosity versus volumetric liquid water content relationship

(effective porosity relationship)

In principle, each of these relationships can be fully expressed by

specifying an appropriate family of curves or functions and the values of all

of the parameters that enter into the functional form. The family of

functions is generally expressed as an equation in which certain physical

characteristics (e.g. capillary liquid pressure, hydraulic conductivity) are

considered as variables, and others (e.g., porosity, hydraulic conductivity

at saturation) are considered to be constants (physical parameters). Other

constants, which are sometimes referred to as "fitting parameters," may be
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present in the equation as well. These other constants, along with the

physical parameters discussed above, determine the form or shape of the

curve. Unlike the physical parameters however, the fitting parameters
usually cannot be determined by a single experiment. Nor is it usually

possible to predict the values of the fitting parameters directly from
knowledge of the physical parameters alone.

For each hydrologic property relationship, one physical characteristic

or "property" is the dependent variable, while other physical characteristics

are the independent variables. For instance, in the equation describing the

effective porosity-moisture content relationship, effective porosity is

considered the dependent variable while volumetric liquid-water content is

the independent variable.

One or more of these hydrologic property relationships may display

hysteresis. For instance, the volumetric liquid-water content of any

naturally occurring porous material is generally expected to be a nonunique

function of capillary liquid pressure, due to hysteresis in the wetting or

draining processes. It is commonly assumed for expediency in modeling,

however, that the liquid-water content is a unique function of the capillary

pressure. Similarly, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be

a unique function of capillary pressure and the effective (kinematic)

porosity is assumed to be uniquely defined by the water content. Making

these assumptions may introduce some error into the results of the

simulations, but this consequence is considered preferable to the

alternative: increasing the complexity of the hydrologic model to

accommodate hysteresis in the hydrologic property relationships. In the case

of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, model refinement will require

that additional measurements be made.

In general, one can consider that the physical parameters and fitting

parameters that enter into the hydrologic property constitutive relationships

are functions of the spatial and temporal coordinates. That is, the

constitutive relationships are themselves dependent on location and may

change with time. For example, the pore spaces in the tuffs may change with

time as a result of mineral precipitation or dissolution. As the volume and

geometry of the pore spaces are modified, the material's moisture retention,
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hydraulic conductivity, and effective porosity relationships all may change.
In some cases, as an approximation, the time dependence is ignored because

the time span of interest is extremely short compared with the time scale of

the property fluctuations. Similarly, if the spatial variability of

parameters is small compared with the length scales of the model region, it

may be possible to ignore this spatial variability.

For this study, temporal variability in hydrologic property constitutive

relationships was ignored. That is, it was assumed that the constitutive
relationships do not change with time. Little is known about this aspect of

the materials' behavior.

Spatial variability of material hydrologic properties was considered,

albeit in a limited way. As discussed earlier, some of the gross horizontal

variations were explicitly accounted for by considering various profiles.

The thicknesses of the hydrogeologic units within each profile, and the total

thickness, vary from one profile to another. The gross vertical variations

were accounted for by dividing each vertical profile into distinct

hydrogeologic units, each of which was assigned material hydrologic

properties as if it were spatially uniform. Spatial variation within any

given hydrogeologic unit, however, was not explicitly accounted for.

The general forms (equations) assumed for the various constitutive

relationships were determined by analysis of experimental data and the use of

theoretical relationships. For each of the three properties (i.e., moisture

retention, hydraulic conductivity, and effective porosity) the same equation

was used to represent the corresponding constitutive relationship in all of

the hydrogeologic units.

For this analysis the Equation (3.3) by Haverkamp et al. (1977)

describes the assumed functional relationship between volumetric liquid-water

content and capillary liquid pressure of an unsaturated material. This form

was used for two reasons. First,.the curves appear to fit the experimental

moisture retention data well. Second, other authors have found this

expression to be useful for describing the experimentally derived moisture

retention curves of naturally occurring porous materials.
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Estimates of the three fitting parameters (a, B, and B, were obtained
for individual samples by fitting Haverkamp-type curves to corresponding
experimental water retention (drainage) data. For a given sample these data

consist of a collection of pairs of volumetric liquid-water content versus

capillary suction head (suction head is negative pressure head) values.

Typically, the moisture retention data for each sample contain experimentally

determined suction head values ranging from 0 m to 8000 m or 9000 m (see

Peters et al. 1984). Similarly, for each individual sample the

experimentally determined value of the moisture content at a pressure head of

zero was used as an estimate of for that sample. The fitting was

accomplished by using a computer program that uses a least-squares algorithm

(McKeon et al. 1983) to fit the curve to experimental moisture retention

data.

Experimental moisture retention data corresponding to samples obtained

from cores in boreholes USW G-4 and USW GU-3 were available when the moisture

retention curves were fitted. Note that borehole USW GU-3 is at

approximately the same location as borehole USW G-3, for which a profile was

constructed. The retention data are reported in Peters et al. (1984). When
Peters et al. reported their results, they referred to individual samples as
*subsamples." For estimating material hydrologic properties, the

experimental data corresponding to each such "subsample" were treated in this

study as though they correspond to a distinct, individual sample.

Graphs of the experimental moisture retention curves and the

corresponding fitted curves for selected material samples can be found in

Appendix A. The parameter estimates for the moisture retention curves, for

all of the hydrogeologic units, are summarized in Table 3.3.
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TABLE 3.3. Estimated Moisture Retention Characteristics

Hydrogeologic Unit Sample a a) 8r _

Topopah Springs Welded G4-6B 6.64 x 104 1.78 7.27 x 10-3 0.09

Basal Vitrophyre of G4-8A 5.55 x 102 1.04 9.53 x 10-3 0.08
Topopah Springs

Calico Hills Nonwelded GU3-12B 6.64 x 107 4.23 2.42 x 10-2 0.40
(vitric)

Calico Hills Nonwelded G4-11B 2.54 x 103 1.18 5.40 x 10-2 0.30
(zeolitic)

Prow Pass Nonwelded GU3-18A 5.59 x 106 4.47 2.04 x 10-2 0.30

(a) Assumes capillary liquid pressure head measured in meters.

The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves for the various

hydrogeologic units were assumed to be of the form of the Haverkamp et al.

(1977) equation [Equation (3.4)]. The saturated hydraulic conductivity is

considered to be a physical constant and is routinely determined by field or
laboratory experiment. This particular form was used because the numerical
flow code has been verified against a quasi-analytical solution utilizing

this form, and because there is little, if any, evidence to indicate that any

other form is more suitable.

Unlike the moisture retention curves, few experimental hydraulic

conductivity data are available on the hydrogeologic units underlying the

Yucca Mountain site. Peters et al. (1984) report the results of laboratory

experiments performed to determine the saturated hydraulic conductivities of

samples obtained from cores in boreholes USW G-4 and USW GU-3. The samples

include those tested for the water retention characteristics (discussed

above). Only those samples that had been tested for both moisture retention

and saturated hydraulic conductivity were considered for this analysis.

(Table 3.4).
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TABLE 3.4. Estimated

Hydrogeologic Unit

Topopah Springs Welded

Unsaturated

Sample

G4-6B

Hydraulic Conductivity Parameters

1.88 x 1010 4.63 1.64 x 10-6

Basal Vitrophyre of
Topopah Springs

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(vitric)

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(zeolitic)

Prow Pass Nonwelded

G4-8A

GU3-12B

G4-11B

GU3-18A

1.89 x 102

4.10 x 1016

4.50 x 104

1.24 x 1010

2.46

9.63

2.86

1.0

3.89 x 10-5

2.72 x 10-4

1.73 x 10-6

11.12 x 10-4

Assumes capillary liquid pressure
(b) In meters per day.

head measured in meters.

As far as the authors are aware, no published data are available on the

unsaturated hydraulic conductivities of any of the units under-lying Yucca

Mountain. Therefore the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves were

estimated indirectly. The estimation procedure was as follows. First a

theoretical relationship between the moisture retention curve and the

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve was used to generate unsaturated

hydraulic conductivity versus capillary liquid pressure head "data". Then a

theoretical unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve was fit to these data.

The theoretical relationship between unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

and the moisture retention curve is that developed by Mualem (1976)

where (3.5)

S (B) = - r

In this equation, K(S) denotes hydraulic conductivity as a function of S, the

effective saturation. Ks denotes hydraulic conductivity at full saturation;
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(S) denotes liquid capillary pressure head as a function of the effective

saturation and is analogous to the inverse of the moisture retention

relationship. Volumetric liquid-water content, residual water content, and

water content at full saturation are represented as , and

respectively. For each hydrogeologic unit considered, #(S) was assumed to

be equal to the inverse of the corresponding fitted moisture retention

equation for that unit [see Equation (3.3)].

The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve for each hydrogeologic unit

was assumed to be of the form given in Equation (3.4). For each

hydrogeologic unit, this equation was fit to the corresponding unsaturated

hydraulic conductivity data that were generated, thus giving an estimate of

the fitting parameters A and B. The fitting procedure used a least-squares

algorithm (McKeon et al. 1983). Graphs of the unsaturated hydraulic

conductivity values that were generated and the corresponding fitted curves

are shown in the Appendix. The resulting parameter estimates for the

hydraulic conductivity relationship, for all of the hydrogeologic units are

summarized in Table 3.4.

The effective (kinematic) porosity with respect to the flow through a

porous medium is defined as (Bear 1979)

ne q/V (3.6)

where ne is the effective porosity, q is the specific discharge, and V is the

average linear velocity (seepage velocity) of the permeating fluid. The

effective porosity can be thought of as the ratio of the cross-sectional area

of the pore space contributing to the mobility of the fluid to the bulk

cross-sectional area of the medium. Both of these cross-sectional areas are

considered to be measured in a plane that is orthogonal to the mean flow

direction. Thus, under fully saturated conditions, the effective porosity

generally is presumed to be less than or equal to, but never greater than,

the porosity of the medium. Similarly, in unsaturated porous materials, the
effective porosity is expected to be bounded above by the volumetric liquid-
water content because only that portion of the void space that is occupied by

the fluid contributes to its mobility.
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In the present analysis, the effective porosity of an unsaturated medium

is assumed to be equal to the medium's volumetric liquid-water content

where denotes effective porosity as a function of volumetric

liquid-water content. This simplistic approach assumes that all of the

saturated pore space contributes to fluid mobility. Actually some of the

saturated pore space may consist of 1) nonconnected, isolated cavities within

the rock, 2) pores that are part of the interconnected pore space but are not

interconnected by fluid, and 3) pores that, although interconnected by fluid,

behave as dead-ends relative to the microscopic flow paths. With respect to

advection, these pores contribute nothing to the mobility of the permeating

fluid. Pores that exist as isolated cavities in the rock are not normally

detected during most laboratory porosimetry experiments because these

experiments are usually designed to measured the relative volume of the

interconnected pores only. Thus, the isolated pores can usually be ignored.

Those saturated pores that exist within the Interconnected pore space (2 and

3 above), however, may be detected during porosity measurements and, hence,

are a potential source of bias in estimating effective porosity. Therefore,

this approach could lead to overestimating the effective porosity and

consequently underestimating the ground-water travel time.

One sample from each hydrogeologic unit was selected to serve as the

representative sample for that unit. The representative sample was selected

by comparing the inferred hydrologic properties of the various samples from

the same unit, and choosing the sample whose properties appeared to be

closest to the average values for that unit. The inferred hydrologic

properties of this sample are assumed to be representative of the entire

unit. Neglecting possible measurement and interpretation errors, this method

ensures that for each hydrogeologic unit, the corresponding hydrologic
property estimates constitute a realistic combination of property values.
The comparisons focused on 1) hydraulic conductivity at full saturation,

2) the shape of the fitted moisture retention curve, and 3) the volumetric

liquid-water content at full saturation. Table 3.2 shows the sample whose

properties were determined to be most representative of each hydrologic unit.
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Boundary Conditions

Because the modeling approach is one-dimensional, boundary conditions

are only required for the endpoints of each vertical profile. The upper

boundary of the model region, which corresponds to the assumed lower boundary

of the proposed repository, was treated as a prescribed flux (Neumann or
second type) boundary with the flux specified as the vertical percolation

rate. The lower boundary of the region, which corresponds to the water

table, was treated as a prescribed head (Dirichlet or first type) boundary
with the head specified as the elevation.

3.1.5 Results

Three vertical profiles were simulated for conditions of 0.5 mm/year
average recharge. The vertical profiles were simulated at wells USW G-1, USW

G-3, and USW G-4, as summarized in Section 3.1.4.

The average pressure head of -31 m (-0.3 megapascals) in the matrix of

the Topopah Spring welded unit compares favorably with the average pressure
head in the same unit for a recharge rate of 0.5 mm/yr. Assuming the
measured comparison demonstrates that the model predictions are reasonable.
However, at these pressure heads in the Topopah Spring unit, the predicted
saturations are greater than 95%. The measured saturations for the Topopah
Spring unit reported by Montazer and Wilson (1984) average about 0.65%. By

assuming that the measured saturations and pressure heads are accurate, the

discrepancy with predicted saturations indicates that the moisture retention

characteristics may not be representative of the Topopah Spring unit.

Moisture retention characteristics measured on core from other boreholes at

Yucca Mountain are needed to resolve this discrepancy.

The travel times predicted for the three vertical profiles are
summarized in Table 3.5. These predicted travel times are within the range
of travel times predicted by Peters, Gauthier and Dudley (1986), but are
larger than those predicted by Sinnock, Lin and Tierney (1986). Travel time
increases with length of the profile. As indicated in Table 3.5, the largest
proportions of the travel times in the profiles occur in the nonwelded vitric

and zeolitic tuffs. Travel times predicted with lower saturations, as

indicated by the field measurements, would be longer.
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TABLE 3.5. Thickness and Predicted Travel Times for Different Vertical
Profiles from the Base of the Disturbed Zone to the Water
Table at Yucca Mountain

Hydrooeologic Unit

Topopah Spring
Welded

Basal Vitrophyre of
Topopah Spring

USW-G1
Travel

Thickness Time
(m) (yrs)

48 8,580

USW-'G3
Travel

Thickness Time
(m) (yrs)

7 1,149

68 10,798

USW-G4
Travel

Thickness Time
(m) (yrs)

82 14,652

15 2,30825 3,811

Calico Hills Non-
welded (zeolitic)

114 67,420 130 77,476

Calico Hills Non-
welded (vitric)

45 23,384

Prow Pass Nonwelded

Total

(a) Thickness is to

24(a)

211

13,257

93,068

275 (a)

395

70,404

105,735 227 94,436

the water table.

3.2 THE SATURATED ZONE AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

The study area for the analysis of regional travel-times through the

saturated zone of Yucca Mountain is shown in Figure 3.8. This figure shows

the major geologic features and rock types in the Nevada Test Site (NTS)

which is part of the Basin and Range Physiographic Province. Several

researchers have investigated the geology and hydrology of the NTS: Eakin

(1966), Eakin et al. (1951), Eakin and Moore (1964), Eakin and Winograd

(1965), Grove et al. (1969), Hunt and Robinson (1960), Loeltz (1960),

Maxey (1968), Maxey and Mifflin (1966), Miller (1977), Pistrang and Kunkel

(1964), Walker and Eakin (1963), Winograd (1962, 1971), Winograd and Friedman

(1972), and Winograd and Thordarson (1975). These studies were used to

formulate the hydrological conceptualization of the study area.

It is generally believed that there are two ground-water flow. systems in

the study area, a regional and a local flow system. The regional flow system

encompasses several topographic basins where interbasin flow is common. The
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regional flow paths are relatively long compared to flow paths of "local"

ground-water flow systems that are generally confined to one topographic or

ground-water basin.

Freeze and Witherspoon (1966, 1967) "theoretically studied" regional

ground-water flow systems and found that large discharges can occur at depth

if a zone of relatively high permeability exists (Figure 3.9). They

determined the following general characteristics of regional flow systems:

1) ground-water discharge tends to be concentrated in major valleys;

2) recharge areas are larger than discharge areas; 3) local ground-water flow

systems are superimposed on a regional flow system in a hummocky terrain;
4) buried aquifers direct flow toward the principal discharge areas, have
little or no effect on the subbasins, and produce artesian conditions, and
5) geologic structures can distribute, recharge and discharge independently
of the water table configuration.

All five of the preceding conditions exist in the study area. In the

Basin and Range physiographic province, local flow systems sit in a

hummocklike fashion in the numerous intermontane valleys and basins (see

Figure 3.9).

These systems constitute the valley-fill aquifer and are composed of an

alluvial material. Underlying these local systems is a massive interbasin

or regional flow system composed of highly fractured carbonate rock that is

an avenue of flow beneath the local systems. The regional system is confined

in the deepest portions of the valleys and unconfined beneath the mountain

ridges.

3.2.1 Conceptualization and Assumptions of the Hydrologic Model

A conceptual flow model of the saturated flow system was developed both

by PNL (Rice 1984) and the USGS (Waddell 1982). The conceptual model of the

regional hydrologic system used in this study is shown in Figure 3.10.
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FIGURE 3.8. Generalized Geology
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A and B Situation of Interbasin flow produced by greater relative permeability at
depth and relief.

C - Situation of interbasin flow produced by relief alone, in uniform
permeability media.

D - Situation of interbasin flow created by tense of permability material.
_ Flow line

Equipotential line
K Relative hydraulic conductivity

FIGURE 3.9. Configuration of Flow Producing Interbasin Movement of Ground
Water (modified after Freeze and Witherspoon 1967)
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FIGURE 3.10. Schematic Representation of the Nevada Test Site Conceptual
Model
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Recharge occurs in mountainous areas at higher elevations where more

precipitation occurs and evaporation is less. Water directly recharges.the

lower carbonate aquifer where it is exposed in mountainous areas and recharge

moves downward through the alluvium and volcanic tuffs to recharge the

carbonate aquifer.

The highly permeable sequence of carbonate rock, termed the carbonate

aquifer by Winograd and Thordarson (1975), is primarily responsible for

interbasin or regional ground-water flow beneath the NTS. Ground water then

moves laterally toward discharge areas that are located in the valleys;

discharge occurs through springs, evapotranspiration, and pumping. The

schematic representation of the conceptual model in Figure 3.10 illustrates

the multilayered flow system composed of the alluvial, volcanic, and

carbonate aquifers as one unit. At a particular location, the most

transmissive hydrostratigraphic unit(s) are simulated. The direction of

regional ground-water flow is indicated in Figure 3.8. Ground waters from

Yucca Mountain generally flow south and then southwest to the Furnace Creek

Wash area of Death Valley. Primary rock types over this flow path are

volcanic tuffs in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, alluvium south of Yucca

Mountain, and carbonates in the vicinity of Furnace Creek Wash.

Conceptual Model Assumptions

A number of simplifying assumptions about the hydrogeology of the study

area were made to facilitate implementation of a numerical model.

Regional ground-water flow is assumed to be strictly horizontal.

Evidence exists for both upward and downward flow. Although no data are

available on vertical head distributions in most areas, geometric

considerations suggest that flow beneath recharge areas is downward, and
flow beneath discharge areas is upward (see Figures 3.9 and 3.10). Flow
beneath Pahute Mesa north of Yucca Mountain, where hydraulic gradients
are steep, provides evidence of downward flow [Blankennagel and Weir
(1973) and Oberlander (1979)]. Flow at Alkali Flat, a major discharge
area, provides evidence of upward flow. Consequently, with the

exception of recharge and discharge areas, the horizontal flow
assumption is reasonable.
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* Hydrologic parameters (transmissivity, rates of recharge and discharge)

do not change with time, and the current distribution of hydraulic head

is assumed to represent steady-state conditons. The steady-state

assumption is known to be violated by several processes. For example,

in areas where pumping has been intense (Ash Meadows, Pahrump Valley and

Sand Spring Valley), short-term changes in water level have occurred.

These changes have been well-documented and appear to be small compared

with the range of heads throughout the study area.

* The aquifers are assumed to be isotropic with respect to transmissivity,

although few porous media are isotropic (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The

effects of applying this assumption are 1) transmissivity calculated or

used in the model represents transmissivity in the direction of flow

and 2) calculations of fluxes and flow directions will contain errors

because, unless translated by a transmissivity or hydraulic conductivity

tensor, the flow occurs perpendicular to the hydraulic head contours.

Recent analyses by the USGS (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984) incorporating

an anisotropic ratio in the transmissivity of western Jackass Flats
resulted in slightly greater travel times and greater error variances.

However, greater uncertainty in other parameters will more significantly

affect travel-time calculations.

* Travel-time calculations are based on the concept that hydraulic

conductivity and porosity are correlated. Empirical evidence for

boreholes within Yucca Mountain shows this to be true. Brace et al.

(1982) discussed the relationship between porosity and permeability for
flow through fractures and porous media. They conclude that hydraulic
conductivity and porosity are correlated for a given geologic material.

3.2.2 Ground-Water Flow Modeling

Ground-water flow modeling for estimation of travel times presented in
this study is based primarily on two previous hydrologic model analyses of
the NTS: a local-scale or near-field flow and sensitivity/uncertainty
travel-time analysis reported by Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985) and a
regional hydrologic analysis by Rice (1984).
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Both the local and regional system were modeled conceptually as a one-

layer flow system combining valley-fill (alluvium), volcanic (tuff), and

carbonate aquifers in a single unit. Total ground-water travel time from

Yucca Mountain to Furnace Creek Wash is the sum of the local and regional

estimates of travel time.

The analysis of ground-water flow was conducted in two phases: a near-

or local-scale model was used to analyze ground-water flow and travel time

between Yucca Mountain and Well J-12 (discussed in Section 3.2.3) and a

far-field regional model was used to predict ground-water flow and travel

time between Well J-12 and the Furnace Creek Wash (discussed in Section

3.2.4). Stream tubes used in analysis of ground-water travel time between

Yucca Mountain and Furnace Creek Wash are schematically illustrated in

Figure 3.11. These stream tubes originate between USW-H1 and USW-H3 at the

reference repository location of Yucca Mountain, and spatially bound the 1-0

unsaturated travel-time analyses at borehole USW-H4.

Ground-water flow modeling reported in Rice (1984) (Figure 3.11)

predicted ground water-discharges at Furnace Creek Wash. Alkali Flat is

considered by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in their modeling activities

to be the discharge area for ground water originating beneath Yucca

Mountain. Section 3.2.5 of this report addresses and compares flow and

travel-time interpretations by the USGS to the modeling results presented

here.

The first phase (or local-scale model) is based on a nearby-field model
reported by Thompson, Dove and Krupka (1984) and subsequently used by

Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985) for travel-time sensitivity analyses. The

results from the latter study will be used for the near-field travel-time

calculation based on the flow path between Yucca Mountain and Well J-12. The

study area of the near-field model is shown in Figure 3.12.

The second phase of the analysis is based on the regional calibrated

hydrologic model of the NTS by Rice (1984). The study area for the regional

model is shown is Figure 3.13. The regional model is used in a far-field

analysis to calculate travel times from borehole J-12 to Furnace Creek Wash.
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FIGURE 3.11. Schematic Representation of the Stream Tubes Used in the
Travel-Time Analyses
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FIGURE 3.12. Location of the Near-Field Model
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Local-Scale Modeling

The boundaries of the local-scale flow model which lie between 116*35'

and 116*11 west longitude and 36*40* and 37*00* north latitude are shown in

Figure 3.12. The finite-difference grid is represented by 75 columns and

47 rows. Discretization of the local flow field is relatively dense at

0.5 mi. Equipotentials shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.14 are digitized from

hand-contoured maps and from data that the USGS (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984)

obtained in 1982. These data are listed in Table 3.6. Robinson (1986)

published a more recent water table map (Figure 3.15) from water table

measurements that were collected in 1983. The 1983 water table elevations

are listed in Table 3.7. Differences in 1982 and 1983 measurements are

presented for comparison.

Depth to the water table at Yucca Mountain ranges between 300 m and
750 m. Observations of the small fluctuations in head occurring between 1982

and 1983 can be related to measuring precision and on-going drilling

activities in the area. Available data indicate that seasonal variations in

water levels are a fraction of a meter. The 1982 hydraulic head data are

used as the baseline potentiometric surface since no long-term trends are

available.

Measured hydraulic heads used to construct the saturated-zone

potentiometric map (Figures 3.11 and 3.14) are mostly composite heads,

measuring a uride portion of the aquifer and reflecting heads in the zones of

higher transmissivity. The hydraulic head gradient is low in western Jackass

Flats (Fortymile Wash) and the Amargosa Desert and high in the region north

of Yucca Mountain. If vertical movement of water is not considered, it can

be assumed that high transmissivities are reflected by low gradient and low

transmissivities characterized by steep gradients. With this assumption, a

trial and error technique based on the 1982 potentiometric surface was
implemented to calculate a transmissivity distribution for the hydrologic
model. This transmissivity distribution, shown in Figure 3.16, is based on a
saturated thickness of 81 m measured at well J-12.
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FIGURE 3.14. Contours of Hydraulic Heads Obtained from the U.S. Geological
Survey Interpretation
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TABLE 3.6. Hydraulic Head Data from USGS (1982) Used
Potentiometric Surface in Figure 3.14

to Interpret

Hydraulic
Head

Value (m)

729.5
729.4
748.7

1,030.8
785.2
729.8
770.9
728.4
729.4

Measurement
Error (m)

*0.2
*0.2
*0.2
*8.0
N/0
*2.0
*0.2
*2.0
N/D

Wel l Name

Ue-25al
Ue-25bl
USW-G1
USW-G2
USW-G3
USW-H1
USW-VH1
WELL-J 13
USW-H3

N/D = No data available

No areal recharge was assumed over the modeled region. This is a valid

assumption, given that the regional analysis (Rice 1984) shows less than

0.1 in. of recharge at higher elevations in the Pahute Mesa area, north of

Yucca Mountain. Less than 0.1 in. of recharge will not.significantly change

the boundary conditions of the near-field model.

Constant hydraulic heads were imposed at all boundaries of the flow

model based on the 1982 USGS-interpreted hydraulic head surface shown in

Figure 3.14. Given these boundary conditions and the estimated

transmissivity distribution, the model was used to estimate the hydraulic

heads. Calibration of the flow model was considered unnecessary because the

transmissivity surface was derived from the potentiometric surface and should

theoretically match the hydraulic head data.
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FIGURE 3.15. Preliminary Composite Potentiometric-Surface Map
of the Saturated Zone, Yucca Mountain (modified from
Robinson 1984)
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TABLE 3.7. Ground Water Levels, Yucca
Robinson 1986)

Mountain Area (1982 data modified from



TABLE 3.7. (contd)

(a) Hole or wall number: Designation assigned by U.S. Department of Energy.
(b) Location: Nevada State Coordinate Systems Control Zone.
(c) Date assaured: Date of a water-level measurement.
(d) Geologic unit: Shallwst geologic unit represented by the water level/deepest geologic unit represented

by the water level. Qa * alluvium Tpt = Topopah Spring member of Paintbrush Tuff; Th* tuffacaous beds
of Calico Hills; tU = Prow pass meber of Cratar Flat Tuff; Tcb a Bullfrog crator of Cratar Flat Tuf;
Tct a Tree Mmber of Crater Flat Tuff; TI = Lava; Tir = Lithic Ridge tuff; Tof a older flows and tuffs;
s = Paleozoic rocks.

(e) Interval: Depth interval of the hole represented by the water-level measurement. Composite levels
represent sized hydraulic heads of the entire interval between the water table or lower end of the casing

and the bottom of the hole. Thers a specific interval is indicated the Zone was isolated using a single
packer installed to determine hydraulic head differences above and below the packer.

t) Depth to water: Depth based on direct measurements of water levels using down hole wireline equipment,
adjusted for depth correction, where available. Accuracy of measurements approximately in Depth in
usi vh 2 estimated from geophysical logs.
Altitude: Computed altitude of water level above sea-level, based on land surface altitude and assured
depth to water (corrected).
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FIGURE 3.16. Contoured Transmissivity Map for Baseline Potentiometric
Surface
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Local Scale Travel-Time Analysis

The near-field or local-scale analysis of travel time is based on the

hydrologic-model described above. Using this model, Jacobson, Freshley and

Dove (1985) conducted several uncertainty analyses for travel time based on

conditioned Monte Carlo techniques. The stream tubes used in the local

travel-time analyses are shown in Figure 3.14. As mentioned previously,

streamlines for the local scale model originate between Wells H-1 and H-3 of

Yucca Mountain and terminate in the vicinity of Well J-12.

These streamlines traverse several transmissivity zones material types.

A zonation pattern reflecting the transmissivity distribution is presented in

Figure 3.17. Table 3.8 lists the mean and standard deviation of the computed

transmissivities for each zone.

Figure 3.18 presents the correlation of porosity values with hydraulic

conductivity measurements from boreholes GU-3 and G-4 at Yucca Mountain.

This correlation of porosity values was used to establish the porosity values

listed in Table 3.9.

The various cases considered in the uncertainty analyses by Jacobson,

Freshley and Dove (1985) vary with respect to whether transmissivity and

porosity distributions employed are deterministic or random and whether
solution hydraulic heads or digitized potential contours are used. The
seven cases considered by Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985) are summarized
in Table 3.10. Five of these cases (2, 3, 5, 6, and 7) are based on
hydraulic head solutions and are described in more detail at the bottom of
Table 3.10. These cases were considered for estimating travel time as a part
of this risk assessment.

For each case, 100 realizations of transmissivity and solution hydraulic
heads were generated. Streamlines were generated from Yucca Mountain to Well
J-12 and travel times were computed for each realization. Porosity values
used were either deterministic (constant over the domain or spatially varying
for each zone) or were randomly generated but correlated with hydraulic

conductivity (see Table 3.10).
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FIGURE 3.17. Transmissivity Zonation Pattern for the Study Area
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TABLE 3.8. Estimates of Mean and Standard Deviation of Log
for Each Zone

Transmissivity

FIGURE 3.18. Correlation Between Porosity and Hydraulic Conductivity for
Small Cores USW GU-3 and USW GU-4 (from Peters et al. 1984)
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TABLE 3.9. Estimates of Mean and Standard Deviation of Effective
Porosity for Each Zone

Standard
Mean Mean Deviation

Transmissivity. Effective Effective
Zone (m2/day) Porosity Porosity

1 5 0.10 0.02
2 20 0.15 0.03
3 100 0.20 0.04
4 1,200 0.32 0.04

Table 3.11 lists both the mean and standard deviations of travel times

from Wells H-1 and H-3 of Yucca Mountain to Well J-12. For the cases based

on hydraulic head solutions (cases 2, 3, 5, 6, 7), relatively little

difference in mean travel time (between 840 to 1090 years) was found. It

should be emphasized that the results listed in Table 3.11 are based on a

constant saturated thickness value of 81 m.

A more recent saturated thickness, 749 m, is reported by USGS (see

Lahoud, Lobmeyer and Whitfield 1984, p. 42) at Well UE-25b 1. This value of

saturated thickness is consistent with other hydrologic modeling of the NTS

[Waddell (1982) and Czarnecki and Waddell (1984)] where saturated thicknesses

of the tuffs and alluvium are reported between 500 and 1000 m (Benson et al.

1983). When our travel-time calculations were updated to reflect the 749 m

measured at Well UE-25b 1, travel times lengthened by a factor of 9.246.

Table 3.12 lists these revised travel times. Stream tube characteristics

needed for scenario calculations are listed in Table 3.13.

Comparison of Local-Scale Ground-Water Travel Times With Previous
Calculations

Previous travel-time calculations have been performed by the USGS using

the flow model developed by Czarnecki and Waddell (1984). The location of

the USGS subregion hydrologic model is shown in Figure 3.19. A flow path of

11.96 km was selected as one possible route by which radionuclides might move

downgradient from the repository site. Saturated thicknesses were assumed to
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TABLE 3.10. Hydrologic Information Used In Each of the Seven Cases for Which Uncertainty
in Ground-Water Travel Time With the Local-Scale Model Was Calculated

Transmissivity HYdraulic Heads

Summary of Caoe* Used In the Uncertainty Analysis

Transalselvity: All caoes seed a spatially varying random error component added to the somte tranesissivity in each zone. Realizations of the transeissivity
distribution were generated by generating normally distributed guaselan errors and multiplying by the standard deviation of the log

tranesissivity that to listed in Table This product was added to the sen Value of the log transeissivity. No correlation was assumed

between zones of transmissivity.

Hydraulic fluids: Solution hydraulic heads based upon each realization of transsissivity were used In travel-time calculations except for case that was bamed

n the solution heads from the mean transeissivity.

Porosity: Case 2: Constant porosity over entire model of 6.11. case 5: randon peroolty (Yet spatially constant over the flow domain) was generated

for each distriton. Cases 6 and 8: Constant deterministic porsity for each zone. The porosity In each zone however, varies as listed
in Table 8.11. Case 7: Spatially variable and randon but correlated with transessivity as listed In Table 3.10.



TABLE 3.11. Sample Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of Variations and
Medians for Ground-water Travel Times Based on Hydraulic Head
Solutions (saturated thickness = 81)

Case
2
3
5
6
7

Sample
Mean (yr)

840
920

1,090
1,070
1,090

Median Standard
(yr) Deviation (yr)
820 280
890 460
990 390

1,030 360
1,060 340

Coefficient
of Variation

.29

.50

.36

.34

.31

TABLE 3.12. Revised Travel Time
Thickness (749)

Statistics Based on Updated Saturated

Case

2
3
5
6
7

Sample
Mean (yr)

7,767
8,507
10,079
9,894
10,079

TABLE 3.13.

Flow
Tube
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6

Median
(yr)

7.582
8,229
9,154
9,.523
9,801

Standard
Deviation (yr)

2,589
4,253
3,606
3,328
3,143

flow Tube Characteristics

Distance
to Well
J-12 (km)

9.47
9.95

10.44
11.13
11.84
12.57

Distance
to Furnace
Creek (km)

67.83
68.31
68.81
69.33
70.03
70.75

be between 500 and 1000 m; this assumption is based on pump tests that

Indicate the extent of the permeable zone at Yucca Mountain (Benson et al.

1983). Primary porosities were assumed to range between 0.001 (fracture

porosity) and 0.01 (matrix porosity). Travel times for the extremes of these

ranges (n = 0.001, b = 500 m, and n = 0.01, b = 1000 m) are 86 and

17,313 years, respectively.
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The flow path length used in our analysis varies between 9.5 and

12.6 km (Table 3.13) and the length of the flow path used by the USGS is

12.0 km. Multiplying the USGS travel time, which was estimated with 10%

porosity, by a factor of 0.749 (to reflect a saturated thickness value of

749 m rather than 1000 m) reduces the travel time to 12,967 years. This

travel time is consistent with our estimates of 7,761 to 10,071 years.

Description of the Regional-Scale Hydrologic Model

Description of the regional-scale analysis for travel time is based on a

regional.scale model by Rice (1984). The study area for the regional

analysis is shown in Figure 3.13. The extent of the study area is larger

than the area covered by the USGS regional hydrologic model (see Figure 3.8).

Therefore, regional flow and transport analyses by the USGS are compared with

the regional scale model by Rice (1984).

The study area considered in the regional hydrologic model of Rice
(1984) shown in Figure 3.13 is located between 114°59' and 117054' west
longitude and 35*34* and 38*19* north latitude. The finite difference node

spacing of the model is 2.367 mi (12,500 ft). The boundaries of the

hydrologic model shown in Figure 3.13 were established along topographic

highs: on the north, the Palmetto Mountains, and the Catus, Kawich, Reveille

and Grant Ranges; on the east, the Paranagat Range, Sheep Range and Spring

Mountain; and on the south, the Kingston Range and Saddle Hills. Death

Valley, a topographic low, defined the western boundary, while the recharging

boundaries on the north and east were prescribed at those shown on a water
table elevation map provided by the Denver office of the USGS (Figure 3.19).

The uncertainty in the USGS-interpreted hydraulic head distribution was
estimated by comparing the hand-contoured distribution shown in Figure 3.20
with water table measurements at well locations. The average and root-mean-
squared error difference between the USGS-interpreted distribution and well
data is 23.7 and 34.3 m, respectively.

The hydraulic head data shown in Figure 3.20 were kriged with a zero-
order drift generalized covariance function, K[h] = 0.06 - 1.5459 [h]. The
kriged distribution is shown In Figure 3.20. The kriging or estimation error.
is the standard deviation of each estimated point and is contoured in
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EXPLANATION

QUATERNARY

Alluvium, lake beds,
and minor volcanic rocks

TERTIARY

Tuff, rhyolite, and associated
volcanic rocks

MESOZOIC (Minor-not shown)

PALEOZOIC

Undifferentiated upper
classic aquirard, and lower
and upper carbonate aquifers
Upper classic aquitard

Lower carbonate aquifer

PALEOZOIC (CAMBRIAN)
and PRECAMBRIAN

SYMBOLS

- Contact

Trust fault with sawteeth
on upper plate

Regional model boundary
(Waddell, 1982)
(approximate boundary of
ground-water system)

USGS model
boundary
Approximate direction
of ground-water flow

Kilometers 2

Miles
Modified from Carlson and Willdan.
1968: Denny and Orwevs. 1965:
Winograd and Thordarson. 1975;
and Stewart and Carison. 1978.

FIGURE 3.19. USGS-Interpreted Hydraulic Head Distribution for the Regional
Model (hydraulic heads in meters above mean sea level)
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Figure 3.21. The uncertainty in the hydraulic head map is approximately 30

to 50 m at the major discharging areas, Furnace Creek Wash and Ash Meadows.

This amount of error in the hydraulic head distribution contributes to

hydraulic gradient errors and could affect the direction and velocity of

ground-water flow.

Regional Travel-Time Analysis

The regional travel-time analysis is based on results from the regional
hydrologic model. Travel times were calculated for ten stream tubes shown in
Figure 3.22. These stream tubes start at Well J-12 and terminate at the
Furnace Creek Wash area of Death Valley. The calibrated transmissivity

distribution for the hydrologic model (Figure 3.23) is used to calculate

travel times.

The transmissivity in the model of Rice (1984) changes as the flow tubes

intersect alluvium and carbonate rock along the flow path. Transmissivities

range between 1000 and 5000 m2/day for the alluvium and 100 to 500 m2/day

for the lower carbonate unit near Furnace Creek Wash. Similar

transmissivities (Figure 3.24) were estimated by calibration of the USGS

hydrologic model (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984). The latter model uses a

transmissivity value for alluvium of 1336 m2/day, while carbonate rock at

Furnace Creek Wash is assigned a value of 119 to 128 m2/day (Czarnecki and

Waddell, 1984). These values are consistent with the transmissivity values

reported by Winograd and Thordarson (1975).

For the regional travel-time calculations, a saturated thickness of the

combined transmissive units of 1000 m was used. This saturated thickness is

consistent with hydrologic modeling by the USGS (Waddell 1982; Czarnecki and

Waddell 1984) and with values reported by Winograd and Thordarson (1975). A

value for effective porosity of 0.2 is used for carbonate rock. This is
slightly higher than the primary and effective porosity of 0.04 to 0.12 and

0-0.1, reported by Winograd and Thordarson (1975). Alluvial porosities are

based on correlated transmissivities and porosities of 0.20 and 0.32 listed

in Table 3.9. Alluvial porosities reported by Freeze and Cherry (1975) of

0.25 to 0.50, are consistent with the latter values.
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FIGURE 3.20. Model-Predicted Hydraulic Heads for Steady-State Confined
Conditions (hydraulic heads in meters above mean sea
level)
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FIGURE 3.21. Hydrologic of model boundary

FIGURE 3.21. Map of Kriging Error or Estimation Effort for the Regional
Model (contours in meters of error)
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FIGURE 3.22. Hydraulic Head Distribution of the Calibrated Regional Model
with Stream Tubes Originating Near Well J-12 for the Far-Field
Analysis
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FIGURE 3.23. Transmisslvity Distribution for the Calibrated Regional Model
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FIGURE 3.24. Model Zone Numbers, Parameter Groupings, Model Boundary Fluxes
and Transmissivities--USGS Model (Czarnecki and Waddel1 1984)
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FIGURE 3.25. Location of Subregional Model of the USGS by Czarnecki and
Waddell (1984)
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Preliminary ground-water travel-times between Well J-12 and Furnace

Creek Wash, as well as the lengths of stream tubes and average of these.

parameters, are listed in Table 3.14. These travel times are consistent with

predictions by the USGS (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984).

3.2.3 Discussion of Hydrologic Modeling and Travel Time Results

The hydrologic analyses by Jacobson, Freshley and Dove (1985) and Rice

(1984) are based on hydrologic parameters and hydraulic data collected prior

to 1983. More recent measurements and parameter estimates were analyzed to

determine their effect on travel-time estimates. In addition, the modeling

results reported by the USGS (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984) were evaluated to

determine whether they differ significantly from Jacobsen, Freshley and

Dove (1985) and Rice (1984).

TABLE 3.14. Travel Times for the Far-Field Analysis
Model (Rice 1984) (porosity of 0.3)

Based on the Regional

x1
X2

Well
= 38.00
a 39.00

J-12
Y1 = 37.00
Y2 = 37.00

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

X-End
(NODE)

24.7
24.8
24.9
24.7
25.0
24.9
25.0
24.8
24.8
24.7
24.7

Y-End
(NODE)

26.8
26.8
27.0
26.8
27.0
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8

Time (yr)

110,135.70
105,507.95
105,134.88
105,553.88
100,963.58
103,763.59
101,997.48
104.442.55
104,934.81
102,038.73
101,439.05

Distance (ft)

228,750.0
228,750.0
228,750.0
232,500.0
228,750.0
232,500.0
232,500.0
236,250.0
236,250.0
240,000.0
240,000.0

Average Time
Average Distance

104,173.84
a 233,182.
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Earlier we considered differences when more recent data were available.

For example, we have presented the potentiometric surface by Robinson (1984)

in Figure 3.15 and listed the 1983 hydraulic head data in Table 3.7. Also,

travel times were reported by Classen (1985) and Czarnecki and Waddell (1984). The

locating of the model developed by Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) is

illustrated in Figure 3.25.

The major difference between the regional hydrologic analysis summarized

here and that reported by the USGS is the areal extent and the boundary
conditions set by each of the models. These differences result in a change
in the major discharge boundary for the respective models. Rice (1984)
assumes ground water from Yucca Mountain discharges at Furnace Creek Wash.

The USGS established the major outflow boundary at Alkali Flat, which is at

the southern boundary of the USGS hydrologic model. Therefore, in the USGS

regional model almost all ground water exits at Alkali Flat.

Ground water does flow from Yucca Mountain to Alkali Flat in the PNL

model if streamlines are started several nodes (approximately 5 mi) east of

Yucca Mountain. The kriging and root-mean-squared error in the vicinity of

the Amargosa Desert is on the average of 30 to 50 m (see Figure 3.22). In

the Amargosa Desert area, the potentiometric surface is relatively flat.

Thus even slight changes in elevation might change the direction of

ground-water flow, making ground-water discharge at Alkali Flat possible.

The travel times for the regional-scale analysis range between 101,997

and 110,135 years (see Table 3.14), with an average travel time of 104,173

years. These results are based on porosity values of 0.3 for alluvium

(valley-fill) and 0.2 for carbonate rock. In terms of velocity, these

travel-times range from 2.265 to 2.0770 ft/yr. Several other investigators

have estimated travel times and these are reported below.

Classen (1985) estimated ground-water velocities at between 4 and

7 m/yr. This estimation is based on apparent ages of ground water from

carbon-14 dating and the length of flow paths. Estimates of average

velocities of 200 m to 20 km/yr below Scepter Range represent upper limits

of velocities for the carbonate aquifer. Classen (1985) deduces a maximum
velocity of 7 m/yr for the region between the head of Fortymile Wash and the

central Amargosa Desert.
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The travel-time estimates made by the USGS based on hydrologic modeling

by Waddell (1982) and Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) is 17,313 years for a flow

path length of 11.96 km, an effective porosity of 0.1, and a saturated

thickness value of 1000 m. If these figures are used, the average

ground-water velocity is 2.23 ft/yr and is consistent with the regional

average ground-water velocity of the PNL model by Rice (1984) of 2.24 ft/yr.

The latter value is also consistent with the near-field average velocity

computed between Yucca Mountain and Well J-12 of 1.082 to 1.403 m/yr (3.45

and 4.49 ft/yr).

The USGS hydrologic model by Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) has more

hydraulic head data in the vicinity of Amargosa Desert and Alkali Flat than

the PNL model. Figure 3.26 shows the well locations used in the USGS

hydrologic model. The solid data points in Figure 3.26 are measurements

common to the USGS and PHL hydrologic models.

The newer data from the USGS model shown in Figure 3.26 were kriged.

(The hydraulic head data and well coordinates are listed in Table 3.15.)

These data have a zero-order drift and a generalized covariance model of

K[h] = 0.06-1020.0297[h]. The kriged estimate of the potentiometric surface

is shown in Figure 3.27. The kriged error map of hydraulic head is shown in

Figure 3.28. Notice the kriging error is now 20 to 30 m in the Amargosa

Desert; whereas previously, using the more limited data set, the kriging

error was 30 to 50 m (see Figure 3.22).

Ground-water development in the valley-fill aquifer southwest of Lathrop

Wells for the years 1962 to 1984 has produced a water level decline ranging

between 1.4 and 27.4 ft. However, the shape of the kriged water table for

1984 is similar to the shape of the kriged water table for 1962.
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FIGURE 3.26. Location of Hydraulic
Hydrologic Models

Head Measurements for the USGS and PNL
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TABLE 3.15. Summary of Hydraulic Head
and Waddell 1984) Used in

Data in the USGS Model (Czarnecki
the Kriging Analysis(a)

East (ft)

566,622.88
535,238.38
538,827.63
571,002.75
570,779.75

540,274.50
542,249.50
580,103.88
579,536.25
530,622.25

546,176.63
584,683.88
584,726.50
584,270.50
534,638.00

541,681.88
544,405.00
546,140.63
589,113.00
570,179.25

538,880.13
540,454.88
543,017.25
545,950.25
556,081.50

555,317.13
524,172.13
528,561.88
532,544.75
543,122.25

536,924.75
544,802.00
547,331.50
550,176.00
529,375.50

North (ft)

566,969.63
618,774.13
615,145.50
553,226.13
568,570.63

620,565.38
618,528.00
547,363.38
563,961.13
644,364.63

629,023-38
540,988.63
548,747.88
557,392.88
650,014.25

639,138.25
636,211.75
632,973.50
550,998.50
604,653.38

651,231.38
647,045.13
643,626.50
640,631.00
630,713.00

632,461.75
653,213.13
654,938.75
657,514.25
652,448.63

661,484.00
648,462.38
645,135.63
642,169.75
659,745.25

Hydraulic
Head

Above Sea
Level (m)

623
671
672
618
623

674
673
608
619
691

684
607
608
615
691

689
688
688
611
644

690
689
688
688
687

686
695
697
695
690

707
689
688
688
697

Source

5
2
3
5
S

2
1
5
5
2

3
5
5
5
1,2

1
2
1
5
5

1
2
1
2
1

1
2
1
2
1

1,2
2
2
1
2
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TABLE 3.15. (contd)

East (ft)

533,489.63
538,069.75
549,129.38
556,888.63
558,824.38

North (ft)

662,553.63
667,219.00
649,902.75
640,916.50
637,862.00

Hydraulic
Head

Above Sea
Level (m)

702
697
690
685
679

Source

1,2

1
1
1

526,225.88
548,256.75
555,799.38
558,388.00
567,715.38

567,843.38
514,198.38
519 444.44
526,931.25
531,006.13

555,848.63
543,118.88
559,916.88
566,550.75
570,412.25

519,769.25
553,223.88
550,041.50
561,872.25
570,057.88

513,365.00
568,571.75
451,941.13
563,296.13
563,939.13

522,042.88
531,225.88
556,951.00
578,801.38
551,294.75
551,143.88

662,307.50
658,518.13
648,308.25
645,480.13
636,470.88

638,803.63
657,734.00
662,327.25
667,215.75
669,361.38

656,100.25
672,993.25
650,007.63
641,854.75
633,675.63

667,888.25
663,997.13
668,219.63
654,453.25
644,207.13

667,251.75
659,751.75
640,378.38
677,159.88
681,129.75

706,805.63
745,923.00
739,607.38
733,203.25
748,439.50
755,050.38

693
692
689
689
677

2
1
2
2
1

677
693
693
708
696

1
2
2
1
2

691
699
689
690
674

3
3
2
1
2

695
687
699
691
678

1,2
2
1,3
1
2

695
699
285
704
706

3
2
5
2
1

711
773
731
728
776
776

5
4
4
4
4
4
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TABLE 3.15.

East (ft)
564,559.25
555, 517.25
577,367.63
570,359.75
551,721.25

North (ft)
739,358.13
752,502.88
748,495.25
745,207.88
762,803.00

(contd)

Hydraulic
Head

Above Sea
Level (m)

730
728
729
779

Source
4
4
4
4
4

556,068.38
607,118.25
558,975.25
576,973.88
555,924.00

561,593.38
558,965.38
567,682.63
563,168.13

560,888.00
561,183.25
558,361.75
657,512.00
565,963.38

566,380.13
562,679.25
584,139.25

(a) Coordinates based

756,972.88
743,447.75
759,098.88
755,539.25
764,069.38

761,290.50
770,034.00
756,175.63
763,698.63

766,123.13
769,312.13
778,278.75
730,411.25
768,213.13

773,321.38
780,070.00
798,574.00

732
733
730
729
775

731
754
730
730.1

730.5
730.1

1,029
732
729.8

738.5
1,029
1,187

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

on Central Nevada Coordinate System.

Sources: 1) W. J. Oatfield (U.S. Geological Survey, written and oral
communication) 1983; 2) Walker and Eakin 1963; 3) Waddell 1982; 4) J. H.
Robinson (U.S. Geological Survey, written and oral communication) 1984; 5)
J. B. Czarnecki (unpublished data) 1983 and 1984.
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FIGURE 3.27. Kriged Potentiometric Surface Using Data from the USGS
Hydrologic Model (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984)
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FIGURE 3.28. Map of Kriging Error for the Hydraulic Head Data from the USGS
Model (Czarnecki and Waddell 1984)
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The ground-water flow paths are based on the kriged model results in

Figure 3.27. In this representation of the regional model, the major

discharge locations of ground water from Yucca Mountain, as indicated by the

streamlines originating near Well J-12 (see Figure 3.29), are Lathrop Wells

and Alkali Flat. There appears to be a ground-water divide just east of

J-12. Streamlines that originate a few miles east of Well J-12 discharge to

Alkali Flat. Ground waters originating nearer Well J-12 discharge at Lathrop

Well.

Deterministic travel times were estimated for the stream tubes

originating at Well J-12 and discharging to Alkali Flat based on the kriged

USGS model results (see Figure 3.29). The deterministic travel times are

listed at the bottom of Table 3.16. The length of the streamlines to

discharge area is also given in Table 3.18. These travel times are based on

an alluvial porosity of 0.3. Note the travel times to this discharge area

range between 39,453 and 47,261 years, with average travel time of 44,343

years. Ground water velocities average 4.58 ft/yr.

Travel-times to Lathrop Wells range between 14,012 and 17,420 years.

The average ground-water velocity is 5.16 ft/year. The average velocities

to Alkali Flat and Lathrop Wells are 4.58 and 5.16 ft/yr respectively. These

velocities are the same order of magnitude as the ground-water velocities

previously computed for the regional analyses of 2.0 to 2.2 ft/year.

The discharge quantities predicted with the PNL and USGS models were

also compared. Discharge estimates at Alkali Flat and the Amargosa Desert

significantly influence the shape of the potentiometric surface and,

consequently, the discharge location. The discharges for losses by

evapotranspiration at Alkali Flat, as well as spring discharges in the

Amargosa Desert, for the two hydrologic models are listed in Table 3.17.

Estimates of discharge by evapotranspiration may be in error by as much as
30% (Rice 1984), but they also establish the boundary conditions of the two

models. The regional extent and the southern boundary condition of the model

significantly affect flow behavior of the USGS model because the major flux

by evapotranspiration in the model is at Alkali Flat. In the USGS model,

this forces regional flow to exit from this discharge location. The PNL

model, on the other hand, extends south to Pahrump Valley and east to Death
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Valley. The regional extent of the model allows for alternate ground-water

flow routes around Alkali Flat; underflow to Pahrump Valley is also allowed.

The flux by evapotranspiration in the USGS hydrologic model is reported

by Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) as 1.186 million ft3/day. This is consistent

with the PNL hydrologic model transpiration flux at this location of 1.188

million ft3/day.

Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) computed the sensitivity of transmissivity

estimates at various model locations to the discharge flux at Alkali Flat.

By varying the flux at Alkali Flat, they found a 1 to 1 correspondence or

linear dependence of the transmissivity of the Amargosa Desert with the

change in flux at Alkali Flat. The sensitivity of the transmissivity at

Yucca Mountain is shown in Figure 3.30. Increasing the flux by a factor of
two at Alkali Flat (at Franklin Lake Playa), doubles the transmissivity at

Yucca Mountain. The second greatest effect on Yucca Mountain transmissivity

is the flux at Furnace Creek Ranch (see Figure 3.30).
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FIGURE 3.29. Stream Tubes Showing Direction of Ground-Water Flow from the
Vicinity of Well J-12 to Discharge Locations at Lathrop
Wells and Alkali Flat, Using the Kriged Potentiometric
Surface and a Constant Alluvial Porosity of Hydraulic
Conductivity
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TABLE 3.16. Travel Times and Distances Traveled to Discharge Locations from
the Vicinity of J-12 to Discharge Locations Lathrop Well and
Alkali Flats (porosity a 0.3)

Destination: Near Lathrop Well

stream
line

number

1
2
3
4
5
6

average

eam
ne Travel
ber Time (vr)

16,368.94
17,420.50
14,512.40
14,547.52
14,458.21
14.012.88

age 15,219

Destination: Alkali

Distance
(ft)

60,192
83,952
80,784
82,368
82,368
82.368

78,672

Flats

Stream
Line
Number

7
8
9

10
11
12

Average

Travel
Time (vr)

39,453.95
45,976.86
47,261.25
45,596.59
40,863.75
46.914.73

44,343

Distance
(ft)

199,584
204,336
204,336
204,336
202,752
204.336

203,280

TABLE 3.17. Comparison of Discharges in the Amargqsa Desert:
USGS Versus PHL Model (millions of ft /day)

Amargosa Desert
USGS PNL

Evapotranspiration
Spring Discharge
Underflow

Total

2.798
2.007
0.0608
4.85

1.538
4.562

(not computed)
6.100

Alkali Flats
USGS PNL

Evapotranspi ration 1.186 1.188
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FIGURE 3.30.

2 3
Flux Multiplier

Sensitivity of Calculated Transmissivity Hear Yucca Mountain to
Changes in Flux Boundary Conditions at Jackass Flats (JF), Rock
Valley (RC), Ash Meadows (AM), Western Amargosa Desert (WA),
Furnace Creek Ranch (FC), and Franklin Lake Playa (FL) (after
Czarnecki and Waddell 1984)
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4.0 ENGINEERED BARRIERS RELEASE

Esti-mation of radionuclide releases from the repository is the first

step in mass transport modeling leading to evaluation of doses to an exposed

population. Releases from the engineered barrier system (EBS) of the

repository depend on factors such as thermal loading, ground water chemistry

and fluxes, waste container material, and waste form. The AREST code

(Llebetrau et al. 1987) is used as the source-term component in a suite of

codes (AREST, DOTR, DITTY) used to evaluate the risk, in terms of integrated

population doses, of the entire geologic repository system.

Conceptually, the AREST model consists of three major components: the

Engineered System Release (ESR) model, the Waste Package Containment (WPC)

model, and the Waste Package Release (WPR) model. The implementing code is

essentially an executive code designed to simulate the containment-and-

release performance of individual waste packages under a wide range of

environmental conditions, repository and waste package design configurations,

and receipt scenarios. At present, the code implicitly treats simulated

waste packages independently; interactions among adjacent waste packages are

not modeled. The WPC model simulates corrosion processes and degradation

mechanisms that ultimately result in waste package containment failure. The

containment phase of the simulation is completed at the time physical

containment is lost and the possibility exists for release of radionuclides

from the waste package. At the time of waste package containment failure,

the WPR model begins simulating the controlled release of radionuclides and

their migration outward through the waste package barriers. Finally, the ESR

model integrates (sums) the simulated releases from individual waste packages

with respect to their failure-time distribution to provide an estimate of

total repository release.

The simulation of waste package containment and release requires

information about the environment in which these processes occur. The AREST

code contains modules that use detailed, site-specific information about the

physical and chemical environments of the waste package and the repository.

In particular, the code incorporates modules that describe the thermal,

geochemical, and hydrological environments of the simulated waste package.
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The thermal module provides the near-field and container temperatures
required by other components of the AREST code. The geochemical module.

provides the values of the variables that describe the ground water
composition in the vicinity of the waste package. In a saturated

environment, the hydrologic module determines the time, following emplacement

and subsequent repository closure, when resaturation occurs at the waste

package surface. In an unsaturated environment, the hydrologic module
determines the time when wetting of the waste package occurs.

A common feature of the waste package environmental modules is their use

of information provided by "support" codes external to the AREST code.

Instead of using simplified models and approximations in the AREST code,

these modules use the output from detailed research/scientific codes whenever

possible. The support codes perform site-specific calculations that are too

time-consuming to do during a simulation; output from the support codes is

tabulated or otherwise preprocessed for input to the AREST code. The
support-code strategy is used to maintain the computational efficiency of the

AREST code without sacrificing modeling accuracy.

4.1 Containment Modeling

Current strategies for demonstrating compliance with Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) performance criteria rely upon metallic containers as the

primary engineered barrier. (NRC 1983; NRC 1986; DOE 1986a) Because

corrosion processes are expected to be the main degradation mechanisms for
metallic containers, several mechanistic models of uniform and pitting
corrosion, as well as empirical models derived from site-specific testing,
have been included as modules in the AREST code (DOE 1986a; Sastre, Pescatore
and Sullivan 1986). All of the corrosion models are limited in applicability
to certain material/environment combinations and, for this reason, the AREST

code has been configured to accept arbitrary user-supplied containment
failure-time distributions.

With the use of an arbitrary user-supplied containment failure-time
distribution, no distinction is made between containment contributions from

the container and the cladding. This modeling choice also ignores the
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possibility of significantly different containment performance among

potential repository and waste package designs.

4.2 Release Modelina

The NRC has established quantitative performance objectives for the

allowable release of radionuclides from an ESS. (NRC 1983; DOE 1986a)

Although the EBS has been defined by the NRC, there is uncertainty concerning

the interpretation of this definition. To avoid confusion and to preserve

technical conservatism, the AREST code was designed to assess release from

the waste package (WP) subsystem of the EBS. Thus, release estimates from

AREST can be used without modification as a source term for releases into the

repository horizon.

Two approaches to radionuclide release modeling are incorporated into

the AREST code: one for saturated media and one for unsaturated media.

Because most deep saturated media are characterized by low oxygen levels

(hence low radionuclide solubilities) and low ground-water flow rates,

release calculations for saturated media are based on diffusive mass transfer

models. Both solubility-limited and inventory-limited diffusive mass

transfer models are available (see Section 4.2.2). For unsaturated media

(assumed to be open to the atmosphere), radionuclide solubilities are

generally greater than in saturated media, and transport pathways are likely

to be convective rather than diffusive. A simple, but comprehensive, steady-

state release model developed specifically for unsaturated media was recently

incorporated into the AREST code. This model has not been previously

described, so its derivation and a hypothetical application are presented in

Section 4.2.1. Release modeling for saturated media is described in less

detail in Section 4.2.2 because the application of mass transfer theory to

calculate releases for saturated media are extensively discussed elsewhere.

(Chambre' et. al 1985; Zivoshy, Chambre' and Pigford 1985; Kim, Chambre' and

Pigford 1986; Apted, Liebetrau and Engel 1987).

4.2.1 Release Modeling for Unsaturated Media

In modeling the release of radionuclides from waste packages in

unsaturated media, it is assumed that each radionuclide is released from the

waste form matrix congruently at a rate given by the rate of forward matrix
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dissolution multiplied by the fractional inventory of the nuclide in the

matrix. If the release rate for a given radionuclide exceeds the rate of

transport-away from the waste package, then the radionuclide will reach its

solubility limit at the waste form surface and the overall release rate will

be governed by the transport rate. The model distinguishes between diffusive

and convective transport, with the release rate being set equal to the larger
of these two rates for a given waste package. Inventory-limited release
(e.g., spent fuel gap inventory) is assumed to be solubility/transport

limited until the inventory is depleted.

The following three sections describe 1) the theoretical development
and final form of a waste form matrix release model for unsaturated media,

2) the development and final form of an inventory-limited release model for
unsaturated media, and 3) a simple demonstration of the waste form matrix
release model applied to a spent fuel waste package in an unsaturated

repository.

Release of Radionuclides from the Waste Form Matrix

A generalized mass balance for a radionuclide being released from the

matrix of a waste form in contact with flowing ground water (assuming

negligible diffusive pathways) is

where V = control volume, m3

t = time, yr

C= concentration of radionuclide i, g/m3

C10 = concentration of radionuclide i in water approaching waste form,
g/m

zi(t) * mass fraction of radionuclide i in waste form matrix

Rd a forward rate of matrix dissolution, g/m2-yr

A =surface area of waste form in contact with water, m2

Rpi- rate of precipitation of radionuclide i into alteration phases,
g/yr
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kci . first-order rate constant for the formation of colloids or other
suspended matter containing radionuclide i, m /yr

Q(t) a volumetric flow raze of water through control volume in contact
with waste form, m /yr

In Equation 4.1, it is assumed that the release rate of each radionuclide
from the matrix equals the forward rate of matrix dissolution multiplied by

the mass fraction of the radionuclide in the matrix (i.e., congruent

release). This assumption is implicit in the development of the release
model.

The forward rate of matrix dissolution, Rd, could assume many possible

functional forms, depending on the waste form and the mechanism of

dissolution in the environment of interest. To date, spent fuel dissolution

experiments have not yielded results that support mechanistic model

development, so a general expression for the rate of spent fuel matrix

dissolution has been implemented in AREST:

where, k+ * forward reaction rate constant, g/mZ-yr (m3/g)afb+...

[x],[y] = activities of constituents x and y in rate law, g/m3

a,b * reaction order with respect to x and y

Cm = concentration of matrix constituent m that controls matrix
dissolution rate (assumed to be U02 for spent fuel), g/m

Cm = arbitrary concentration of constituent m at which the forward
rate of dissolution becomes zero, g/m .

The functional form of equation (4.2) implies that the dissolution reaction

is reversible and that the backward reaction rate Is first order with respect

to constituent m.

If the waste form is capable of equilibrating with the solution, then

Cm in equation (4.2) is set equal to Csm, the saturation concentration of

constituent m. In this case, the forward reaction will stop when Cm a Csm,
and the rate of precipitation of alteration phases for constituent m [rpm in

equation (4.1)] will be zero because no alteration phases will form.
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If the waste form is not capable of equilibrating with the solution,

then the dissolution reaction will not be completely reversible. In this

case, Cm in Equation 4.2 will be greater than Csm and the rate of matrix

dissolution will remain non-zero even when the solution becomes saturated

with respect to m (i.e., C. = CsM). This situation is expected for both

spent fuel and glass at the candidate Nevada repository site because the

primary matrix constituents, U02 and amorphous silica, respectively, are not

thermodynamically stable in the unsaturated, oxidizing environment. If the

concentration of m has no effect on the forward dissolution rate, then Cm

can be arbitrarily set to a very high value, forcing Cm/CM to approach zero.

In a closed system at steady-state with no colloid formation, the rate of

precipitation of m, Rpm, must be equal to the rate of dissolution, zm(t)RdA,

in order to satisfy the mass balance. Prior to saturation, however, Rpm is

assumed to be zero.

At steady state (dc/dt=0) assuming that C10 is equal to zero,

Equation 4.1 becomes

A steady-state mass balance on colloidal species yields

where Cci - concentration of radionuclide I in colloidal form, g/m3.

Using Equation 4.4, we can rewrite Equation 4.3 as follows:

The release rate of radionuclide i is equal to the last term of Equa-

tion 4.5, Q(t)(C1 + Cci). However, when Ci < C., (the saturation concentra-

tion of i), it is apparent from Equation 4.5 that the release rate will be
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nuclide i in colloidal form when Ci a Csi (a hypothetically measurable

quantity). This analysis suggests a simple test to determine whether the

release rate for a given radionuclide is controlled by the forward matrix

dissolution rate or the convective transport rate:

If zi(t)RdA < Q(t)(Cs5 + Cci ), then the matrix dissolution rate

controls release, and the release rate = zi(t)RdA.

If the flow rate of ground water, Q(t), is exceedingly low but the waste

form is still in contact with a continuous diffusive pathway of water,

diffusion could control the rate of radionuclide release from the waste

package. To assess this possibility, an expression for steady-state

diffusional release from a spherical waste form is used where it is assumed

that the concentration of the diffusing constituent is zero at an infinite

distance from the waste form (Chambre' et al. 1985):

where D = diffusion coefficient of radionuclide i, m2/yr

e = porosity
ro = effective radius of waste form, m

C1o = concentration of radionuclide i at waste form surface, g/m

A spherical geometry is assumed because it results in higher, and therefore

more conservative, release rates than planar or cylindrical geometries.

When colloidal species are present, Equation 4.6 must be modified to

reflect the diffusion of colloidal species as well as dissolved species.

Also, in unsaturated media, only a fraction of the waste form surface may

actually be in contact with a diffusive water pathway. Equation 4.6 is

therefore modified as follows:
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where Ad = area of waste form surface in contact with diffusive pathway, m2

At = total surface area of waste form surface, m2

Dci= effective diffusion coefficient for colloidal species containing
radionuclide i, m /yr

C * concentration of radionuclide i in colloidal form at waste form
Ccio= surface, g/m

The right side of Equation 4.7 can be substituted for the term

Q(t)(C1 + Cc4) in (4.5) to evaluate whether radionuclide release under

conditions of low flow rate is controlled by the matrix dissolution rate or

the diffusive transport rate. A test analogous to the test for convective

transport is devised:

If either of the above tests indicates that the matrix dissolution rate

controls release, then this is the rate-controlling process. If both tests

indicate that the matrix dissolution rate does not control the release rate,

then the release rate will be controlled by either convection or diffusion.

For cases in which there is a significant convective flow rate in a locally

saturated section of the repository, it may be necessary to consider

convective and diffusive release simultaneously as Chambre' et al. have done

(Chambre' et al. 1988). However, this situation is considered highly

unlikely at the candidate Nevada repository site because water recharge rates

are expected to'be low and the geologic/hydrologic features at the site

(e.g., fractures, environment open to the atmosphere) do not support

saturated flow. Therefore, it is assumed that there is competition only

between purely convective and purely diffusive mass transport. The following

test is applied to determine which process controls release.
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The above sequence of tests is applied in the AREST code for each

radionuclide, at each time step, to determine which steady-state release rate

expression should be used for a conservative estimate of radionuclide release

rates. The possible situations and the expression used in the AREST code in

each situation are summarized in Table 4.1. Except for diffusion-limited

release at very early times and at locations close to the waste form surface,

the steady-state release rates are conservative relative to transient release

rates.

Inventory-Limited Release of Radionuclides

In spent fuel, a small percentage of certain radionuclides are not

contained in the fuel matrix. These radionuclides accumulate in the gap or

grain boundaries of the fuel during-fuel irradiation (e.g., Cs and I) or as

crud on the outer surface of fuel cladding (e.g.,14C). In the AREST code,

TABLE 4.1. Summary of AREST Code Logic for Release Rate Expressions.

Relative Rates(a)
Mechanism

M C 0 for Control Exoression

1 2 3 Matrix Dissolution Zi(t)RdA

1 3 2 Matrix Dissolution zi(t)RdA

2 1 3 Matrix Dissolution zi(t)RdA

2 3 1 Matrix Dissolution zi(t)RdA

3 1 2 Diffusion

3 2 1 Convection

(a) M = matrix dissolution
C = convection
D = diffusion
3 = fastest
1 = slowest
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the volatile radionuclides (e.g., 14C) are assumed to be released instantly

upon breaching of the containment.

The'non-volatile radionuclides that are not contained in the matrix

generally have high solubilities, and they do not form colloids in oxidizing

ground waters. In the AREST code, the non-matrix release rate of these

radionuclides is set equal to either Q(t)CS; or 4rerO(Ad/At)DiCsi, whichever

is greater. The release rate remains at one of these two values until all of

the non-matrix inventory is depleted (hence the term inventory-limited'), at
which time the non-matrix release rate is set equal to zero. Any further

release must then come from the matrix.

Application of Matrix Release Model

To demonstrate the applicability of the steady-state matrix release

model, a simple analysis was carried out to determine the fractional release
rates of 135 Cs, 238U, and 241 Am as a function of flow rate from a 1060-year

old PWR spent fuel waste package (1000 years after repository closure) in the
candidate Nevada repository. USCs, 238U, and 24lAm were chosen because

they represent radionuclides with high, intermediate, and low solubilities,
respectively. Release of 135Cs from the gap and grain boundaries was

ignored. The parameters used in the analysis are listed in Table 4.2.

The forward dissolution rate, Rd. was assumed to be constant, which is

tantamount to setting parameters a, b ... in Equation (4.2) to zero, and

parameter Cm to infinity. It was also assumed that there was no colloid

The calculated release rates of 13SCs, 238V, 241Am as functions of

water recharge rate at the candidate Nevada repository site are shown in

Figure 4.1. Recharge rates were converted to flow rates by assuming that all

water passing through the repository was distributed evenly among the waste

packages and came in contact with the waste forms. An area per waste package

of 411m2/package was assumed (DOE 1986a), which gives a flow rate per waste

package of 0.411 m3/yr for every mm/yr of recharge. The vertical line in

Figure 4.1 corresponds to a recharge rate of 0.5 mm/yr, which is the expected

value for the candidate Nevada repository (DOE 1986a).
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TABLE 4.2. Parameters Used in the Release Rate Analysis.

Parameter



diffusion limited release rate of this radionuclide is several orders ofmagnitude greater than the rate of matrix dissolution. The sloping portionof the curve for 135 cs will appear only when there is negligible contactbetween the waste form and diffusive water pathways. A lower plateau for135 cs will appear only when ad=a < Q(t) csi/zi(t)rd.

diffusion limited release rate of this radionuclide is several orders of

magnitude greater than the rate of matrix dissolution. The sloping portion

of the curve for 135Cs will appear only when there is negligible contact

between the waste form and diffusive water pathways. A lower plateau for



The results of the analysis indicate that the recharge rate in the

candidate Nevada repository would have to be approximately one order of

magnitude higher than expected before radionuclides with low to intermediate

solubilities would be released at fractional rates greater than 1 X 1O 5/yr
(assuming no colloid formation). Radionuclides with high solubilities,

however, will be limited by the matrix dissolution rate over a wide range of

flow rates. In order for these radionuclides to have fractional release

rates less than 1 X 10 5/yr, it will be necessary to demonstrate that the

forward rate of matrix dissolution is less than 1 part in 105 per year.

Alternatively, it will be necessary to 1) show that flow rates or contact

times are exceedingly low, 2) show that only a small percentage of waste

packages will come in contact with significant quantities of water, or 3)

take credit for distributed container failures.

4.2.2 Release Modeling for Saturated Media

The National Academy of Sciences (KAS) has presented evidence to support

the assumption that diffusive transport is the expected mechanism for nuclide

migration within waste packages at candidate repository sites in saturated

media (NAS 1983). This assumption is further supported by information in

the environmental assessment reports produced for the two former candidate

saturated repository sites. (DOE 1986b; DOE 1986c). On this basis, it is

assumed in the AREST model that the transport of both stable and radioactive

species from the waste package is diffusion-controlled at a saturated site.

Solubility-Limited Release

The AREST code implements equations that have been derived with the aid

of mass transfer theory to describe the (time-dependent) diffusive mass

transport of radionuclides away from a waste package (Chambre' et al 1985).

Specifically, a mass transfer rate is calculated as a function of time and

location within the waste package. The mass transfer equations are based on

a model of waste package geometry that consists of three nested regions: an
inner region that Is assumed to be an impermeable spherical waste form with

an area that is equal to the (inner) surface, area of the actual cylindrical

waste form container, a porous region surrounding the waste form that is

either a tailored packing material or an equivalent barrier, and a porous

host rock extending infinitely in all directions. Calculations for a
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prolate spheroid geometry, chosen to closely approximate the actual

cylindrical geometry of a waste package, show that releases are nearly equal

when waste form surface areas for the two geometries are set equal (Chambre'

et al 1985). Note that this model ignores the potential void space that can

result from incomplete filling of the waste package container with a

particular waste form.

The mass transfer rate calculated for this *solubility-limited" model is

a function of the following variables:

* radionuclide concentrations at the waste form surface

* radioactive decay constants

* aqueous-phase diffusion coefficients

* radial dimensions of the waste form and thickness of packing

* nuclide retardation coefficients of packing and host rock

* porosity of packing and host rock

In addition, the release rates can be scaled to account for the effect of the

degree of hydrologic saturation and the limited exposure of the spent fuel

surface area (Pigford and Chambre' 1986).

An initial boundary condition is imposed that fixes the concentration of

each radionuclide at the waste form surface. These values can be

solubility-limited concentrations imposed by a discrete radionuclide-bearing

solid (Chambre' et al 1985). This assumption has been found to be realistic

for glass and spent fuel under expected waste package conditions (Zavoshy,

Chambre' and Pigford 1985; Apted, Liebetrau and Engel 1987). In general, it

is assumed that release is incongruent, i.e., it cannot be assumed that the

surface concentrations for different nuclides are all equal or otherwise

related to each other, so the mass transfer rates will differ from one

radionuclide to another.

It is possible, however, to model the congruent dissolution of the waste

form. This forces the assumption that the instantaneous fractional release

rates at the waste form surface are equal for all components. In this case,

the surface concentrations for each radionuclide are related to the

solubility of the primary constituent of the waste form matrix, the mass

fraction of the radionuclide in the matrix, and a function related to the
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mass transfer rates of the specific radionuclide and the matrix components
within the waste package.

Inventory-Limited Release

The AREST code implements mass-transfer equations that have been derived
to describe the release of highly soluble inventory-limited radioniclides

from a waste package, such as those in the gap and grain boundaries of spent

fuel (Kim, Chambre' and Pigford 1986). These equations are based on a planar

geometry that includes a waste form, a water-filled void volume adjacent to
the waste form, a porous layer of packing (or equivalent material), and the

host rock. Dimensions of the barriers in this model are transformed from the

actual cylindrical geometry of the waste package. The volume of the void is
set equal to the difference in volumes of the cylindrical waste form

container and the total volume of the enclosed waste form. The surface area

is set equal to that of the cylindrical waste form container, and is

identical to that used in the "solubility-limited case.

It is assumed that the void volume fills with water instantaneously

relative to the time scale of interest. A certain mass of the radionuclide

is assumed to dissolve from the waste form at the same instant, so that an

initial (non-zero) concentration of the radionuclide is present. The initial

concentration of a soluble inventory-limited radionuclide is computed by

dividing its mass' by the volume of the water-filled void. Subsequent

transport is assumed to be diffusion-controlled.

The inventory-limited mass transfer calculations depend upon the
following variables:

* initial concentrations of radionuclides in water-filled void space

* radioactive decay constants
* volume and outer surface area of the void space
* packing thickness

* diffusion coefficient

* radionuclide retardation coefficients for the packing and host rock

* porosity of the packing and host rock
The inventory-limited release model takes account of decreasing mass flux
from both radioactive decay of the source and depletion because of diffusion
out of the region of fixed initial inventory.
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4.3 WASTE PACKAGE ENVIRONMENT

The AREST code modules that provide site-specific information about the

physical and chemical environments of the waste package and the repository

are described here. In particular, modules that describe the thermal,

geochemical, and hydrological environments of the simulated waste package

have been incorporated into the AREST code.

4.3.1 Thermal Model

Temperatures for simulated waste packages are calculated relative to the

temperature-time profile of a preselected reference case or design-basis

waste package. The temperature of a simulated waste package is computed from

a simulated initial temperature on the basis of the following assumption: at

all times, the difference between the temperature of the simulated container

and the ambient repository temperature is proportional to the difference

between the temperature of the reference case waste package and the ambient

repository temperature.

The reference-case waste package temperature history and the average

ambient repository temperature history are obtained from waste package and

repository-scale models using the ANSYS finite element code (Swanson 1986).

This code is a widely used general purpose finite-element code with both

structural and thermal capabilities. Three-dimensional models are used to

estimate short-term (<1000 years) waste package scale temperatures. One-

dimensional models are used to estimate the repository average temperature.

The repository average temperatures and container temperatures become nearly

equal after 1000 years, so repository average temperatures are used to

estimate waste package temperatures at times greater than 1000 years

(Altenhofen 1981). Waste package container temperature and repository
average temperature histories for the reference NNWSI design are shown in

Figure 4.2. Temperature histories are tabulated for input to the AREST code
thermal module.

The initial waste package temperatures are obtained by sampling from a

distribution of initial waste package temperatures that is derived, in turn,
from a distribution of initial waste package heat generation rates. The
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conversion of heat generation rates to initial waste package temperatures is

site-specific and depends upon the thermal properties of the host medium.

The distribution of heat generation rates depends upon assumed spent fuel

characteristics and repository receipt scenarios. This information is

currently provided by the support code WASTES II and is based upon the

receipt scenario described in the 1985 DOE Mission Plan for the OGR Program

(DOE 1984; Shay and Buxbaum 1986). The PNL spent fuel data base (Heeb, Libby

and Holter 1984) provides reactor-specific discharge information based upon

the 1984 EIA middle case nuclear growth projection to the WASTES II code,

which keeps track of the age and exposure of each discharged batch of

assemblies and calculates the heat generation rate of the spent fuel received

at the repository. The reference-case spent fuel waste package is assumed to

contain ten-year old Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) spent fuel with an

exposure of 33,000 MWD/MTU. Although the current emplacement schedule

extends over a period of 25 years, simultaneous emplacement of waste package

containers is assumed for modeling purposes.

10.000

FIGURE 4.2. Waste Package Container and Repository Average
Temperatures for the Reference NNWSI Design
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4.3.2 Geochemical Model

The geochemical model provides input to the AREST code concerning the

composition of ground water within the repository. The composition of ground

water is determined by mass transfer reactions between the ground water and

solids in the host rock, packing material, container, and waste form. These

reactions are controlled by factors that include temperature, ground water

composition, the solubility of solid phases in contact with the ground water,

and the distribution of the aqueous mass among the various chemical species

in solution. In addition, radiolysis may alter the ground water composition

in the waste package near-field. However, at present, the effects of

radiolysis are not explicitly modeled.

A simplified conceptual model was used in the code EQ3NR (Wolery 1983)

to derive the geochemical input to the AREST code. The composition of the

ground water from Well J-13 (Ogard and Kerrisk 1984) was taken as the

reference composition (see Table 4.3). Well J-13 is located about 6 km from

the proposed repository location.

Several assumptions were made in the conceptual model that affect the

calculations. The assumptions are outlined briefly below, and an expanded

discussion follows.

* The starting ground water composition assumed was that reported for well

J-13.

* For a given set of chemical reactions in tuff, thermodynamic equilibrium

was assumed, and kinetic constraints were not taken into account.

* All ground water compositions were assumed not to change by reaction

with the waste container and the spent fuel cladding.

* Sorption of radionuclides was not considered.

The first assumption essentially states that the ground water

composition is fixed by the rock at the horizon temperature because it has

been in contact with the host rock for many years. Data from hydrothermal
experiments with tuff (Oversby 1984) suggest that the composition of the

ground water in contact with the rock does not change dramatically with

increasing temperature.
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TABLE 4.3. Assumed Reference Composition of Repository Ground Water
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corrosion products were produced that remove significant quantities of

dissolved constituents from the solution.

The fourth assumption states that sorption was not considered because

1) the current version of EQ3NR does not contain a sorption model,

2) existing sorption models do not appear to be adequate, and 3) sorption
equilibration is generally established within minutes at 251C (unless it is

diffusion controlled). Sorption would lead to initially lower values of

dissolved uranium and other radionuclides than those calculated from the

dissolution of spent fuel, so ignoring sorption is viewed as conservative.

Several other potential reactions and processes were not considered.

For example, water vaporization and subsequent mineral precipitiation for

early times after repository loading was not modeled, and reaction path

calculations were not attempted. This is potentially a very important
assumption. Under boiling/rewetting conditions it may be possible to

concentrate constituents by several orders of magnitude, which can have very

important impacts on corrosion rates, solubilities and dissolution rates.

Although dissolved oxygen measurements have been made on samples of

J-13 well water (Bish, Ogard, and Vaniman 1984; Tien et al. 1985), the

Eh values are scattered (+0.7 Y to +0.2 V). These Eh values are consistent

with the projection that the atmosphere In the repository will be about the

same as that at the surface (Lindsay 1979). For expected redox conditions,

the concentrations of elements in J-13 water, including uranium, are not very

sensitive to changes in Eh. The dissolved oxygen levels appear to be limited
to about 5.7 mg/L (Ogard and Kerrisk 1984). Because of the relatively high

Eh of the water, the use of the uranium silicate soddyite ((UO2)2SiO4.2H20]
has been suggested as the uranium-bearing phase controlling the

concentration of dissolved uranium, and was used in the AREST code as an

upper limit for uranium concentration in the ground water (Liebetrau et al.

1987).

4.3.3 Hydrological Model

Radionuclide release calculations for saturated media rely on the

existence of interconnected pathways of water-filled pores In barrier

materials. Thus, the degree of saturation, i.e., a field measure of the
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percent volume of voids (pores) that are filled with ground water, is an

approximate correction factor for mass transfer calculations. The degree of

saturation is supplied by the hydrological model for various barrier material

and host rock combinations.

Closely related to the degree of saturation is the time of resaturation,

i.e., the time to achieve resaturation at the waste package following its

emplacement and subsequent repository closure. Resaturation is a complex

phenomenon that may involve thermal conduction, ground water boiling,

fracture sealing, and other processes. Consequently, the AREST code relies

upon simplified bounding calculations to determine the time of resaturation.

For unsaturated media such as tuff, the quantity of interest is not the

time to resaturation (which is physically impossible), but rather the time it

takes for the waste package to cool to temperatures where liquid water can

come in contact with the container surface. Therefore, hydrologic modeling

is inherently linked to thermal modeling for unsaturated media (see Section

4.3.1).

4.4 INPUTS FOR SOURCE-TERM CALCULATIONS

The required inputs for obtaining radionuclide release rates with the

AREST code are described above and in greater detail in Sections 2.4 and 3.3

of Liebetrau et al. (1987). The four basic input categories are

* containment-failure time distributions

* radionuclide data

* spent fuel data

* repository data.

For each category, the input values of variables used in this study are

summarized in the following sections.

4.4.1 Containment Failure-Time Distributions

Because 1) the final selection of waste container materials has not yet

been made and the environment into which the containers will be placed has

not yet been fully characterized, and 2) integrated dose calculations

performed over times ranging from 50,000 to 1 million years are very

insensitive to a shift in container failure times of less than 10,000 years,
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the failure time distribution selected for this report was not derived from

simulations involving the WPC model of the AREST code. Instead, one of the

five theoretical distributions used in a previous analysis of spent fuel was

chosen (Apted et al. 1987): a normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean

p = 1000 years and standard deviation a = 200, with the lower tail truncated
at 300 years.

4.4.2 Radionuclide Data

Immediately upon discharge from a nuclear reactor, spent fuel contains

more than 100 radionuclides. A screening analysis which considered

radionuclide half-life and inventory led to selection of 21 key radionuclides

for the risk analysis. The radionuclides to be considered in a source term

for computing doses are identified in Table 4.4. Pressurized water reactor

fuel has been selected for the assessments in this report. This selection is

consistent with the DOE requirements in the generic requirements document

(DOE 1984), which specifies a characteristic 10-year-old, PWR fuel with

33,000 MWd/MTU burnup for the purposes of preliminary waste package design

analyses. The waste loading of this PWR fuel is 0.461 MTU/assembly. (DOE

1986c). The total 1000 yr inventory for this fuel is equal to 1.08 x 106

Ci/1000 MTU.

4.4.3 Spent Fuel Data

The assessment of spent fuel as a waste form requires that certain

relevant spent fuel characteristics be identified at the time of disposal.

These include:

* identification of component materials

a compositions of component materials

* dimensions of components

* radionuclide inventories of components

* temperatures and heat generation rates

* cladding integrity (optional).

Studies of spent fuel (Barner 1985) and the interaction of spent fuel

with ground water solutions (Johnson, Garisto and Stroes-Gascoyne 1985;

Wilson and Oversby 1985; Wilson 1985) indicate that release of radionuclides

from spent fuel can be divided into four distinct components or radionuclide
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TABLE 4.4. Radionuclide Inventory in Reference PWR Spent Fuel

Nuclide

sources: the matrix of U02 grains, the cladding, the gap between the fuel

and cladding, and the boundaries between the U02 grains. These sources can

be distinguished on the basis of physical form, radionuclide inventory, and

processes controlling release, as reviewed in Appendix 0 of Liebetrau et al.
(1987).

Because radionuclide inventories and heat generation rates vary with

time, their values must be specified or calculated for the post-emplacement

period of a repository. Inventories for reference PWR fuel at 1000 years

after permanent closure are identified in Table 4.4 for the key
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radionuclides (DOE 1986a). Table 4.5 presents the percentages of these

nuclides in the different sources within spent fuel based on the best

available data (which is very limited). These inventories correspond to

spent fuel 1060 years after reactor discharge, assuming a 60-year preclosure

time period for repository construction and waste emplacement.

Radionuclide inventories in spent fuel rods vary because of radioactive

decay, as well as differences in age and burnup. Inventory variations

because of spent fuel type, age, and burnup have not been modeled. It is

expected that fuels with lower burnup than the 33,000 Mgd/MTU used as a

reference in this report should perform better than the calculated values of

this report. Higher burnup fuel is not significantly different in

composition, with inventories higher by a factor of 3 or less

(see Roddy et al. 1986).

The heat generation rate, which varies with time, is used in the AREST

code to calculate the waste package temperature, as described in Appendix B

of Liebetrau et al. (1987). The time dependence of temperature is judged to

be of primary importance because other processes (corrosion, diffusion) and

variables (solubility, ground water composition) may be temperature

dependent.

Appendix 8 of Liebetrau et al 1987 also describes how the heat

generation rate distribution for disposed spent fuel used in this report is

developed. The heat generation rate distribution is developed for both PWR

and BWR fuel, but PWR will constitute 65% of the fuel in the repository. As

noted previously, PWR and BWR fuel with the same burnup and age have similar

radionuclide inventories and can, therefore, be expected to have similar heat

generation rates (Roddy et al 1986).

4.4.4 Revository Data

This section contains the site-specific data used in the AREST code. The

majority of these data come from the recently released EA report for the
candidate Nevada repository site (DOE 1986a). Unless otherwise stated, the

assumptions and information used in this report are consistent with those of

the EA or other project documents.
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Table 4.6 contains the information on the waste package design and

dimensions presented in the candidate Nevada repository site EA. (Apted et al

1987). For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that the void region

between the waste container and tuff host rock is filled with a matrix of

crushed tuff with a 50% porosity. This table also shows the dimensions of

TABLE 4.5. Distribution of Key Radionuclides Used for Reference PWR
Spent Fuel (Percentage)

(a) The 2% of total volatile fission products in the combined gap and
grain boundary source is based on fission gas measurements of
moderate burnup PWR fuel (Baker et al 1987; Barner 1985) and
experimental data on release in closed system tests (Oversby
1987).

(b) Based on data obtained by Van Konynenburg et al. (1985).
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the spherical waste package geometry used in the AREST code that were

obtained from the dimensions presented.

Reference values (DOE 1986a) of expected radionuclide solubilities and

sorption coefficients for tuff are provided in Table 4.7 for key

radionuclides. The NNWSI temperature history for a design basis waste

package containing spent fuel and the repository average ambient temperature

history are shown in Figure 4.2 for spent fuel expected at a first

repository.

TABLE 4.6. Design Parameters for NNWSI Release Calculations (DOE 1986a)

Diffusion coefficient in steam ( ) = 5.OE-01 cm2 /sec
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TABLE 4.7. Nuclide Parameters for NNWSI Release Calculations (DOE 1986c)

(a) For elements with more than one long-lived isotope, an isotopic
solubility," is equal to the elemental solubility times the mass
fraction of that particular isotope at 1000 years after emplacement.

(b) P = Packing (or equivalent); R = Host Rock; KD = Sorption Coefficient.

(c) K1 = Packing Retardation Coefficient; K2 *=Host Rock Retardation
Coefficient.
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5.0 FAR-FIELD GROUND WATER BASED TRANSPORT

5.1 CONCEPTUAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Prediction of the discharge rate of radionuclides into the biosphere

when waste containers have failed is a crucial step in evaluating repository

system performance. The simplest transport models for far-field transport

assume that the hydrologic system can be decomposed into non-intersecting

flow tubes, such as streamlines, along which the hydrologic characteristics

are constant. Transport along a flow tube is frequently assumed to be one-

dimensional to simplify the transport equations. These one-dimensional

models are extremely simplistic, but it is possible to solve the transport

equations in closed form. This allows transport calculations to be done very

quickly and without the numerical instabilities which are often encountered

in the numerical solution of the equations in more sophisticated models. The

factors usually incorporated into the one-dimensional models are radioactive

chain decay, nuclide retardation, convective transport, and dispersion.

The equations used to describe transport in a flow tube are often

written as:



medium at all times. The first term in Equation 5.1 is the time rate of

change of the total concentration of nuclide i, the second term represents

convective transport of the dissolved nuclide, the third term is decay of the

total amount of nuclide i, the fourth term is axial dispersion of dissolved

nuclide i and the last term represents decay of the total amount of nuclide

i-1 into nuclide i. In Equation 5.1 dispersion is modeled as a diffusive

process which implies that (5.1) will predict upstream migration as a result

of dispersion in some cases. Dispersion, however, is a result of the

variation of the real water velocities from the average convective velocity,

which will not cause upstream transport since the real velocities in a porous

medium are probably always oriented downstream (de Marsily 1986). The

diffusive model of dispersion has other problems as well (Simmons 1981,

Matheron and de Marsily 1980, Pickens and Grisak 1981). An alternative way

of modeling convective transport with dispersion is to solve

using a probability distribution of water travel times (x/V) (Simmons 1981,

1982a, 1982b). Note that Equation 5.2 is obtained by setting D E 0 in (5.1).

It has been shown that solving the standard convection-dispersion equation

is equivalent to solving the simple convection equation
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with the travel times taken from a Fickian distribution (Simmons 1982a).

The travel time distribution which makes (5.3) and (5.4) equivalent

depends on the form of the boundary conditions (5.3c) and (5.4c). In

particular, the problem where the fluxes are specified VN - D8N/Bx = h(t) for

N and Vn a h(t) for n, does not satisfy the same boundary conditions as (5.3)

and (5.4).. However, the fluxes F = VN - 0DN/Bx, and f = Vn satisfy equations

(5.3) and (5.4) with the boundary conditions (5.3c) and (5.4c). Thus,

solving the convection-dispersion equation is equivalent to solving the

convection equation with the travel times taken from a Fickian distribution

if either the concentrations are of interest or the fluxes are of interest.

E.g., the expected value of n(x,t) in (5.4) when the travel times are chosen

from a Fickian distribution is also the solution to (5.3).

- Equations 5.3 and 5.4 do account for either retardation or radioactive

decay. On physical grounds it is reasonable to expect that the above

discussion applies to these cases also. In fact, (5.1) and (5.2) can

be reduced to (5.3a) and (5.4a) by a change of variable when i = 1. See

(Simmons et al 1986) for treatment of a single member decay chain.

When using the stochastic approach to model dispersion it is undesirable

to use a Fickian distribution for the water travel times since it is

equivalent to solving (5.3), which incorporates the diffusive model of

dispersion. The lognormal distribution is commonly used instead (Simmons and

Cole 1985, Simmons 1982a). The lognormal distribution is reasonable since

particle and pore sizes tend to have lognormal distributions. The lognormal

distribution is given by
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The parameters a and b were chosen by equating the analytical expression

for the expectation and variance of the lognormal distribution to the mean

and variance of the travel times given in Table 5.1.

Equation 5.2 has been solved (Harada et al 1980) for an arbitrary length

chain when all the retardation values are distinct. The solution of (5.2)

for unrestricted retardation values is derived in Appendix B. Since a

stochastic travel time approach has been chosen to model diffusion, further

model discussion is restricted to the transport of radionuclides in a single

flow tube with a fixed water velocity and fixed retardation values. In

particular, convective transport with radioactive decay and nuclide

retardation, but without dispersion, is treated.

Assume that transport down a flow tube is one dimensional, i.e., nuclide

concentration depends only on the distance from the beginning of the flow

tube, x, and the time, t. Thus, nuclide concentration is constant in any

cross section of the flow tube. Furthermore, it is assumed that each nuclide

has two components; one dissolved in the water and one adsorbed to the

geologic medium. It Is assumed that the adsorbed nuclide is fixed in space

and the

TABLE 5.1. Predicted Travel Times for Different Vertical
Profiles Using 0.5 mm/yr Recharge

Mean Water Travel Time (Yrs) Standard Deviation
of Travel Times

Layer Name USW-G1 USW-G3 USW-G4 (Yrs)

1 Topopah Spring 8,580 1,149 14,652 1,920
Welded

2 Basal Vitrophyre 3,811 10,798 2,308 1,920
of Topopah Spring

3 Calico Hills Non- 23,384 7,760
welded(vitric)

3' Calico Hills Non- 67,420 77,476 8,145
welded(zeolitic)

4 Prow Pass Nonwelded 13,257 70,404 8,025

5 Saturated Zone 44,000 44,000 44,000 -3,330

137,068 149,735 138,436
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dissolved nuclide moves with the water. In a porous medium the concentration
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where
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5.2 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

Yucca Mountain is modeled as having four or five hydrologic layers,

depending on which borehole, USW-G1, USW-G3 or USW-G4, is being considered.

The last layer always represents the saturated zone, while the other layers

represent the unsaturated zone. The layers are distinguished by 1) the time

it takes water to traverse a layer, 2) the standard deviation of the water

travel times in a layer (a measure of dispersion), and 3) the nuclide

retardation values in a layer.

It is assumed that any given layer can be divided into nonintersecting

flow tubes, such that all hydrologic properties are constant in any flow

tube. Furthermore, it is assumed that transport in any given flow tube is

governed by the one-dimensional convective transport equation with

radioactive decay and chemical retardation. Dispersion in a layer is

assumed to be a result of variations of the water travel times in the various

flow tubes and is modeled stochastically by using a lognormal distribution of

travel times in each layer.

It is further assumed that the discharge from a multilayer system can be

obtained by using the transport model to calculate the discharge from each of

the individual layers and using the discharge from one layer as the input

into the next layer. This approach assumes that ground water behavior at the

interface between adjacent layers is very simple. In particular, it assumes

that as soon as a parcel of water leaves the upper layer all of the water

enters the next layer. Thus, pooling of water between layers and any other

complicated behavior is not allowed. The transport model is implemented in

the computer code DOTR (Decay Of Transported Radionuclides). The DOTR code

replaces the previous PASS transport modules LASSY1, LASSY2 and LASSY3. DOTR

requires that a radioactive decay chain be approximated by using one-, two-,

and three-member radioactive decay chains. The actual decay chains and

radionuclide half-lives describing the situation at Yucca Mountain and the

approximations used in the transport calculations are described in section

5.3. DOTR also requires that the release of a radionuclide into a layer be a

step function release (Ci/yr) of the radionuclide. This is not a significant

restriction since an arbitrary release function or curve can be approximated.

accurately using step functions. Given a set of decay chains, a step
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function release into the layer, a set of nuclide retardation values, and a

distribution of water travel times, DOTR gives the discharge (Ci/yr) of

radionuclides from the layer.

Although the solution for an arbitrary length decay chain could have

been implemented in DOTR the computations can be completed much faster for

short chains than for long chains because the solution and computer

implementation of (5.2) becomes increasingly more complex for chains of

length greater than three. Thus, DOTR only uses chains up to length three.

Other major transport codes using closed form solutions of the transport

equations also consider chains up to length three, i.e., Burkholder and

Rosinger (1980).

The input variables to DOTR are:

1) definition of the decay chains to be run,

2) leach data describing the step function release of nuclides into

the flow tube system (Ci/yr), as obtained from an engineered

barriers release model,

3) the number of flow tubes to use,

4) a travel time and weight for each flow tube,

5) a set of retardation values and weights for each nuclide.

The ability to specify a set of flow tubes with different travel times

in DOTR allows dispersion to be taken into account by taking the travel times

from a probability distribution. Note that neither water velocity, V, nor

flow tube length, L, are used by DOTR, only the travel time T - L/V. The

discharge of nuclide i from the end of a flow tube, Ni(L,t), depends only on

the ratio L/V a T, not upon L or V independently.

5.3 INPUT DATA AND REPRESENTATIVE TRANSPORT RESULTS

This section contains a description of the hydrologic modeling results

used to compute travel times for the mass transport model. The arrival time

of contaminants at Alkali Flats is highly sensitive to the retardation
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factors used, thus the retardation factors chosen are given for each

radioactive element which was modeled.

5.3.1 Hydrolocic Data

The hydrologic modeling results used to compute the travel time

distribution for the vertical and horizontal mass transport are given in this

section. The travel times for layers one to four and the saturated zone were

taken from Table 5.1. The travel time for the saturated zone represents the

travel time from well J-12 to Alkali Flats. This travel time is expected to

be a conservative estimate of the travel time from wells USW-G1, USW-G3 and

USW-G4 to Alkali Flats since these wells are north of well J-12 and Alkali

Flats is south of well 3-12. (see Chapter 3). A preliminary study study by

the USGS (Czarnecki 1985) indicates that the water table would rise, and

travel times would decrease, in the region of the repository if the annual

precipitation rate were to double over that of modern times. Because the

modeling performed by PHL to calculate regional ground water travel times did

not explicitly incorporate a range of precipitation or recharge rates, the

travel time in the saturated zone was assumed to be the same for all of the

recharge rates used. (See Table 5.1 and Section 7.2). However, the

hydrologic modeling by PNL (See Chapter 3) indicates that regional ground

water gradients would change very little for recharge rates which increase by

50% or less.

The standard deviations of the water travel times for layers one to four

were taken from Sinnock et. al (1986) (Table 3). The value given for the

Topopah Spring Welded unit was used for both layers one and two. The

information in Sinnock et. al was used since it is the most current published

data available for the site. Finally, the standard deviation of the water

travel time in layer five given in Table 5.1 was obtained from the PNL

hydrologic model.
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5.3.2 Retardation Data

The retardation coefficients are given in Table 5.2 for each radioactive

element which was modeled in the transport calculations. The arrival time of

contaminants at Alkali Flats is highly sensitive to the retardation factors

used since the arrival time of a nuclide is found by multiplying the ground

water travel time by the retardation coeficient.

The retardation values for all nuclides in the saturated zone, layer 5,

were taken to be 1, the most conservative choice possible, since there are no

available data for the saturated zone. The retardation values in layer 3' =

Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic) were taken to be twice the values in layer

3 a Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric). Essentially the same thing was done by

Sinnock and Lin (1987), who based their argument on porosity estimates of the

different layers.

Table 5.2. Retardation Factors for the Transport Model

Element

Americium (Am)
Barium (Ba)
Carbon (C)
Cesium (Cs)
Curium (Cm)
Iodine (I)
Neptunium (Np)
Nickel (Ni)
Protactinium (Pa)
Plutonium (Pu)
Radium (Ra)
Selenium (Se)
Technetium (Tc)
Thorium (Th)
Tin (Sn)
Uranium (U)

Layer 1

24,000
18,000

1
5,800

24,0000
1

140
1

1,300
1,300

18,000
1
7

10,100
2,000

37

Layer 2

830
176,000

1
74,000

830
1

30
1

558
558

176,000

12.6
2,300

465
12.6

Layer 3

21,000
436,000

1
36,000
21,000

1
52

1
651
651

436,000
1

1.9
2,300

465
25.6

Layer 3' Layer 4 Layer5

42,000 28,000 1
872,000 1,100 1

1 1 1
72,000 1,100 1
42,000 28,000 1

1 1 1
104 40 1

1 1 1
1,302 472 1
1,302 472 1

872,000 1,100 1
1 1 1

3.8 2.2 1
4,600 3,060 1

930 613 1
51.2 12 1
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The retardation values, Rd, for layers 1, 2, 3 and 4 were calculated

from the equation

Rd - I + Kd * 2.5 * (1-porosity) / porosity

where Kd is the sorption ratio for an element in a layer, 2.5 g/cm**3 is the

rock column density, and porosity denotes the porosity of the layer. This

equation is taken from DOE (1986, Table 6-25) which also gives the porosity

for each of the layers. The correspondence between the layers in DOE (1986,

Table 6-25) and the layers in this report is:

Layer 1 - Welded tuff Topopah Spring Member,

Layer 2 - Bedded tuff Topopah Spring Member,

Layer 3 a Bedded tuff-tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills,

Layer 4 a Partially welded tuff Prow Pass Member.

The Kd's for Am, Cs, Np, Pu, Tc, U and Ba in layers 1, 2, 3 and 4 were

taken from DOE (1986) Table 6-25. There are no Kd's reported in DOE (1986)

for Np, Tc and U in layers 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The missing sorption

ratios were estimated from the ones listed in Table 6-25 of DOE (1986). A

sorption ratio of Kd a 6.4 was used for Np in layer 2. This compares to

values of 7, 11 and 6.4 for Np in layers 1, 3 and 4, respectively. A

sorption ratio of Kd * .2 was used for Tc in layer 3. This compares to .3,

2.5 and .2 for Tc in layers 1, 2 and 4, respectively. For uranium a sorption

ratio of Kd * 1.8 was used in layer 4. This compares to 1.8, 2.5 and 5.3 for

uranium in layers 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

The sorption data for Sn, Th, C and I were taken from DOE (1986), Table

6.48. The retardation values for the welded tuff in DOE (1986) were used for

layers one and four, while the retardation values for the nonwelded tuff were

used for layers 2 and 3. The sorption ratios for NI and Se were taken to be

0 in all layers since no data is available for them; the same approach was

used by DOE (1986), Table 6-48 for C and I.

DOE (1986), Table 6-48 list Cm and Pa as having the same sorption

ratios as Am and Pu, respectively. Therefore, the sorption ratios used for

Cm and Pa were the sorption ratios for Am and Pu, respectively, listed in DOE

(1986), Table 6-25. Finally, DOE (1986), Table 6-48 lists Ba as a chemical
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analog of Ra, and uses the same sorption ratios for Ba and Ra. Therefore,

the sorption ratio for Ra was taken to be the same as the sorption ratio for

Ba given An DOE (1986), Table 6-25.

5.3.3 Decay Chains

The discharge rates of radionuclides released from the Yucca Mountain

repository were obtained from the engineered barrier system (EBS). The

nuclides obtained from EES were divided into five sets of decay chains. The

decay chains used in the transport calculations and the actual decay chains

for the nuclides in chains 1 through 5 are listed below. Only nuclides with

half-lives greater than one year are included in the actual decay chains.

The actual decay chains and half-life values are taken from Kocher (1981).

Whenever a three-member decay chain A- _B - C is included in a chain used, it

is implied that the two-member decay chains A _B and B _ C are also used.

Chain 1:

Radionuclides from EBS: Am-243, Pu-239, U-235

Actual decay chain:

Am-243 - Pu-239 _ U-235 - Pa-231 _ Ac-227

Am-243 was neglected since its discharge rate from the repository is

negligible compared to Pu-239 and U-235 for all sets of ESS data. In

addition, all of the Pu-239 was assumed to have been converted into U-235 in

the EBS. All nuclides below Pa-231 in the chain were ignored since their

half-lives are under fifty years. The discharge rates for the short-lived

decay products of Pa-231 can be obtained directly from the discharge rate of

Pa-231, since the decay products will be in equilibrium with Pa-231 long

before they have been transported to Alkali Flats. The equilibrium

assumption rests in part on the assumption the all nuclides have a

retardation value of one in the saturated zone, which is the last layer, and

in part on long transport times (the mean travel time in the saturated zone

is 44,000 years).

The preceding shows that only the decay chain U-235 Pa-231 needs to be

approximated. The decay chains run were:
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Layers in which chain was run (by borehole)

USW-G1 USW-G3 USW-G4

The two-member decay chain was neglected in layers 1, 2 and 3 of USW-G3
since any PA-231 entering layer four takes over ten million years to reach
the end of the layer, thus only Pa-231 actually produced in layer four will
contribute to the discharge of Pa-231 from that layer within the time frame
of this risk assessment. Likewise, the discharge of Pa-231 from layer three
of USW-G4 will be the result of Pa-231 being produced as U-235 moves through
layer three. The two-member decay chain can also be ignored in layers one
and two of USW-G1. Transport calculations show that the Pa-231 produced in
layer three of USW-G1 has a negligible contribution to the discharge of Pa-
231 from layer four.
Chain 2:
Radionuclides from EBS: Pu-240, U-236
Actual decay chain:

Pu-240 - U-236 _ Th-232 - Ra-228 T Th-228

All Pu-240 was converted Into U-236 in the EBS. All decay products of
Th-232 were ignored since they all have half-lives of less than ten years.
Thus, the decay chain implemented is U-236 - Th-232. The decay chains run
were:

Layers in which chain was run (by borehole)

USW-G1 USW-G3 USW-G4
Only U-236 12, 3 1, 2, 3

U-236 - Th-230 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4

Thorium takes over ten million years to traverse layer four of USW-G3
and layer three of USW-64, hence the two-member decay chain was neglected in
layers 1, 2, and 3 of USW-03 and 1 and 2 of USW-G4. Finally, thorium takes
over eight million years to traverse layer four.of USW-G1 using a recharge
rate of .5 mm/yr. Thus, the two-member decay chain was neglected in layers
1, 2 and 3 of USW-G1 since only the recharge rate of .5 mm/yr was used in the
computations involving borehole .USW-1.
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Chain 3:
Radionuclides from EBS: C-14, Cs-135, 1-129, Se-79, Sn-126, Tc-99, Ni-59

Actual Decav Chain: None of these nuclides have daughter products with

half-lives greater than a year.

All nuclides, except Cs-135 and Sn-126, were run as single member decay

chains in every layer of each of the boreholes. Cs-135 and Sn-126 were not

run at all because their high retardation values imply that these nuclides

will take well over ten million years to reach Alkali Flats.

Chain 4:
RadionucTides from EBS: Cm-245, Am-241, Np-237, U-233

Actual decay chain:

Cm-245 _ Pu-241 _ Am-241 _ Np-237 - U-233 - Th-229

Cm-245 was neglected since its discharge rate from the repository is

negligible compared to Am-241 and Np-237 for all sets of ENS data. All Am-

241 was converted into Np-237 in the ENS. All of the ENS data, except for

the incongruent release case, take into account decay of Np-237 into U-233.

Decay of Np-237 can be neglected in the EBS data for the incongruent case

since all of the Np-237 is released from the repository in only a few

thousand years. As in chain one, all nuclides below Th-229 in the chain were

ignored since their half-lives are under ten years. Thus, the decay chain to

be approximated is Hp-237 _ U-233 _ Th229. The chains run were:

Layers in which chain was run (by borehole)
USW-G1 USW-G3 USW-G4

Only Np-237 U-233 1, 2, 3 1, 2. 3 1,2
Np-237 - U-233 - Th-229 4, 5 4, 5 3. 4

Th-229 was neglected in some layers for the same reason that Th-230 was
neglected in the same layers In chain four.

I
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Chain 5:

Radionuclides from EBS: CM-245, Am-241, Np-237, U-233

Actual decay chain:

Pu-242 - U-238

17.3%

Am-242 U-234 _ Th-230 _-Ra-226 _Pb-210

82.7%
Pu-238

Am-242 was neglected since its discharge rate from the repository is

negligible compared to Pu-242 and U-234 for all sets of EBS data. Decay of

U-238 into U-234 was taken into account in all of the EBS data. As in chain

one, all nuclides below Ra-226 in the chain were ignored since their half-

lives are under fifty years. Thus, the decay chain to be approximated is

Pu-242 _ U-238 _ U-234 - Th-230 _ Ra-226

Pu-242 was neglected in computations using the congruent and incongruent

EBS data since the Pu-242 discharge rate was negligible compared to U-238.

Therefore, for the congruent and incongruent EBS data, the decay chain to be

approximated is U-238 _ U-234 - Th-230 _ Ra-226, while the decay chains used
were:

Layers in which chain was run (by borehole)

USW-G1 USW-G3 USW-G4
Only U-238 - U-234 1, 2. 3 1, 2, 3 1,2

U-238 _U-234 - Th-230 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4
U-234 _Th-230 - Ra-226 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4

Th-230 and RA-226 were neglected in some layers for the same reason that
Th-229 was neglected in the same layers in chain two (radium has a larger
retardation value than thorium in every layer, hence takes at least as long
as thorium to traverse each layer). Note that in any given layer the decay

chains run do not account for decay of U-238 into Ra-226. This does not,
however, produce a significant error since the 'verage travel time in the
saturated zone is large compared to the half-life of Ra-226, but small

compared to the half-lives of U-238, U-234 and Th-230. In fact, most of the

Ra-226 produced in layer four of USW-G3 will decay away in layer five of USW-
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G3, and in layer five the amount of Ra-226 produced by U-238 will be small

compared to the amount produced by decay of U-234 and Th-230. Similarly, the

results obtained for Ra-226 in boreholes USW-G1 and USW-G4 are accurate.

Pu-242 was included when running the mixed advective/diffusive model of

Section 4.2.1 because Pu-242 is released faster than U-238 at early times,

even though the total release of Pu-242 is small relative to the total

release of U-238. Therefore, for the mixed model data, the decay chains used

were:
Layers in which chain was run (bv borehole)

USW-G1 USW-G3 USW-G4

Only Pu-242 - U-238 - U-234 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2
Pu-242 - U-238 - U-234 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4
U-238 - U-234 - Th-230 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4
U-234 - Th-230 - Ra-226 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4

Th-230 and RA-226 were neglected in some layers for the same reason they

were neglected in the same layers for the congruent and incongruent cases.

Since Th-230 and Ra-226 are neglected in the first few layers the approximate

decay chain is the same as the actual decay chain. The large retardation

value for plutonium will cause most of the Pu-242 to decay away before

reaching the last two layers of any well. Hence, in the last two layers of

each well Pu-242 can be neglected with very little error and the decay chain

to be approximated becomes U-238 _ U-234 Th-230 - Ra-226. As explained for

the congruent and incongruent cases, the decay chains used provide a good

approximation to this decay chain.

The preceding analysis indicates that the one-, two- and three-member

decay chains used in the transport calculations should produce good

approximations to the actual decay chains.

5.3.4 Radionuclide Source Term

The radionuclide source term for the first layer was obtained from the

EBS release calculations reported in Section 4. The EBS release data

represent a repository containing 1000 metric tons uranium (1000 MTU), while

the transport calculations were done for a repository containing-70,000 MTU.

The release rates into the first layer, therefore, were obtained by

multiplying the release data by 70.
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Transport calculations were done using the boreholes USW-G1, USW-G3 and

USW-G4. The radionuclide discharge at Alkali Flats was computed for the

cases listed in Table 5.3. The label mixed denotes the advective/diffusive

model of Section 4.2.1. Both congruent and incongruent data use a diffusion

only transport model within the EBS.

TABLE 5.3. Data and Well Configurations for
Mass Transport Calculations

EBS Data Used Borehole Recharce Rate
Congruent USW-G1 .5 mm/yr

Congruent USW-G4 .5 mm/yr

Congruent USW-G3 .5 mm/yr
Congruent USW-G3 .55 mm/yr
Congruent USW-G3 .63 =/yr
Congruent USW-G3 .75 mm/yr

Incongruent USW-G3 .5 m/yr
Mixed USW-G3 .5 =/yr
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6.0 DOSE MODELING FOR GROUND WATER BASED TRANSPORT

This-section describes the models and assumptions used in the dose

modeling and health effects estimation for radionuclide releases from the

proposed Yucca Mountain repository. The purpose of the analysis is to

evaluate the total population dose received following closure of the

repository. The primary pathway for exposure of nearby populations has been

identified as exposure to contaminated surface water. The mechanism for

contamination of the surface water is ground water transport of radionuclides

from the repository. Because long time periods are involved (i.e., hundreds

of thousands of years) in transport of radioactivity through the ground water

to the environment, the dose is calculated as the integral of lifetime

accumulated doses to future populations, where a standard lifetime is assumed

to be 70 years.

The dose model used is the one recommended in ICRP-26 (ICRP 1977) and

ICRP-30 (ICRP 1979) for internal dosimetry and uses the concept of "effective

dose equivalent' (EDE) which is comparable to whole-body dose from external

radiation. The effective dose equivalent eliminates the need to report doses

to specific organs. Health risks can be estimated directly from the EDE by

multiplying by a health effects conversion factor which is usually taken to

be about 200 health effects per 106 person-rem of population dose. The dose

is calculated for all contributing pathways of exposure, including external

exposure, inhalation, and ingestion of contaminated water and foods.

A modified version of the computer program DITTY (Napler et al. 1986)

was used to estimate the population dose. The program was originally

developed to determine the collective dose from high-level waste geologic

repositories resulting from releases to wells or surface water via ground-

water pathways. The program has been modified to use the dosimetry model

recommended in ICRP-26 (ICRP 1977) and applied in ICRP-30 (ICRP 1979). DITTY
estimates the time integral of collective dose over a period of up to 10,000
years for time variant radionuclide releases to water or the atmosphere.
When releases are significant for more than 10,000 years, multiple runs of

DITTY are made, each covering a 10,000-year period, and the doses are added

together from each run. The input to DITTY includes a file containing curies
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per year of contamination for each nuclide released at source locations

determined by far-field ground water transport programs.

The 10,000 year calculation period in DITTY is broken into 143 periods

of 70 years each. The average release in each period is calculated from

source term data, and the total population dose (committed effective dose

equivalent) is determined for the population present in each period. The

radioactivity present during any period is the sum of material released

during that period (assumed to be uniformly released over 70 years) and

residual material in the environment from releases in previous periods. The

dose is calculated for all contributing pathways of exposure, including

external exposure, inhalation, and ingestion of contaminated water and foods.

A cursory description of the dose models is given subsequently.

Pathways associated with waterborne releases include external exposure

to contaminated water and sediment; ingestion exposure from drinking water,

farm products (via irrigation), and aquatic foods; and inhalation of

resuspended material after irrigation. The release of activity to water is

described by a release rate (Ci/yr) defined at specified times. The activity

released is assumed to result in exposure to a regional population. Only the

total population is required, the spatial distribution of population is not

utilized during calculation of effects from water borne releases.

6.1 PATHWAY CONCENTRATION MODELS

In estimating exposure of a regional population, models have been

developed to determine radionuclide concentrations in air, water, soil,

sediment, and food products. All concentrations (except soil and sediment)

are expressed as time integrals over a 70 year period. This is done to

facilitate dose calculations that use the concentration data. Each of the

concentration and dose equations are nuclide dependent. The computer code

implementation accounts for all radionuclides of interest, as well as

considering chain decay products.

Input to the pathways analysis is the total curies released in each 70

year time period. The total release is combined with population and

dispersion parameters to estimate an environmental parameter for use in the

exposure analysis. For airborne releases the value is calculated as:
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6.1.3 Concentration in Edible Plant Parts from Air Devosition
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water. This is extremely conservative in that it assumes that plants receive
all of their carbon from the water. An interim model has been implemented inDITTY with the basis being the ratio of grams of carbon-14 to grams of totalcarbon in soil and a correction for the amount of carbon plants obtain fromthe soil. Specific carbon ratios and correction factors are given in Napieret al. (1986).6.2 PATHWAY DOSE MODELS

The total dose received by the regional population is estimated as the

sum of contributions from all pathways. The doses are calculated as the

population dose received in each 70 year time period from material released

to the environment during that period plus any residual material released in

previous periods. Precalculated dose conversion factors are used to estimate

dose from uptake and environmental concentrations. Doses to organs are

calculated from five sources of exposure: air submersion, inhalation,

terrestrial ingestion pathways, aquatic ingestion pathways, and external

exposures.

6.2.1 Dose from Air Submersion

Contributions for external exposure from air submersion are modeled for

submersion in a release plume, submersion in resuspended activity from an

initial airborne release, and submersion in suspended activity from an

initial irrigation water deposition. The dose for the entire 70 year period

ending at a specified time t is calculated as:

where

Doe = population dose from air submersion to organ o, person-rem

De = external exposure dose conversion factor for air submersion, rem

per Ci-sec/r3

The contribution from deposited material is based on the concentration at the

end of the period. This concentration is conservatively assumed to been

present throughout the period.

Inhalation exposure includes contributions from the released-airborne

activity plus the resuspended activity from airborne and irrigation water
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6.2.2 Dose from Terrestrial Pathways

Terrestrial pathways include ingestion of crops and animal products.

Seven terrestrial ingestion pathways were used in the base case dose
estimates. These pathways are: leafy vegetables, other vegetables, eggs,

milk, beef, pork, and poultry. The dose for each pathway is calculated from

the time integrated food product concentration over the entire 70 year period

ending at a specified time t. For plants the dose is calculated as:

6.2.3 Dose from Aquatic Pathways

Ingestion pathways resulting from release of a radionuclide to surface

water or ground water includes ingestion of drinking water and aquatic foods.
Pathways available for modeling in the DITTY code include fish, crustacean

mollusks, water plants, and drinking water. The dose for each pathway is
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calculated from the time integrated aquatic media concentration as follows

for aquatic foods:

6.2.4 External Doses from Contaminated Materials

External exposures result from proximity to contaminated ground,
shoreline and water. Swimming and shoreline doses are calculated from the
time integrated sediment concentration and water concentration as:
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6.3 COMPUTATION OF LIFETIME EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT

The effective dose equivalent is calculated as a weighted sum of dose

estimates to individual organs. Specific weighting factors are given in

Table 6.1. This choice of organs and weighting factors is recommended by the

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP 1977, p. 21).

Table 6.1. Organ Weighting Factors for the Effective Dose Equivalent

Dose to the gonads is calculated as the maximum of dose to the testes or

ovaries, and dose to the breast is calculated with the same dose conversion

factors as dose to muscle. The ICRP recommends that a weight of 0.06 be used

with each of the five organs or tissues of the remainder of the body

receiving the highest dose equivalents, and that the exposure of all other

remaining tissues be neglected. The remainder organs are lymph, liver,
spleen, stomach, small intestine, upper large intestine, lower large

intestine, bone surface, bone cor., bone can., muscle, bladder, kidneys,

liver, pancreas, spleen, adrenals, brain, and stomach wall. When the gastro-

intestinal tract is irradiated, as is the case in this study, the stomach,

small intestine, upper large intestine, and lower large intestine are treated

as four separate organs.
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6.4 SOURCE TERMS AND DATA

6.4.1 Irrigation Water Source Term

Regional ground water studies (USGS 1984) indicate that ground water

discharge for flow under Yucca mountain, and hence radionuclide release,

occurs at Alkali Flat (Franklin Lake Playa) north of Eagle Mountain in the

vicinity of Death Valley Junction. The total ground water discharge at

Alkali Flat is estimated to be about 0.41 cubic meters/second of which 0.39

cubic meters/second is discharged by evapotranspiration. However, for the

dose calculations presented here, it was assumed that all the water reaching

Alkali Flit was used for drinking or irrigation.

6.4.2 Population Data

The base case dose calculations used ground water as the only source of

contamination for a future population. Since airborne contamination was not

considered to be present, a spatial distribution of population was not

required and each person in the population is assumed to receive an equal

dose. A population of one was used in the computer runs. The total

population dose is determined by multiplying the results for the single

individual by the number of people the water supply can support. The total

discharge at Alkali Flat is 1.293E+10 liters/yr. Assuming an irrigation rate

of 255 L per m2 per month for six months out of the year (based on 0.0062
m3/acre per year given in the Environmental Assessment, DOE 1986a), the water

supply will support 420 farms of five acres each. Assuming that each farm
provides food for an average of four people, a population of roughly 1,680

receives a collective dose from the water.

6.4.3 Food Pathways Data

The terrestrial pathway data for a reference individual near the Yucca
Mountain site are given in Table 6.2. In addition to the values in this
table, the external exposure time was assumed to be 8 hr/day (2920 hr/yr).

Because of the desert terrain around the proposed site, no aquatic food

pathways were used in the dose model. Terrestrial food pathways were used to

estimate doses from the use of contaminated irrigation water and the drinking
of contaminated ground water. The terrestrial pathways data were obtained

from Rupp (1980) and Shor, et al. (1982).
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TABLE 6.2. Terrestrial and Aquatic Pathway Data for an Average Individual

Growing
Period Yield Consumption

6.4.4 Dose Model Factors

The internal dose conversion factors by organ for each nuclide are given

in Appendix 0. Food transfer coefficients and external dose factors used

are also given in Appendix D. The values in Appendix D were gathered from a

large number of primary sources which are not referenced separately here. A

useful starting reference for determining primary sources is Napier et al.

(1980).

6.4.5 Radionuclide Source Term

The base case radionuclide source term was obtained from the mass

transport model using the stratigraphy of borehole USW-G3, a recharge rate of
0.5 mm/yr, expected retardation coefficients, a congruent dissolution rate

using conservative uranium solubility assumptions, and the diffusion

dominated model of mass transport in the EBS. Appreciable levels of the

nuclides 14C. 1291, 79Se and 59Ni reach Alkali Flats starting just after

100,000 years, while 99Tc starts arriving at about 250,000 years. The

arrival rates (Ci/yr) are shown in Figure 6.1 for these five nuclides. The

flat sections on the plot are due to using a step function input to the

transport model. Some of the heavier nuclides (isotopes of actinium, lead,

polonium, protoactinium, radium, thorium, and uranium) start arriving at

Alkali Flats at about 990,000 years. The arrival rates for the heavier

nuclides remains so low for times before 1 million years that source term

plots are not presented. At times near 1 million years for the base case,

and for times as small as 500,000
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FIGURE 6.1. Radionuclide Source Term at Alkali Flats for the Base Case Dose Modeling.



years for some of the scenarios described in Section 7 of the source term

contained up to 25 primary nuclides. The dose model incorporated chain

decay, so that doses were calculated for a total of 35 separate nuclides.

The complete set of decay chains contains more than 35 nuclides, however,
dose effects for daughter nuclides are incorporated into the dose conversion

factor for the parent if the daughters have extremely short half-lives. For

example, the dose conversion factors for 219Rn, 215po, 211Pb, 21161, and

207T1 are all embedded in the dose conversion factor for 223Ra.

6.5 Dose Estimates

Results of the base case dose calculations for the first million years

after repository closure are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Figure 6.2 shows

lifetime cumulative effective dose equivalent summed over separate 10,000

year periods for a population of one individual. In essence, this figure

shows the dose rate where the rate is the cumulative population dose over a

single 10,000 year time span. Cumulative population doses for the same data

are shown in Figure 6.3. The large dose rate shown in Figure 6.2 which

starts shortly after 100,000 years-is due to the near simultaneous arrival of

the nuclides 14C, 129I, 79Se, and 59Ni. Of these three nuclides, the release

of 59 ni is at such a low level that it has a negligible contribution to
population dose. The peak dose rate near 350,000 years in Figure 6.1 is due

mostly to the arrival of 99Tc, although 14C, 1291, 79Se, and 59Ni are still

contributing to doses. The heavier nuclides (isotopes of actinium, lead,

neptinium, polonium, protoactinium, radium, thorium, and uranium) do not

start to show any appreciable activity levels at Alkali Flats until about

year 990,000, thus contributing a negligible amount to the base case dose

estimates.

Based on a population count of 1680, the base case results yield a

population dose estimate of 1.80E+05 person-rem over the first million years
of repository operation. This population dose leads to an estimate of about
36 excess adverse health effects when a factor of 200 health effects per 106
person-rem of population dose is used. The background radiation level in the
Yucca Mountain region is above 100 mrem/yr (Link et al. 1982). Assuming a
total time of 1 million years, a 70 year lifetime, and a steady population
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level of 1680 individuals, the background radiation would lead to an estimate

of about 33,600 health effects. The (base case) impact of locating the

repository in this region leads to an estimate of about a .1 to 1 percent

growth in health effects over that expected from the background radiation

count.
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FIGURE 6.2. Population Doses (Person-rem) for the Base Case Summed Over Separate 10,000 Year Intervals.
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FIGURE 6.3. Population Doses (Person-rem) Summed Over 1 Million Years.
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7.0 DISRUPTIVE OR INTRUSIVE EVENTS

7.1 EXTRUSIVE MAGMATIC EVENT

A postclosure scenario considered for the accident analysis involves

basaltic volcanism which is assumed to intercept the repository. The

basaltic flow is assumed to melt and carry to the surface a small fraction of

the stored waste. An extensive parametric analysis of this scenario and
resulting consequences has been performed by Link et al (1982). Because

their exposure pathway analysis is very similar to the methods used in the
postclosure radiological analysis, their results are presented here without

modification. The atmospheric dispersion analysis performed by Link et al.

was based on the AIRDOSE-EPA computer program which has been shown (Aaberg

and Napier 1985) to provide results similar to those estimated using the

PABLM computer program. The pathway and health effects estimates were

performed using the AMRAW computer program (Logan and Berbano 1978). This
program was developed for the Environmental Protection Agency for estimating
risks associated with geologic repositories.

The exposure of the population is assumed to result from two components

of the eruption: fine airborne particles and non-airborne material. The
airborne particles represent fine particulate material that becomes airborne
and is transported downwind to a considerable distance (100 km). The non-

airborne material includes the lava flow and material in the cone and scoria
sheet including heavier particles that are initially airborne but deposit
near the cinder cone (within a few km). The Link analysis evaluates the
health effects resulting from each of these sources. The analysis is
performed for occurrence of the volcanic event at 100 years and 10,000 years
after repository closure.

The volcanism analysis estimates that 8x10-5 of the total waste activity
is entrained in the magma and that 1.3% of this amount becomes airborne as
fine particles. The remainder of the material (98.7%) is evenly dispersed in
the magma and cinder material. The resulting radioactive cloud would give
rise to doses in several ways. Persons present in the area initially would
receive inhalation and air submersion doses, both from the initial cloud and
resuspended particles. After deposition of the particles, doses would result
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from exposure to the surface of deposition, from resuspended particles, and

from entrance of radionuclides into the food chain. These pathways are also
used for the non-airborne source component because the deposited material

becomes part of the local soils and is available for resuspension (for
inhalation dose and deposition onto plant surfaces). In addition to these

pathways, a special pathway is considered where cone material is used for

building purposes.

Site-specific data on population, agriculture, and meteorology used to

calculate doses arising from the airborne particles are given in detail by

Link (1982), and do not differ appreciably from the assumptions used in the
DITTY code. The population density considered by Link was 0.1 person/km2 in

addition to currently identified settlements.

The total activity (in curies) assumed released from the repository is

given in Table 7.1. The times are years after repository closure. Maximum

values of initial local dose rates (in mrem/yr) are given in Table 7.2.

Table 7.1. Total Activity Released in Curies

100 Yr 105000 Yr

Air 8.15E+02 2.21E.01

Non-air
Cone 8.25E+03 2.27E402
Lava 3.51E+03 9.63E+01
Thick Scoria 4.17E+04 1.14E+03
Thin Scoria 7.95E+03 2.17E+02
Total Non-air 6.15E+04 1.68E403

Table 7.2. Initial Dose Rates in mrem/yr

100 yr 10.000 yr

Air 14 1.1
Non-air 3700 2.8

Background rate is 100
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Results of the analysis are presented as health effects (predominately

fatal cancers) expected over many years (104 and 106) following the event.

The estimation of health effects is based on cumulative dose to specific body

organs fdr a low and a high risk level. The dose to health effect conversion

factors used in the AMRAW program are given in Table 7.3. Results of the

consequence analysis for the volcanism scenario are presented in Tables 7.4

and 7.5 for airborne and non-airborne releases, respectively (as taken from

the Link report). The health effects for the non-airborne pathways are

consistently about 2 orders of magnitude higher the health effects from the

airborne pathways. The population doses from which these health effects were

calculated were not reported in enough detail by Link et al. (1982) to allow

computation of the effective dose equivalent used in section 6. This
precluded an unambiguous comparison of population doses between the base case

modeling and this disruptive scenario. However, the number of health effects

estimated from this scenario range from 868 to 2825 for the first million

years of repository operation depending on the health effects conversion

factors used and the time of occurance of the magmatic event. This compares

with a base case estimate of about 36 excess health effects from repository

operation.
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Table 7.3. Health Effect Incidence Rates by Organ

Lower Range
Hypothetical

Deaths/
106 person-rem

Upper Range
Hypothetical

Deaths/
106 person-rem



Table 7.5. Health Effects from Volcanism Scenario: Non-airborne Releases

Time of Accumulation Health Effects Estimates
Eruption (Years) Time (years) Low High

100 104 300 990

100 106 860 2800

10,000 104 _a -

10,000 106 670 2200

a There are no cumulative effects at 104 years for eruption
immediately after 104 years.

Table 7.6. Health Effects from Volcanism Scenario: All Releases

Time of Accumulation Health Effects Estimates

7.2 CLIMATE CHANGE

One of the scenarios considered credible for Yucca Mountain (see Section
2) is a change of the recharge rate for ground water due to Increased
precipitation. The hydrologic model described in Section 3 was used to
predict ground water travel-times for a range of recharge rates. The

recharge rates evaluated (0.55, 0.63, and 0.75 rm/yr) correspond to 10%, 25%,
and 50% increases in the recharge rate from the base case value of 0.5 nm/yr.
Tables 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 give travel times in the different stratigraphic

layers due to using the modified recharge rates. Travel times for a recharge

rate of 0.5 mm/yr were given in Table 5.1. In general, as expected, the

higher the recharge rate, the shorter the travel times through the partially

saturated layers. Raising the recharge rate to 0.75 mr/yr leads to travel

times which are about 75 percent as long as the travel times computed using

the base case of 0.5 mm/yr. A doubling of the recharge rate to 1.0 rm/yr

could possibly lead to fracture flow in the Topopah Springs layer and the
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Calico Hills nonwelded (zeolitic) layer (Sinnock and Lin 1987). If fracture
flow were to occur, ground water travel times in the partially saturated

layers would decrease to a small fraction of the values in given Table 7.9,

and as importantly, the retardation factors for most nuclides would be near 1

rather than the large values reported in Table 5.2. Fracture flow could lead

to dose estimates which are several orders of magnitude larger than the base

case values. The current study did not include any investigation of fracture
flow.

TABLE 7.7. Predicted Travel Times for Different Vertical
Profiles Using 0.55 mm/yr Recharge

Mean Water Travel Time (vrs)

Laver Name

1 Topopah Spring
Welded

USW-G1

7,811

USW-G3

967

USW-G4

13,356

Standard Deviation
of Travel Times

(vrs)

1,920

2 Basal Vitrophyre
of Topopah Spring

3 Calico Hills Non-
welded(vitric)

3' Calico Hills Non-
welded(zeolitic)

4 Prow Pass Nonwelded

3,483 9,967 2,121 1,920

21,354 7,760

61,407 70,608 8,145

12,028 66,076 8,025

5 Saturated Zone 44,000

1z28,729

44,000 44,000

142,364 130,085

3,330
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TABLE 7.8. Thickness and Predicted Travel Times for Different
Vertical Profiles Using 0.63 mm/yr Recharge

Mean Water Travel Time (yrs) Standard
IDeviation

Laver Name

1 Topopah Spring
Welded

2 Basal Vitrophyre
of Topopah Spring

3 Calico Hills Non-
welded(vitric)

3' Calico Hills Non-
welded(zeolitic)

4 Prow Pass Nonwelded

5 Saturated Zone

USW-G1 USW-G3
of Travel Times

USW-G4 (yrs)

6,835

3,071

919

8,885

18,689

11,708

1,861

1.920

1,920

7,760

8.145

8,025

3,330

53,781

10,460

44,000

61,882

58,209

44,000 44,000

TABLE 7.9. Thickness and Predicted Travel Times for
Profiles Using 0.75 mm/yr Recharge

Different Vertical

Mean Water Travel Time
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Cumulative population doses (person-rem) for a population of size 1 are

plotted in Figure 7.1 for the four different recharge rates studied. The

cumulative dosea at 1 million years for a population of 1680 are 1.80x1Os for

the base case and 1.89x105, 2.24x105, and 4.29x105, with respect to

increasing recharge rates. The major reason for the increased dose estimates

is that the heavier nuclides (isotopes of actinium, lead, neptunium,

polonium, protoactinium, radium, thorium, and uranium) have started to arrive

at Alkali Flats in significant quantities prior to 1 million years.

Examination of the source concentration levels and the dose conversion

factors (see table D.3) reveals that thorium is the largest contributor to
dose (bone effects) among the heavier nuclides.

In conclusion, climate changes leading to increased recharge rates cause

an increase in dose estimates. If the recharge rates are below the .75 mm/yr

level, the dose estimates increase by less than a factor of 3 from the base

case estimates.
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FIGURE 7.1. Cumulative Doses over One Million Years for a Single Individual for
Different Ground Water Recharge Rates (person-rem)



7.3 GAS PHASE CARBON-14 RELEASE MODELING

Preliminary work on determining the travel time of gas-phase 14C to the

surface of Yucca Mountain has been completed by Amter et al. and is included

in this report as Appendix E. The travel time calculations depend on a

conceptual model that has two principal features:

* Gas phase 14C 2 moves upward through air filled pores of the unsaturated

tuffs by advection in a thermally driven air convection cell,

* An isotropic equilibrium exists between carbon dioxide in the gas phase,

which is mobile, and dissolved bicarbonate, which is immobile.

The travel time analysis by Amter et al. was received too late by PNL to

make detailed dose calculations for gas phase 14C for this report. However,

time integrated population dose estimates will probably be negligible for

this transport mechanism. This judgment is based on the following premises:

1) the inventory of gas phase 14C is limited, 2) the inventory reaching the

surface will mostly be dispersed directly into the atmosphere, and 3) the

population base for potential exposure is virtually nonexistant.

The inventory of gaseous 14C in the repository is limited to about 480

Ci out of a total 14C inventory of 48300 Ci because only the in the gap

of the spent fuel is expected to be in a gas phase (see tables 4.4 and 4.5).

Although travel times to the surface from the repository are short, on the

order of 1000 years or less for the first 50,000 years after repository

closure, the half-life of 14C is short enough (5730 yr) that significant

decay of the initial inventory may have occurred before many of the waste

containers have failed.

When gas phase 14C reaches the surface it will either be taken up by

vegetation or dispersed directly into the atmosphere. Within minutes, the

activity released into the atmosphere will be diluted into concentration

levels which are Insignificant.

Based on current patterns of land use, no agricultural activity is

expected on Yucca mountain. Thus, 14C which is taken up by vegetation

probably will not enter the food chain. In addition, no recreational

activities are projected in the vicinity of the mountain. With these

assumptions, only a very few individuals will be exposed for any length of time.
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8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

This section contains some observations and conclusions concerning the

sensitivity of the dose modeling to several important parameters. Because

the conceptual models are still preliminary, and computing resources are
finite, a complete sensitivity analysis of every input parameter was not
attempted. Instead, some of the more important variables were identified and
their effects were investigated. The important variables include, among

others, the ground water recharge rate, the forward dissolution rate of the

spent fuel matrix, solubility of individual nuclides, and dose conversion

factor values. Conceptual model considerations which are important include

whether the spent fuel matrix dissolves congruently or whether there is

preferential leaching of one or more nuclides, whether the releases from the

engineered barrier system dominated by a diffusion mechanism or an advection
mechanism, and the population size.

The study on different ground water recharge rates presented in section

7.2 yields information on the sensitivity of dose estimates to ground water

travel times. Cumulative population doses for the first million years were

1.80x405, 1.89x105, 2.24x105, and 4.29x105 (person-rem) for the four recharge

rates of .5, .55, .63, and .75 mm/yr. If the recharge rate stays under

.75 mm/yr then dose estimates over the first million years are not very

sensitive to the recharge rate. However, higher recharge rates on the order

of 1.0 mm/yr, could lead to fracture flow, and thus to ground water travel

times to the water table which are a small fraction of the current estimate

of around 100,000 years. Doses would increase by several orders of magnitude

if this were to occur. Reasons for this conclusion include: 1) the activity

level reaching the accessible environment would increase significantly

because of less radioactive decay, especially for 14C, and 2) more nuclides

would reach the environment. For example, the retardation values for 126Sn,
239Pu, 240Pu, and 242Pu were so large that they did not reach Alkali Flats
within 1 million years for any data configuration evaluated for this report,
and very little of the inventory of 237Np arrived. The dose conversion
factors for the plutonium isotopes are very high with regard to bone effects,

hence they would become significant contributors to health effects estimates.
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The values of conversion factors of concentrations to dose (nuclide

specific) play a significant part in the population dose estimates. For

example, the total release (curies) of 23OTh over the first million years is

about 3 orders of magnitude lower than that of 129I when the recharge rate of

.75 um/yr was used. However, its dose conversion factor is about 3 orders of
magnitude higher than that of 129I (bone effects for 230 Th vs thyroid effects

for 1291) thus it contributes about as much to integrated population dose.

The dose conversion factors are still a subject of much study among the

scientific community; some of the recommended values changed by more than an

order of magnitude during the course of PNL's risk study. Because only a few

nuclides contribute the major portion of the doses for the base case

estimates, a change in a single dose conversion factor can have a major

effect on population dose estimates.

Another major factor in computing population doses is the size of the

exposed population. In this study the population dose was computed by

multiplying the dose for a single individual by the number of people who were

exposed. It is unreasonable to think that reliable predictions on population

characteristics can be made for time periods which may reach 1 million years,

in light of world history over the last few hundred years.

The irrigation rate in the base case dose model was varied to determine

its effect on the population dose. The base case irrigation rate was
255 L2/mo, and additional runs were performed at 205 and 305 L2/mo. The

cumulative doses over 1 million years for a population of size one were 87.8,

107.0, and 126.2 person-rem respectively for increasing irrigation rates.

The irrigation rate has almost a linear effect on dose estimates for this

range of values. A similar set of dose estimates was done by varying the

food consumption parameters identified In Table 6.2. Two additional dose.

estimates were made, one using values which were 75% of the base case, and

one with values which were 150% of the base case. The cumulative doses over

1 million years for a population of size one were 73.3, 107.0, and 157.5 for

the increasing consumption rates. The consumption rate also has almost a

linear effect on doses over this range of input values.
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A major conceptual assumption in the modeling is whether the release of

individuals radionuclides from the spent fuel waste form is limited by the

dissolution rate of the spent fuel matrix (congruent dissolution), or whether

there is-preferential leaching of individual nuclides (incongruent

dissolution). The base case modeling used a congruent dissolution assumption

with a dissolution rate on the order of 10g . The dissolution rate was

calculated as a function of temperature and water chemistry (See Section

4.3.2). Another run was made with an incongruent dissolution rate assumption

where releases of each nuclide were governed by the solubilities given in

Table 4.6. For the first million years the doses computed with the

incongruent assumption were about an order of magnitude higher than for the

incongruent dissolution case; 1125 vs 107 person-rem for a population of size

one. This is mainly due to the increased inventory of each nuclide reaching

the accessible environment. The inventory released at Alkali Flats is given

in Table 8.1 for the five nuclides which showed nonnegligible activity levels

over the first million years for congruent and incongruent release

assumptions. The doses from these nuclides have reached their maximum (for

the given ground water travel times) in the incongruent dissoluton case

because essentially the entire inventory of the nuclide has been transported

to Alkali Flats.

TABLE 8.1. Inventory of Nuclides Reaching Alkali Flat in One Million
Years for Different Release Assumptions (Ci)
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Examples of dose estimates to specific organs for a single 70 year

lifetime near the 170,000 year time are given in Table 8.1 for the congruent

dissolution case. Similar results which show the effect of increased

releases are given in Table 8.2 for the incongruent dissolution rate case.

The doses presented are mostly from y29I, 79Se, and 59Ni. Technetium-99 has

not yet arrived because of its larger retardation value and 14C has decayed

to very low levels.

TABLE 8.2. Cumulative Effective Dose Equivalent as a Function of Individual
Organs for a Single Lifetime Using the Congruent Waste Form
Release Assumption (person-rem)
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TABLE 8.3. Cumulative Effective Dose Equivalent as a Function of
Individual Organs for a Single Lifetime Using the Incongruent
Waste Form Release Assumption (person-rem)
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A forward matrix dissolution rate of 10 g/m2-yr was used for the spent

fuel waste form, thus it was completely dissolved in about 50,000 years.

This forward dissolution rate is an average of values reported in the

literature (see Table 4.2), and thus is representative of the value expected.

Note that the NRC fractional release rate criteria of I part on 100,000 per
year will not be met using this forward dissolution rate. The population

doses for a population of size one from this case (1070 person-rem) over the

first million years of repository operation were almost the same as the doses

from the incongruent model (1125 person-rem). This is to be expected since

even though the highly soluble nuclides are released much slower in the mixed

advection/diffusion model with a congruent dissolution assumption than in a

model with an incongruent release rate assumption, when the forward matrix

dissolution rate is high enough essentially the whole inventory is

transported to Alkali Flats.

The two models just discussed also help evaluate the validity of using a
diffusion only model in the engineered barriers system vs using a model which

incorporates advection as well. When the model output is the computation of
6doses to the population over long time periods (10 years) the modeling

assumption of a diffusion only model through the engineered barriers system

does not yield appreciably different doses from a model which also accounts
for advective movement of nuclides.

The analyses also show that the spent fuel waste form dissolution rate
is an important variable in the computation of doses. In Table 4.2 a forward

2matrix dissolution rate of 10 g/m -yr is identified as an average of
published values. This rate leads to complete dissolution of the waste form
at about 50,000 years when the ground water flux is .5 mm/yr. For the base

case dose modeling the dissolution of the waste form is controlled by the

solubiTity of uranium which is calculated as a function of temperature and

ground water chemistry. The claim is that (in the absence of colloid

formation) the calculated uranium solubility is conservative, yet it leads to

a dissolution time of over 10 million years. The two rates lead to

cumulative population doses which are different by about one order of

magnitude. More complete information on the mechanism of waste form

dissolution is required before this substantial difference can be resolved.
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Table 5.1 gives travel time estimates for the different layers in the
partially saturated zone and for the saturated zone for three different

wells. All of the population dose estimates previously discussed were

calculated assuming transport through the unsaturated zone for a stratigraphy

similar to that of well USW-63. Even though well USW-G3 had the longest mean
ground water travel time, radionuclide transport involves retardation factors

as well as ground water movement. Based on this, doses from well USW-G3 were

a priori expected to be larger than doses computed using a stratigraphy
defined by the other two wells. Dose estimates were computed for transport

through wells USW-61 and USW-G4 using a recharge rate and the congruent

dissolution model, i.e., they are similar to the base case estimates

discussed in section 6.5. The dose estimates (person-rem) for the first

million years for a population of size one are 97.6 for well USW-G4; 102.0

for USW-G1; and 107.0 for well USW-63. Even though regions of the repository

will lie above different stratigraphic units, the dose estimates change by

less than 10 percent depending on the well chosen. The stratigraphy does not

have a major impact on dose estimates, and when the repository is built,

radionuclide transport will occur through all stratigraphies simultaneously.
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9.0 RISK ESTIMATES

The results presented thus far in this report are representative of what
can be called consequence modeling - the consequences of repository operation

are estimated given a suite of models and a particular data configuration.
What remains to be done is to combine the consequence modeling results into a

comprehensive risk for postclosure repository performance. Several things

must occur for the risk estimates to be considered useful: the suite of

conceptual models must mimic reality, or at least be conservative; data must

be available for important model parameters; time evolving scenarios must be

treated or bounding results estimated; and the set of scenarios evaluated

must somehow span the set of all possible scenarios in a probabilistic

fashion.

The last requirement, that the set of scenarios be comprehensive and be

assigned probabilities of occurance, is probably the most difficult

requirement of the whole modeling process. It is difficult because no known
way exists to collect data that will validate assumptions on scenario

probabilities. A more detailed discussion of current opinion on this

difficult step is contained in Section 2.1. The concensus of opinion appears

to be that only expert judgement can be used to assign most scenario

probabilities, and hence the assignment is always open to question and

refutation.

Even given these caveats, this work investigates in some detail all of

the scenarios which are considered applicable to a repository located at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The modeling was based on the best known conceptual
models and used the latest published data. In addition to the base case

model, climate changes, magmatic events, and gas phase release of 14C were

addressed. Some of the major assumptions made in, the modeling process for

obtaining an estimate of number of health effects for the base case were:

* Ground water flow in the saturated zone is described by Darcy's law and

regional gradients were established from head measurements,

* Ground water flow in the partially saturated zone is restricted to

matrix flow, there is no fracture flow,
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* Waste form dissolution is such that all nuclides are released

congruently with the spent fuel matrix,

* The waste form dissolution rate is governed by the solubility of

uranium, which was calculated as a function of temperature and ground

water chemistry (based on the composition of well water),

* Radionuclide mass transport is described using a 1-D flow tube model

which uses stochastic travel times to estimate the effect of dispersion,

* The radionuclide source term for the base case dose estimates is

obtained from contaminated ground water at Alkali Flats,

* The conversion of radionuclide concentration to effective dose
equivalent is based on the ICRP model described in section 6 which
combines dose estimates from separate body organs into a whole body dose
value,

* Excess adverse health effects are computed based on a conversion factor
of 200 health effects per 106 person-rem of exposure,

* Gas phase releases of 14C are mostly driven by the thermal gradient
induced by radioactive decay in the waste form,

* Population levels are constant at 1680 individuals.

Several other modeling assumptions were also investigated. Results for
several of the alternate assumptions are described in section 8.

The base case estimates are generated using what are believed to be
conservative models and data values throughout the modeling process. As
always, the estimates can be misleading if some of the conceptual models do
not adequately approximate reality. From the assumptions and data values for
the base case, the risk estimate is 36 excess health effects over 1 million
years after repository closure. This value can be compared to 33,600 health
effects expected from the background radiation count.

The occurance probability (see Section 2.2.3) for a magmatic event is
estimated to range from 4.7x10 8/yr to 3.3x10 /yr, and health effects
ranges for a magmatic event are given in Table 7.6. Inclusion of a magmatic
event would increase the risk between 0.3 and 131 health effects over the 1
million years after repository closure. The upper end of the range of
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increased health effects may be greatly exagerated since it is based on the

bounding case of a magmatic event occuring 100 years after repository

closure. :A magmatic event occurring at a later time would intercept a

smaller inventory in the repository.

Estimates of occurance probabilities have not been postulated for

individual climate change scenarios, so inclusion of climate changes in a

risk estimate is difficult. However, if a bounding case of a ground water

recharge rate 50% larger than currently expected is chosen, the risk estimate

is increased by 14 health effects.

A detailed dose calculaton for population health effects from the gas

phase release of 14C has not yet been done. However, preliminary

considerations suggest that the number of health effects will be negligible.

Thus inclusion of gas phase releases as a scenario does not appreciably

change the risk estimate.

An upper bound on health effects can be obtained by adding the maximum

increase on health effects calculated from each scenario. This approach

yields a risk estimate of between 36 and 181 excess adverse health effects

during the first million years after repository closure.
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Appendix A

MOISTURE RETENTION CHARACTERISTICS AND GENERAL HYHRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY

DATA AND CORRESPONDING FITTED CURVES FOR CORE SAMPLES
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FIGURE A.1. Moisture Retention
Curves Fitted to
Laboratory Data for
Sample 64-66

FIGURE A.2. Moisture Retention
Curves Fitted to
Laboratory Data for
Sample G4-8A
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FIGURE A.3. Moisture Retention
Curves Fitted to
Laboratory Data for
Sample GU3-12B

FIGURE A.4. Moisture Retention
Curves Fitted to
Laboratory Data for
Sample G4-11B
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FIGURE A.5. Moisture Retention
Curves Fitted to
Laboratory Data for
Sample GU3-18A

FIGURE A.6. Generated Hydraulic
Conductivity Data
and Fitted Curve for
Sample G4-6B
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FIGURE A.9. Generated Hydraulic
Conductivity Data
and Fitted Curve for
Sample 64-l1B

FIGURE A.10. Generated Hydraulic
Conductivity Data
and Fitted Curve for
Sample GU3-18A
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Appendix 8

GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
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Appendix B - General Solution of the Transport Equations.

In this appendix the system of equations

The system (8.1) has been solved when all of the retardation values are

distinct (Harada et al, 1980). There are times, however, when it is of

interest to solve (9.1) when two or more retardation values are the same.

Since retardation is a chemical phenomenon all isotopes of the same element

will always have the same retardation value. Hence the retardation values will

not all be distinct whenever a decay chain contains two or more isotopes of

the same element. An example is the decay chain U-238 - U-234 _ Th-230. The

method used in Harada et al to solve (9.1) will be used with minor

modifications to solve (8.1) even when the retardation values are not all

distinct.

The system (8.1) is solved using Laplace transformations. The properties

of Laplace transforms are well known and will be used freely in the following

work. Define
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Since the decay constants for various nuclides are almost always different

the Pm will almost always be distinct, even if some of the retardation values,

hence velocities, are the same. The only case which requires special

consideration is Va a Vb and Xa aXbb for some a,b, a # b.

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (6.9) with respect to p gives

Up to this point the analysis has been essentially a simplification of the

results in Harada et al. Now, however, the cases

will be considered. The only case treated in Harada et al is case II.
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CASE I.
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Appendix C - Band Release.



Substituting (7), (C.2) and (C.22) into (C.3), using

(C.5) and integrating (C.24) now yields







where





APPENDIX 0. DOSE MODEL COEFFICIENTS

TABLE D.1. Food Transfer Coefficients

D. Vel. Plant Egg Milk Beef Pork Poultry Percolation
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TABLE D.2. External Dose Factors in Person Sv/yr per Bq/n

C-14
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TABLE 0.3. Internal Dose Factors for Ingestion and Inhalation

C 14 G
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CALCULATION OF CARBON-14
TRAVEL TIME AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

1. INTRODUCTION

In determining whether a high-level waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada,

would satisfy regulatory requirements concerning the release of radioactivity to the
accessible environment one issue that must be addressed is the transport of gaseous 14CO2
from the repository to the surface. In this memorandum the WCO2 travel time for three
different times after waste emplacement is calculated. The calculation depends upon a
conceptual model that has two principal features:

* Gas-phase 14CO2 moves upward through airfilled pores of the unsaturated tuffs
by advection in a thermally driven air convection cell.

* An isotopic equilibrium exists between carbon dioxide in the gas phase, which
is mobile, and dissolved bicarbonate, which is immobile.

To describe this system, two quantitative inputs are needed:

* A description of the chemical environment; and

* Gas-flow velocities within Yucca Mountain.

Section 2 of this report gives a general equation for the transport of any gas in a
porous medium partially saturated with water. Section 3 is a discussion of those
mechanisms and terms which are neglected in the present calculation of travel time. In
Section 4, the finite-difference model used to calculate gas fluxes is described. A
conceptual model of the geochemical system and the calculation of a retardation factor that
expresses the relationship between mobile gaseous 14CO2 and immobile dissolved
bicarbonate are the subject of Section 5. Travel times are calculated in Section 6, and
Section 7 summarizes the conclusions of the report.



2. THEORY OF 14C MIGRATION
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species as a porous medium in which fractures and matrix form a single continuum. The
pore velocity of the water can therefore be calculated simply by dividing the flux by the
total moisture content of the tuff.
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Tbe upward gas flux is calculated below to be on the order of 10- to 10-7 cm/sec
under ambient conditions, and approximately 10-7 to 10-6 cm/sec when repository heating is

significant. The gas-phase concentration (f carbon dioxide is about 0.04 mmol/L at 27'C,
and more at higher temperatures. This gives an upward flux of carbon dioxide of
approximately 4 x 10-16 to 4 x 104 mol sec-4 cm- 2.

Under ambient conditions, therefore, the liquid flux of carbon is comparable to or
smaller than the gas flux. During the period of repository heating, the liquid flux is at least
an order of magnitude smaller.

Liquid-phase advection is therefore no larger than gas-phase advection during the
period when gas-phase transport is slowest. During the time of more rapid gas-phase
transport, which is the period of greatest concern, it is considerably smaller. Consequently,
neglecting liquid-phase advection is an acceptable approximation.

3.2 Diffusion

It is well known that the time constant T for a substance to move a distance L by
molecular diffusion in a porous medium is given by

where B is the retardation factor defined below, ' is the tortuosity, and D is the diffusion
constant. The molecular diffusion constant of carbon dioxide, corrected to ambient
temperature and pressure is about 0.17 c 2/sec or 500 m2/yr. A typical value of tortuosity
is 0.1.

Using a typical travel distane of 35 m and a retardation fac of 70 gives a travel
time of 43,000 yr under ambient conditions. This is several times greater than the
ambient-conditions travel time and much greater than travel times affected by repository
heat
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3-3 Flow Drivwn by binary Diffusion
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gas flows beneath Yucca Mountain. Under ambient conditions, gas within the mountain
moves upward in winter and, to a lesser extent, downward in summer. This back-and-forth
gas movement will presumably cause some mixing and spreading of gas constituents. It is
necessary to evaluate whether this will be a significant transport mechanism for carbon-14.

The magnitude of these seasonal flows has been calculated by Ross and Amter
(1988), using the same model as in these calculations but a different geometry. The upward
component of the winter gas flux in the Topopah Spring Welded Unit is approximately 2 x
10- cm/sec or less. With a drained porosity of 0.05 and a retardation factor of 70, this
flux will move a molecule of carbon-14 a distance of 3 cm in 3 months. Molecular
diffusion in the same time period wiLl according to Eq. (3-1), move the molecule a typical
distance of 85 cm. Therefore seasonal oscillatory movement is much smaller than
molecular diffusion. Staightforward calculations yield the same conclusion for the
overlying units.

4. MODELING OF GAS FLOW

A finite difference computer model was used to predict the gas flow in Yucca
Mountain. a condensed description of which is contained below. A more detailed
description is given by Ross and Amter (1988).

4.1 Modeling Approach

4.1.1 Physical B
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4.1.2 Assumptions

The following physical assumptions about the Yucca Mountain system under
present-day conditions are well justified and simplify the problem:

1) Water vapor constitutes only a small component of the soil gas, that is, its
partial pressure is much less than one bar.

2) Relative humidity in the unsaturated zone is approximately equal to 100%.

3) The soil gas behaves as an ideal gas.

4) Because the compressibility of the gas is much greater than that of the rock, the
rock matrix can be treated as rigid.

5) All gas-filled voids in the matrix may be treated as a single porosity because
the propagation of a pressure pulse from fractures into the matrix is rapid
compared to a seasonal time scale.

6) Diurnal temperature changes do not penetrate a significant distance into the
mountain (Montazer et &L, 1985), nor does the resulting change of gas pressure.

7) Changes in the partial pressure of water vapor are accommodated by changes in
gas composition, with total pressure remaining nearly constant (Ross, 1984).
This implies, for examples, that a rise in temperature evaporates additional
water (relative humidity remins at 100%), increasing both the mass of water in
the vapor state and the vapor pressure, but the partial pressure of air decreases
almost equally (air flows out of the elemental volume) and total pressure
remains nearly constant
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These assumptions make possible some important simplifications in the governing
equations. Assumptions (6). (8), and (9) allow the gas flow during any season to be
calculated as a steady-state flow, with the air pressure at the surface an average over
diurnal and weather-related fluctuations. The flow equations need be solved only in the
subsurface; atmospheric pressure as a function of elevation can be calculated explicitly from
the temperature and humidity and applied as a boundary condition.
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4.1.5 , Boundary Conditions

The gas flow system has two types of boundary conditions. The first is a Dirichlet
condition along the atmospheric boundary of the mountain. The second is a Neumann
condition corresponding to no flow across the base of the Topopah Spring Member.
No-flow boundaries are also used for convenience in the subsurface portions of the lateral
boundaries of the modeL
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Figure 4-1. Cross-section used in simulation
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Figure 4-2. Location of cross-section used in simulation. Cross section extends along line
SS', and to the west of S.
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A grid of approximately 2000 nodes, defining square blocks 20 meters on a side, was
constructed for the finite difference simulation. The grid was oriented parallel to the
bedding to simplify the implementation of internal layering and external boundary
conditions.
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TABLE 4-1
Values of Input Constants

Parameter

external temperature

reference density of air

reference -temperature

reference pressure

reference viscosity

T-dependent viscosity change

atmospheric relative humidity at z = 0

gravitational constant

universal gas constant

gmw of air

gmw water

node spacing

angle of dip

geothernal gradient

intinsic permeability of the Tiva
Canyon and Topopah Spring Members

intinsic permeability of the
non-welded and bedded tuff
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Figure 4-5. Gas flow at 50 000 yr.
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Figure 4-6. Gas flow annual-average pre-emplacement temperatures.
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Perhaps the most fundamental property of the geochemical system that must be
defined is 6ie identity of the mineral phases that govern water chemistry. If secondary
calcite is found in the unsaturated zone in significant quantities and an exogenous source of
calcium can be identified. it is reasonable to conclude that the carbonate system buffers the
waxer chemisry. If calcium is present in only minor amounts, the weathering of tuffacous
silicate minerals may be the source, and more complex reactions are needed to predict

chemical reactions. Precipitation of solid phases may alter total dissolved carbon
concentrations and thereby influence carbon-14 concentrations in all phases; this mechanism

is discussed in some detail in Section 5.4.1.

The conceptual model of the geochemical system adopted here has three principal
features:

* Sufficient calcium carbonate is present in the unsaturated zone to dominate the
aqueous chemistry and buffer the pH of the water.
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9. Calcium concentrations and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide are the only
,measured values that control carbonate concentrations at equilibrium.

5.2.3 Modeling Approach Using PHREEQE

A reaction path model such as PHREEQE can be used to predict the evolution of a
water if initial chemical concentrations and reactions are defined. The PHREEQE model
allows the user several options to adjust for analyses that have a charge imbalance. A
complex series of reactions including equilibria with mineal phases, irreversible
geochemical processes, mixing of waters, and changes in the temperature of a system can
be simulated.

Because available chemical data often are consistent with more than one set of
reactions and mineral phases that could plausibly describe the geochemical system, reaction
path models are frequently used to generate a series of reaction products for each of the
hypothetical systems. Given an incomplete soil water analysis, PHREEQE can generate
missing data if the system is constrained to be in equilibrium with specific mineral phases

(Plummer et aL, 1983). This capability is very useful because very few data defining the
soil-water chemistry at Yucca Mountain are available.

To obtain a range of values of total dissolved carbon that can be used to calculate the
retardation factor B, available da and basic assumptions about the geologic and
geochemical environment were combined in a two-step procedure. Both steps employed
PHREEQE. The first step used the model to predict missing parameters at ambient

temperatures. Concentrations of carbonate species that would be in equilibrium with
observed mineral phases at the measured partial pressure of carbon dioxide were generated.
The second step used the output generated in the first step as input to simulate changes in

speciation after the temperature has been raised following emplacement of the repository.

This approach is not meant to yield a unique geochemical model of the unsaturated
zone, but only to give an order of magnitude estimate of chemical concentrations and

speciation that may be expected. It should be emphasized that the procedure was
developed in response to the lack of available dat and is intended only to provide
approximate values of the equilibrium concentrations of total dissolved carbon so that a
carbon-14 retardation factor B(T) as a function of temperature could be calculated.
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Comparison of results predicted from the first step with data from similar geologic areas, as
well as with data obtained in the future, is the only way to determine the accuracy of the
predictions.

Figure 5-1 is a flowchart detailing the two-step procedure used to solve the problem.

Step 1. Ambient carbonate concentrations were calculated. Two different approaches,
based on different judgments about the accuracy of the data, were used.

Method 1- Assume that endpoints of measured calcium concentrations bracket the
range expected in soil water concentrations at Yucca Mountain. Assume a reasonable
value of pH and, for each endmember of the calcium concentration range, allow
PHREEQE to calculate carbonate values by setting this hypothetical system in
equilibrium with solid calcite and crystobalite and measured partial pressures of
carbon dioxide.

In this approach, the charge imbalance of the analysis is maintained throughout all
calculations. If all of the chemical analyses are equally suspect, a reasonable assumption in
this case, this option maintains whatever error exists in the data as a result of inaccurate or
incomplete analyses. PHREEQE recalculates the pH of the sample at equilibrium with
calcite and measured pCOz. In all simulations where this was done, the sample pH turned
out to be highly buffered, with the final pH varying only few tenths of a unit regardless of
the starting pH.

Method 2 - Adjust concentrations thought to be highly suspect to account for charge
inequalities. Because of difficulties in extracting a soil water sample from highly
unsaturated media, all of the chemical analyses are suspect; however, total carbon and
calcium concentrations were selected to be adjusted.

At pH 7.66 and calcium of 110 mg/l, PHREEQE increased the bicarbonate
concentration to approximately 272 mg/L to account for the charge imbalance. At
equilbrium this concentration was reduced to approximately 80 mg4L. hypothetically
depositing large quantities of calcite and degassing the soil water. Because the range of

calcium concentratin is wide (30 to 110 mg i),t was necessary to adjust pH and the
calcium concentrations using an iterative procedure until they showed little change after
equilibration with the gas and mineral phases.
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Figure 5-1. Flow chart of the procedure used with the PHREEQE chemical modeL
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Using the values generated in step 1 as input the effect on speciation given a change
in temperature from ambient conditions was simulated. The same three simulations were
run as described in Step 1.
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As temperature increases, the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon decreases
and both precipitation of calcium carbonate and degassing of the water occur. Figure 5-2
shows total dissolved carbon concentration.as a function of temperature for each of the
three simulations.
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Retardation factor versus temperature in the Topopah Spring welded unit
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Figue 5-3b Retardation factor verus temperature in the Paintbrush nonwelded unit.
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Retardation factor versus temperature in the Tiva Canyon unit.
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